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Software is the solution..
for making your business

more profitable!

And, the most comprehensive

business and professional

software is Info-Solutions from

info-Designs, Inc.

info-Designs, Inc. is a rapidly growing company

with a "commitment to provide the highest

quality microcomputer software anywhere!"

Our Professional Practice Software Solutions

provide a comprehensive management system

for attorneys, engineers, architects, consultants,

accountants, and other professionals who derive

income from billing their professional services

and reimbursable expenses.

Our management Accounting Software Solutions

provide a totally integrated accounting system

for the small to medium size business—retailer,

wholesaler, distributor, manufacturer, and

service company.

Now, on one compact Commodore

CBM microcomputer system, you

can achieve better management

cfr control of unbilled time, billings,

accounts receivable, accounts payable,

checkwriting, payroll, general ledger, inventory

management and on-line order entry/point-of-sale.

See your local Commodore dealer today for the

information-Solution to your business

automation needs.

Info
INFORMATION SOLUTIONS USING MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY

6905 Telegraph Rd. • Birmingham, Ml .38010 • (313! 540-4010
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Q&k
Q. I was pleased to read about the

64K expansion board. Will it accom

modate the 32K (N) 2001 programs. If

so. how are the programs displayed on

the 80 column screen. Also, do you

have a routine in BASIC so my Epson

printer, when it has the auto line feed

on, can print single line feeds instead

of double line feeds.

H. Roth

Raleigh, NC

A. The 64K expansion board can in

deed load older version ofBASIC. The

add-on board program included with

the board allows you to select the

proper version and automatically sets

the screen to 40 columns. It does this

by using only 40 columns in the center

of an 80 column screen. Most older

programs can be run with little or no

modification at all.

Regarding your printer, the ver

sions of BASIC previous to 4.0 sent a

carriage/return and line/feed at the

end of every PRINT# command. The

way to suppress the line/feed is

illustrated in this example:

PRINT#I,"THIS IS A TEST"

CHR$(13);

The semi-colon will suppress both (he

C/R and the L/F. The CHR$(I3) has to

be included to give the desired C/R.

Q. My machines says LL### COM

MODORE BASIC ###". and I un

derstand this means I have Revision

3.0 ROM's. On my machine, a pro

gram gets "stuck" whenever "OR" is

used in a listing after a 'GET' state

ment. For example:

100 PRINT "PRESS A OR B"

110 GET A$: IF A$O"A" OR

A$O"B"THEN 110

120 PRINT "YOU PRESSED

"A$"

HOTLINE

130 END

140 REM

READY.

However, the listing works if entered

as follows;

100 PRINT "PRESS A"

110 GET A$: IF A$o"A"

THEN 110

120 PRINT "YOU PRESSED

"A$"

130 END

140 REM

READY.

To get the same result desired as

shown in the first listing, I have to

write it more or less this way:

10 GET A$

20 IF A$="A" THEN GOTO 50

30 IF A$="B" THEN GOTO 50

40 GOTO 10

50 PRINT "YOU PRESSED" A$

60 END

J. Rowland

Houston, Texas

A. It seems your logic is faulty. In

your first example, if you press "A"

then AS will not be equal to "B". Line

110 says that if AS is not equal to

"A", or if AS is not equal to "B",

then go back and get a new letter. We

just stated A$ would not be equal to

"B" so that means we must go back

and get a new letter. THERE IS NO

EXIT FROM THIS LINE. However,

there are several ways to correctly

implement this text. In addition to your

final example, both of the following

variations will work correctly:

110 GET A$: IF A$ <> "A"

AND AS <> "B" THEN 110

110 GET A$: IF A$ = "A' OR

Continued on page 4.
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IF YOU'RE WAITING FOR THE
PRICE OF WORD PROCESSORS
TO FALL WITHIN REASON

Everyone expected it would happen

sooner or later.. .with WordPro PLUS'"

it already has! Now all the marvelous

benefits of expensive and advanced

word processing systems are available

on Commodore computers, America's

largest selling computer line. WordPro

PLUS, when combined with the new 80

column CBM 8032, creates a word pro

cessing system comparable to virtually

any other top quality word processor

available—but at savings of thousands

of dollars!

New, low cost computer technology is

now available at a fraction of what you

would expect to pay. This technology

allowed Commodore to introduce the

new and revolutionary CBM 8032

Computer.

WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM

8032 Computer into a sophisticated,

time saving word processing tool. With

WordPro PLUS, documents are dis

played on the computer's screen. Edit

ing and last minute revisions are simple

and easy. No more lengthy re-typing

sessions. Letters and documents are

easily re-called from memory storage

for editing or printing with final drafts

printed perfectly at over five hundred

words per minute!

Our nationwide team of professional

dealers will show you how your office

will benefit by using WordPro PLUS. At

a price far less than you realize.

Invest in your office's future...

Invest in WordPro PLUS...

Call us today for the name of the

WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road

Needham, MA 02194

(617)444-5224

TELEX 95 1579

Professional Software. Inc. WordPro was

designed and written by Steve Punter.
June/July 1982 3.



HOTLINE

A$ = "B" THEN 120

115 TO TO 110

Q. I have a Hayes modem connected

to the RS-232 user port of my CBM

8032. Is there a program that will

enable me to use the RS-232 port and

make my machine a terminal.

M. Oxman

Bethesda, MD

A. There is a product called McTerm

from Madison Computer [(208) 255-

5552] which turns the user port into an

RS-232 port. McTerm is a menu-driven

program which allows the user to

easily set and change the various com

munications parameters. No addi

tional hardware is required.

Q. I am interested in interfacing my

PET 4000 series computer with a tele

vision. Are there any devices available

to do this?

L. Smith

Inwood, NV

A. Madison Computer may also solve

this problem as well. They sell a

circuit which converts the signalsfrom

the PET/CBM into those required by a

standard video monitor. Commodore

Magazine also intends to publish plans

in a future issue for a low cost-circuit

which will work with a 40 or 80

column PET/CBM.

Q. I have a 2001-16K CBM. At

times, when I am editing a program,

my machine displays the following

patterns:

pc lrq sr ac xr yrsp

.:e4f2 e62e 30 4c 03 00 ed

I cannot get out of this mode without

turning the machine off and losing

what I have. Is there another solution

to this problem?

A. When you get the display you de

scribed, your computer has entered

the machine language monitor. To exit

back to BASIC, simply type X and

RETURN. O

Editor's Notes

Reaffirming a Commitment

Not since Mission Control success

fully concluded the last space shuttle

mission had there been so much ex

citement in Texas. The source of all

this hoopla was Commodore's unveil

ing of a new generation of advanced

microcomputer systems at the NCC in

Houston. Once again. Commodore has

eagerly assumed the role of trendsetter

by adding "B" series and "P" series

computers to its ever-expanding range

of products. Powerful yet simple to

use, these innovative machines will be

the talk of the industry for quite some

time.

Just the sheer appearance of the new

products is reason enough to get ex

cited. Matching the beauty of its inter

nal capabilities, the "human engi

neered1" "B" series features attractive

and fuctional housing. Its integrated

green phosphor screen, which offers a

very crisp display, may be adjusted

using both tilt and swivel controls.

And that's just the beginning!

The detachable keyboard is designed

to be placed against die main unit to

conserve space. However, for typing

comfort, the keyboard may be placed

some distance away from the main

unit. Can't you imagine Commodore

computerists leaning back in comfort

able chairs widi keyboards nestled se

curely in their laps.

Both "P" and "B" series micros

share the same keyboard design,

which reflects advanced features and

comfort. Maybe you can't judge a

book by its cover, but the external

features of these new products are a

positive indication of the computing

power that's just waiting to be used.

For a thorough breakdown of these

new products, be sure to read this

issue's Commodore News section.

And, for more information on our

commitment to these products, please

read on.

Obviously, when these new advanced

systems become available later this

year, Commodore Magazine will offer

valuable information to readers. How

ever, the reader nucleus of this

magazine consists of PET, CBM and

VIC users. We will not lose sight of

this audience.

This publication, like the micromput-

ers it supports, is part of a product

evolution. It will continue to reflect

the substantial growth of the Commo

dore product line. And it will remain

committed to existing Commodore

products, as well as new products.

Remember, this is not a PET magazine

... or a VIC magazine ... or "B"

and "P" series publication. It is "The

Microcomputer Magazine'' for all

Commodore products. C1

CUJJ2-

Paul Fleming

Editor 0
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Electronic

Communications

Larry Ercolino

Manager of Communications

Products

When I was asked to share some

views "from where I sit," I

did not realize the herculean

task I had undertaken. For there is so

much that you need to know about my

area of expertise— "Electronic Com

munications". It is a broad subject

meant for use by computer novices,

businessmen, investors, professional

programmers, and students ... In

essence, anyone with a need for infor

mation or computer power not

available at the local level has a

genuine need in electronic communi

cations. It is not arrogance that makes

me say this is truly an area for

everyone. In fact, I am certain that

once your Commodore computer is

linked to other computers via a phone

line, you can find someone with the

same interests as you. Let me explain.

The concept of "telecomputing" is

not new. Universities, government

agencies and businesses have been ex

changing computer information by

phone for many years, but until the

advent of low cost modems, the equip

ment required was too expensive for

use in small business and home com

puting. Recently, companies such as

CompuServe, Dow Jones News/Re

trieval and The Source have made ac

cess to main frame computing afford

able AND practical. Suddenly, you

can get high class information on your

stock portfolio, even if it consists of

only five shares of stock; research

power is at your fingertips; compara

tive shopping to make the most of your

Where

buying power can be done from your

living room; an electronic "post of

fice" is open for business anytime you

want—all those neat things you read

about in science fiction books are

really here for you to use. To bring

tomorrow into your home today all

you need is a Commodore computer, a

modem and a telephone.

Commodore has made a major com

mitment to you and telecomputing.

Available June 1, 1982 we will have

our own information network. The

Commodore Information Network will

offer you a Hotline that you can access

in those late hours when no one is

around to help you, and the next night

there will be an answer in your

"electronic mailbox"! This special

network will initially be accessible by

you on the CompuServe Information

Services network. Subscribers will be

able to get current product information

and technical assistance, or exchange

tips with other Commodore owners.

Here are a few of the services provided

through the Commodore Information

Network:

Commodore Hotline

Tech Tips

Commodore Bulletin Board

Product Announcements

Software Tips

Listing of Users' Groups

Commodore Reference Materials

Newsletters

Most of these items will be available

by June. We will continue to increase

the offerings as the system grows. Al

ready planned is free public domain

software and a program of the month.

All Commodore computers will be

supported in all these activities PLUS

we plan to structure an ONLINE

national users' group.

From the VIC-20 to the newly an

nounced "B" and "P" series prod

ucts, Commodore provides you with a

cost effective and powerful entry into

the growing world of telephone/com

puter services! Cr

June/July 1982 5.



COMMODORE NEWS

Powerful-Versatile

COMMODORE-64 Computer Ideal for

Home and Business Applications

The Commodore-64, one of

Commodore's newest break

throughs in adding versatility

and power to home and business

microcomputing, was unveiled at the

Summer Consumer Electronics Show

in Chicago and The National Comput

er Conference in Houston.

The Commodore-64, which Shearson/

American Express said "could be the

microcomputer industry's outstanding

new product introduction since the

birth of the industry," gives home and

business users powerful 64K comput

ing capability along with exciting

three-dimensional-style color game

graphics and music synthesis. At the

suggested retail price of $595.00, the

Commodore-64 offers one-third more

computing power than the Apple II + S

at less than one-half its suggested retail

price.

Physically resembling Commodore's

popular VIC 20 computer, the

Commodore-64 can use VIC 20

peripherals, and goes far beyond the

VIC's capabilities. With the addition

of a cassette interface, the

Commodore-64 can use many pro

grams and files created for Commo

dore's sophisticated line of PET and

CBM education- and business-oriented

computers. And with the addition of

an IEEE-48 cartridge, the Corn-

modore-64 can run any Commodore

peripheral, including a dual disk drive

and a CBM printer.

For those programs that need conver

sion, the Commodore-64 has a PET

emulator that makes it operate like a

PET in most areas. One of its most

impressive features is its ability to use

a Z80 cartridge to run CP/M*, giving

users access to one of the largest col

lections of microcomputer software

available.

Computerists can use the Commodore-

64's versatility to synthesize music

and play all the exciting games de

signed for the new Commodore MAX

Machine. Its 40 column x 25 line

screen and 16 colors give it great flexi

bility for users to create their own

graphics characters and games. And its

64K Random Access memory (RAM)

gives it the capability for sophisticated

home and business applications. Word

processing programs will be available

for the Commodore-64, along with

Commodore's own new "electronic

spreadsheet". Many new applications

will be on the market soon.

The Commodore-64 relies on state-of-

the-art integrated circuits designed and

produced by Commodore's subsidiary,

MOS Technology. The heart of the

Commodore-64 system is a new

microprocessor, the 6510. The 6510 is

similar to the MOS 6502—the chip

that made microcomputing a house

hold occupation—but contains addi

tional input/output (I/O) lines to

handle the processing required by the

new system. G>

Apple 11+ is a registered trademark of

Apple Computer, Inc.

CP/M is a registeredtrademark ofDigital

Research, Inc.

6. Commodore Magazine



COMMODORE MAX MACHINE, 3 in 1 Computer-Game

Machine-Music Synthesizer,

Sure to Change the Old-Fashioned

Video-Game Buying Habits of Consumers

The Commodore MAX Machine, a revolutionary three-in-

one home computer-game machine-music synthesizer, was

unveiled at the Summer Consumer Electronics Show (CES)

at Chicago's McCormick Place.

The MAX Machine, shown in prototype at the Winter CES

under the code name ULTIMAX, drew raves for its

extraordinary versatility, price/performance ratio and three-

dimensional-style color game graphics. Now encased in an

innovative futuristic housing, it will be sold late this year

with an array of arcade games, as well as educational and

musical programs. At a suggested retail price of $ 179.95—

about the same as an ordinary game machine—the Commo

dore MAX Machine is certain to change consumers' old-

fashioned video-game buying habits.

Relying on a new display chip designed by Commodore's

subsidiary. MOS Technology, the MAX Machine produces

color and graphics formerly available only with a highly

sophisticated character generator. And because the MAX is

a real computer, users do not have to rely only on

pre-programmed games, but can actually create their own

games, then save them on cassette tape for future use. Its 40

column x 25 line screen and 16 colors give the MAX great

flexibility for unique and exciting graphics.

Using a new Sound Interface Device, the Commodore

MAX Machine produces music and sound effects that rival

many of the best music synthesizers now available. The

MAX produces three independent voices, each with a

nine-octave range, contains a programmable ADSR (attack.

decay, sustain, release) generator and a programmable

Filter, and has variable resonance. With these sophisticated

features, the MAX Machine can command astounding

orchestration when it is used with a good quality audio

system.

With a BASIC language cartridge. Commodore MAX

Machine users can leam the fundamental language of

computing and write their own programs using simple

BASIC commands. MAX Machine BASIC can be trans

lated for use with all other Commodore systems, and is

capable of handling everything from word strings to math

functions. With the MAX Machine's nine-digit numeric

accuracy and built-in math functions, users can write a

variety of useful programs for home applications.

The heart of the MAX Machine system is a new

microprocessor, the 65 10, designed by Commodore's MOS

subsidiary.

to the 6502 chip, also designed by MOS, that made

microcomputing a household activity. However, the 6510

contains additional input/outpur (I/O) lines to handle the

processing required by the new system. C-

Unclutter

Your Desk!
Put your Commodore computer

in a desk of its own.

Sure it will look great,

■s end the desk is small enough

to fit almosi anywhere.

But the real benefits are

your personal comfort

and efficiency.

interlink Desk System

Interlink, Inc.

Box 134

Berrien Springs, Ml 49103

(616) 473-3103

June/July 1982 7.



COMMODORE NEWS

COMMODORE Quick Reference Fact Sheet

Memory

Screen Size

MAX Machine

2K built-in plus memory

Cartridge

as per BASIC specifications

40 col x 25 lines

Commodore-64

64K built-in

16KROM add-on

40 col x 25 lines

Graphics 320 x 200 pixels

255 foreground/

background color combo

16 text colors

8 movable Sprites

320 x 200 pixels

255 foreground/

background color combo

16 text colors

64 graphic characters

256 movable Sprites

Independent magnification

Extended Hi-res modes

Sound 6581 Sound Interface

Device (SID)

3 independent voices,

9 octaves each

Programmable ADSR

Programmable filter

Variable resonance &

master vol. control

6581 Sound Interface

Device (SID)

3 independent voices,

9 octaves each

Programmable ADSR

Programmable filter

Variable resonance &

master vol. control

Peripherals Datassette

Joystick

Double paddle

Lightpen

Datassette

Joystick

Double paddle

Lightpen

Z80 microprocessor on

cartridge

VIC MODEM

VIC disk drive

VIC graphic printer

With IEEE-488 cartridge:

AH Commodore peripherals

Compatability Same game cartridges

will work on

Commodore-64

Other BASIC Commodore

programs easily converted.

PET emulator to be available.

8. Commodore Magazine



POWER .95

POWER produces a dramatic improvement in the

ease of editing BASIC on Commodore's computers.

POWER is a programmer's utility package (in a 4K

ROM) that contains a series of new commands and

utilities which are added to the Screen Editor and the

BASIC Interpreter. Designed for the CBM BASIC

user, POWER contains special editing, programming,

and software debugging tools not found in any other

microcomputer BASIC. POWER is easy to use and is

sold complete with a full operator's manual written by

Jim Butterfield.

POWER'S special keyboard 'instant action' features

and additional commands make up for, and go beyond

the limitations of CBM BASIC. The added features

include auto line numbering, tracing, single stepping

through programs, line renumbering, and definition

of keys as BASIC keywords. POWER even includes

new "stick-on" keycap labels. The cursor movement

keys are enhanced by the addition'of auto-repeat and

text searching functions are added to help ease pro

gram modification. Cursor UP and cursor DOWN

produce previous and next lines of source code.

COMPLETE BASIC program listings in memory can

be displayed on the screen and scrolled in either direc

tion. POWER is a must for every serious CBM user.

Call us today, for the name of the Professional

Software dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road

Needham, MA 02194

Tel: (617) 444-5224 Telex #951579

T"POWER is a registered trademark of Professional Software,

Inc. June/July 1982 9.



BX256, 16-BIT, 256K Multiprocessor,

Tops List of New Commodore

Microcomputers Unveiled at NCC

Commodore unveiled the

BX256, its first advanced 16-

bit multiprocessor profes

sional microcomputer, at the National

Computer Conference (NCC) in

Houston (June 7-10).

Featuring 256K of user memory

(RAM), the newly designed BX256 is

an enhanced version of Commodore's

"B" series microcomputers, and will

offer two processors, including a 16-

bit 8088 for CP/M-86, Release 1*

compatibility. The BX256 also fea

tures an attached 80-column green

phosphor screen and built-in dual disk

drives. It is expandable to a maximum

of 256K RAM internally with potential

for 640K externally, and can accomo-

date an optional Z-80 processor board.

The BX256, which made its American

debut at NCC after having had its

world premier at the Hanover Trade

Fair in Germany, will be available

later this year from authorized Com

modore dealers throughout the United

States at a planned retail price of

$2995.

In addition to internal improvements,

the BX256 offers the new external

"Look" of all "B" series computers.

Its screen, with an 80 columns by 25

lines display, may be adjustable with

separate tilt and swivel controls, and

its detachable keyboard is designed to

be placed against the main unit to

conserve space, but may be moved

away from the screen for typing

comfort.

A full-sized, typewriter keyboard with

a separate professional numeric key

pad is standard with all 'B' series

microcomputers. The keypad also in

cludes a double zero key, a "clear

entry" key and a double-size "enter

key" for ease of operation. In addition

to the standard individual cursor con

trol, the B256 features 10 program

mable "function keys" that can be

used to perform specialized tasks.

A Commodore-designed chip—the

658 1 microprocessor—gives the

BX256 a full three-voice music syn

thesizer, with nine octave ranges. The

circuit's sophistication is capable of

producing many different effects. It's

system includes output for direct con

nection to external sound systems and

features a cartridge slot for instant

plug-in of application and game soft

ware.

The full range of Commodore CBM

peripherals are supported by the

BX256 via a built-in IEEE-488 in

terface, and the built-in RS-232 in

terface allows the connection of

standard computer devices such as

modems and printers.

A wide variety of software will be

offered for the B128 to provide users

with various business, personal, enter

tainment, and educational applica

tions.

The BX256 was unveiled at NCC

along with two other newly announced

advanced systems—the Commodore

"B" and "P" series micros. In addi

tion, two recently announced prod

ucts, the Commodore-64 and Commo

dore "MAX" Machine, were formally

introduced. 0

*CP/M is a registered trademark ofDigital

Research.

10. Commodore Magazine



"B Series" Product Comparison

FEATURE "BX256"

$2995

256K

256K internal/

640K external

2

340K

YES

YES

YES

YES

"APPLE III"

$3,495

128K

256K

1

140K

NO

YES

NO

YES

"IBM PC"

$3,045

64K

256K

2

320K

YES

YES

YES

YES

Price1

Built-in Memory Storage .

Maximum Memory

Disks Included (5W) ....

Disk Storage Included

BASIC Language in ROM

CP/M Software Option2 . .

Detachable Keyboard

Real Time Clock

Audio

Sound Generator

Music Synthesizer

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

Video

Display

Built-in Display

80 Column

YES

80 Column

EXTRA

80 Column

EXTRA

Input/Output

IEEE-488 Bus

RS-232 Communications

YES

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

1 Prices based on standard Apple III with I28K; IBM PC model 824 with 64K (with 256K, the IBM would cost $4,665).

2 CP/M is a product of Digital Research.

Preliminary release information. Specifications subject to change.
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COMMODORE NEWS

Commodore Announces P128 Microcomputer,
3rd Generation of its Popular PET Series

IEEE-488 interface, and the built-in RS-232 interface

allows for easy connection of standard computer devices

including modems and printers.

The PI28 was unveiled at NCC along with two other newly

announced advanced microcomputer systems—the Com

modore V'B" and "BX" series micros. In addition, two

other new products, the Commodore-64 and Commodore

"MAX" Machine, were formally introduced. O

*CP/M is a registered trademark ofDigital Research.

128K of RAM, Color, CP/M Compatibility

Featured in Commodore's New 'P' Series

The PI28 microcomputer, first of the "P" series—the third

generation of Commodore's popular PET series — was one

of five new advanced and entry-level micros demonstrated

at the 1982 National Computer Conference (NCC) at

Houston's Astrohall, June 7-10.

The PI28, which connects directly to a television set or

monitor via built-in RF modulator, will feature 128K of

RAM, 40 columns by 25 lines display, and 16 colors for

either text or graphics. The PI28 will also feature a high

resolution graphic display of 320 by 200 pixels.

The P128 will be available late this year from authorized

Commodore dealers throughout the nation at a planned

retail price of $995.00.

In addition to the basic 128K of RAM, storage in the P128

is expandable to a maximum of 256K RAM interally and

640K externally. This third-generation machine also be

comes a multiprocessor system. A Commodore-designed

Z-80 processor board that offers CP/M* compatibility.

Also featured in the revolutionary PI28 are 10 program

mable "function" keys, which can be used to perform any

number of specialized tasks, as well as a number of editing

keys including "individual cursor control."

Music synthesis is yet another standard feature of the new

"P" series microcomputers. The P128 can stand alone or

be attached directly to a high quality sound system, thus

enabling users to enjoy the full range of sounds that the

P128 is capable of producing.

The new PI28 and all "P" Series micros support the full

range of Commodore CBM peripherals via the built-in

FEATURE PL28 Apple 11+

Price1 $995 $1,530

Built-in Memory Storage I28K 48K

Maximum Memory 512K 256K

BASIC Language in ROM YES YES

CP/M Software Option2 YES YES

Audio

Sound Generator YES YES

Music Synthesizer YES NO

Video

Display 40 Column 40 Column

Color YES YES

Modulator Included YES NO

Input/Output

IEEE-488 Bus YES NO

RS-232 Communications YES Not Inc.

Game Machine

Cartridge Game Slot YES NO

Game Controller Ports YES YES

1 Price based on suggested retail for 48K Apple 11+

2 CP/M is a product of Digital Research.

Preliminary release information. Specifications subject to change.
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Professional Business Software
For The Commodore 8000 Series Computer System

CMS GENERAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM II:

A fully interactive General Accounting System designed especially for the first time user. All input requests

are fully prompted with complete verification of input data. Most reports may be printed either to the screen

or the printer and started or stopped at any point. The user is led completely through each function by a

series of highlighted prompts fully explaining the required input at each point. A professionally written in

struction manual is included which shows sample reports generated by the system and further explains each

step and prompt as it is encountered by the user. These user prompts, together with the detailed step by

step manual, make it virtually impossible for the user to accidentally crash the program or to get lost in

the program and be unable to proceed or backup. Some of the many features of each of the four major

accounting functions is shown below.

GENERAL LEDGER:

Up to a 1000 accounts on the Chart of Accounts. Fully departmentalized up to nine departments. Cash

Disbursements and Cash Receipts Journal as well as a General Journal for ease of data entry. Maintains ac

count balances for Present Month, Quarter to Date, and Year To Date. User customized financial statements.

Accepts postings from Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll, or other programs.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE:

Prints Invoices and Monthly Statements. The finance charge rate and period may be set by the user. Full

invoice aging reports with aging breaks set by the user. During invoice data entry a copy of the Invoice is

displayed on the screen and the information is typed in exactly as if the Invoice was in a typewriter. Ac-

comodates full or partial invoice payments. Provides for Credit and Debit Memosasweil as Invoices. Invoice

File capacity is 2000 minus the number of customers multiplied by 1.4. Five hundred customers will allow

room for 2100 invoices. Invoices may be distributed among up to nine different General Ledger accounts

with automatic updating to the General Ledger.

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE:

Prints Accounts Payable checks with full check voucher detail for each Invoice paid. Prints detailed check

register. Automatic application of Credit Memos. Complete invoice aging reports with aging breaks set by the

user. Invoice File capacity is 2000 minus the number of vendors multiplied by two. Invoices may be distri

buted among up to nine different General Ledger accounts with automatic updating to the General Ledger

Account File.

PAYROLL:

Maintains Monthly, Quarterly, and Yearly totals for each of up to 350 employees. Prints Payroll checks with

full deduction and pay detail. Accomodates Weekly, Bi-weekly, Semi-Monthly, and Monthly employees.

Pays regular, overtime, holiday, and piece work hours. Up to eight miscellaneous deductions or payments

per employee. Prints Payroll Journal, Payroll Check Register, and an Absentee Report as well as 941 infor

mation and W2 forms. Automatic updating to the General Ledger.

See Your Nearest Commodore Dealer For A Demonstration
CMS Software Systems, Inc. 2204 Camp David, Mesquite, TX 75149 214-285-3581
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Skyles Electric Works

Epson-PET/CBM Graphic ROM Pack

For PET/CBM Owners Who Want:

Complete Program Listing Printouts

Complete Screen Graphic Printouts

Graphic Printouts From Programs

on your Epson Printer

Drd"J!e 551*1 ^lectr^ Works EPSON-PET GRAPHIC ROM Package. The ROM when installed in an EPSON HX80, MXBOFT
or HX10D with Graftrax Plus printer will reproduce most of the PET/CBM graphics characters. Host importantlC
when using the accompanying high speed machine language program, the Epson-PET Graphic ROM pack qives a
complete program listing with all screen controls shown (cursor, home, clear, etc.). This high speed machine
language program Tor program listing, screen image printout (screen dumps) and BASIC program controlled
printing (i.e. PRINT ) automatically translates the PET-ASCII characters to the EPSON-GRAPHIC ROM characters. A
BASIC sample program and PRINT subroutine, that may be incorporated into any existing BASIC program, completes
this "complete solution" package.

EPSON MODEL

MX70

MX80 (serial no. to 359999)

MX80 (serial no. after 360000)

MXaOFT

HX80 Graftrax

MXBO Graftrax Plus

MXBOFT Graftrax Plus

HX100

MX100 Graftrax Plus

ROM MODEL

Nat Available

EPG80 (EPG8Z,

EPG81 (EPG83,

EPG8F

Not Available

EPG8G+

EPG8G+

Not Available

EPG10G*

3 ROM Version)

3 ROM Version)

The Epson-PET Graphics ROM Pack has been designed to furnish you with PET/CBM graphics printing in the easiest
way possible. This is done by furnishing a high speed machine language proqram that is "hidden" at the tOD of
your PET/CBM memory. F

The machine language program serves 3 major functions.

Is Translates PET-ASCII code to ASCII code for program listing.

2: Translates screen code to ASCII code for screen image printouts.

3: Translates PET-ASCII code strings to ASCII strings for normal program printout. This feature may also be
used for making A5CII files for your disk or tape recorder.

INSTALLATION: Installs Into your Epson printer

PRICE: Epson-PET Graphics ROM Pack EPG80. EPG81, EPG8F $75.00

Please specify your Epson printer model type and and serial number when ordering.

For all PET/CBM's BASIC 2.0/Revision 3, or BASIC 4.0

AVAILABILITY: Immediately from your LOCAL DEALER

or

VISA, MASTERCHARGE ORDERS CALL (800) 227-9998 (except California residents)

CALIFORNIA ORDERS PLEASE CALL (415) 965-1735

231 E South Whismat\ Road

Mountain View, CA 94041

(415) 965-1735
Skyles Electric Works

14. Commodore Magazine



Computer

Comparison Chart

'P' SERIES

USER MEMORY (RAM)

Standard 128K

Maximum 256K internal/

640K external

PERMANENT MEMORY (ROM) 40K

DISPLAY 40 Col. x 25 Line

Color TV or Monitor

16 Colors

320 x 200 dot high

resolution mode

KEYBOARD Integral 94-key

■—10 function keys

—Numeric keypad

—Editing & Cursor

Control keys

PROCESSOR (standard) 6509

Optional Z-80

INTERFACES IEEE-488

RS232

CBM Cassette

8-Bit User Port

Direct Audio/Video

Output

Cartridge Slot

^ Control Ports

INTEGRAL DISKS NO

Standard Language BASIC 4.0

Optional Languages CP/M*, CP/M-86

UCSD Pascal**

Real Time Clock YES

SOUND SYNTHESIZER YES

Preliminary release information. Specifications subject to change.

B' SERIES BX' SERIES

128K

256K internal/

640K external

256K

256K internal/

640K external

40K 40K

80 Col. x 25 Line

Integral Display

Green Phosphor

Screen

80 Col. x 25 Line

Integral Display

Green Phosphor

Screen

Detachable 94-key

— 10 function keys

—Numeric keypad

—Editing & Cursor

Control keys

Detachable 94-key

— 10 function keys

—Numeric keypad

—Editing & Cursor

Control keys

6509

Z-80

6509 & 8088

Z-80

IEEE-488

RS232

CBM Cassette

8-Bit User Port

Direct Audio/Output

Cartridge Slot

IEEE-488

RS232

CBM Cassette

8-Bit User Port

Direct Audio/Output

Cartridge Slot

YES

BASIC 4.0

CP/M. CP/M-86

UCSD Pascal

YES

YES

BASIC 4.0

CP/M, CP/M-86

UCSD Pascal

YES

YES YES

* CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.

**UCSD Pascal is a registered trademark qfSpftech Micro Systems.
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SuperPET News

from Waterloo

Waterloo Computing Systems Limited

is primarily engaged in the develop

ment of portable software that will

operate on a variety of computer

systems. One of Waterloo's recent de

velopments includes programming

language processors designed for use

with microcomputers. Their software

was made available first by Commo

dore with the SuperPET.

6502 Assembly-Language

Development System

A software package has been written

for developing assembly language

programs to execute on the 6502

microprocessor. Using this package,

6502 machine-language programs are

prepared using the microEditor, a

6502 Assembler and a Linker which

produces an executable "module" in a

disk file. These components of the

package operate on the SuperPET, in

6809 mode, and have functional char

acteristics which are almost identical

to the 6809 Development System in

cluded in the original SuperPET soft

ware package (i.e., macros, structured

programming, long names, bank-

switch support, etc.)

Another component of the system is a

program which converts a 6502 pro

gram File from Waterloo Linker format

to Commodore "LOAD" format. This

means that programs, which are linked

to operate in the direct 32KB User

RAM memory and converted, can be

brought into memory for execution

with the Commodore "LOAD" com

mand. Such programs can operate on a

SuperPET in 6502 mode or on other

Commodore models such as the 8032

and 4032.

Two additional components of this

package operate in 6502 mode on the

SuperPET. Both of these components

have been developed to support use of

bank-switched memory for the execu

tion of 6502 machine-language pro

grams. The first component is a loader

which reads Waterloo Linker-format

files into both direct and bank-

switched memory for execution. The

second component is a program which

supports execution of programs in

bank-switched memory. Using this

package, a 6502 machine-language ap

plication that makes use of the entire

96K byte RAM memory of the Super

PET can be developed conveniently.

"Bank-Switching" of Existing

BASIC 4.0 Applications

An enhancement package for Commo

dore BASIC 4.0 facilitates use of

bank-switched memory for fast opera

tion of existing large application

packages. This package operates on

the SuperPET in 6502 mode.

Currently existing application

packages written in BASIC 4.0 which

are larger than 32K bytes, often are

"modularized" into various functional

component programs. Component pro

grams are brought from disk files into

memory, one at a time, for execution

using the Commodore "'LOAD" com

mand. This new package makes use of

the additional bank-switched memory

of the SuperPET to hold copies of the

component programs of an applica

tion. During execution of the applica

tion, component programs are

"LOADED" from bank-switched

memory at memory-to-memory trans

fer rates, instead of coming from disk.

This facility can dramatically increase

the performance characteristics of ex

isting CBM 8032 application packages

executing on the SuperPET.

Terminal Emulation Support

The existing software on the Commo

dore SuperPET enables it to be used as

a simple terminal in passthrough

mode. This support has certain short

comings for serious use. A new soft

ware package provides substantially

enhanced terminal emulation support

for the Super PET. The package in

cludes intemipt-driven, buffered input

from the host line. This prevents loss

of received characters during certain

screen operations such as scrolling,

when using data rates of up to 9600

baud.

Additional keys have been defined to

enable transmission of the "BREAK"

condition and the ASCII control char

acters. A local/remote echo setting al

lows optional display of characters

transmitted to the host computer. Spe

cial character sequences transmitted

from the host computer can be used for

terminal control operations such as x-y

cursor positioning, screen-clear, et

cetera. Optional XON/XOFF support

for both transmission and reception of

data avoids data overruns without re

quiring large buffers. In addition to

supporting the ASCII character set, an

alternate mode provides APL char

acters with standard overstrikes. C=
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A BYTE OFWHIMSEY...

Actual Poitvr Size J'J" wide * 24' deep

A funny thing happened here a few months ago...this fellow walked in with

this very unsophisticated art he wanted us to use on the April/May cover of the

COMMODORE Magazine. Gee, how could we tell him that it wasn't the

"image" we wanted to project... after all, our computers might be FUN, but we

have some very professional people using these things — doctors, lawyers,

even indian chiefs. The powers that be took one look at it and said "Hey, you

can't put a lot of pixies on our cover and expect people to take you seriously...

there's a pixie playing frisbee with one of our disks, and another pixie floating
down a waterfall with one of our business machines, there's a funny looking
toad fooling around with a VIC, there's even some pixie who thinks he can
access a data base from his treehouse... our readers want to see PEOPLE —

people looking very serious, very productive, learning all sorts of great things,
not a bunch of silly pixies. Well, we took a closer look, and ran it anyway... In

fact, we even had it printed as a big four-color poster to hang in your VERY
serious office, institution of learning, or, your own treehouse... So if you have
just a BYTE OF WHIMSEY in you, fill out the attached coupon and send us

your check or money order.

Return to:

COMMODORE MAGAZINE

COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES INC.

The Meadows, 487 Devon Park Drive

Wayne, Pa. 19087

Name.

Address

City _

State -Zip.

Please enclose a check or money order for

$5.00 for each poster ordered.

QUANTITY. TOTAL ENCLOSED

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

m. commodore
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COMMODORE NEWS

Commodore's New B128Microcomputer
WIN Offer 128K of RAM,
CP/M Compatibility

Business-Oriented 'B' Series Micros
Includes Built-in Screen and Dual Disk Drives

Commodore unveiled its B128 microcomputer, the second
generation of its CBM professional series and flagship of its
new "B" series business-oriented micros, at the National

Computer Conference (NCC) at Houston's Astrohall, June
7-10.

Scheduled for release later this year, the B128 features
128K of user memory (RAM), an attached 80-column green
phosphor screen and built-in dual disks. This new 'B' series
computer is expandable to a maximum of 256K RAM

internally with potential for 640K externally, and can ac-
comodate an optional Z-80 processor board to provide
CP/M* compatibility.

The BI28 will be available later this year from authorized
Commodore dealers throughout the United States at the
suggested retail price of $1695.

Featuring an innovative and attractive external design, the
second generation "B" series and the B128 feature an 80

columns by 25 lines display on a screen that may be

adjusted to provide users with comfortable viewing angles
through tilt and swivel controls.

The BI28's detachable full-size keyboard is designed to be
placed either next to the main unit or further away to suit the

user. The keyboard has a standard separate professional

numeric keypad which includes double zero and "'clear

entry" keys and a double size "enter key" for ease of

operation. In addition to the standard individual cursor

control, the B128 also features 10 programmable "function

keys1' that can be used to perform specialized tasks.

A Commodore-designed chip gives the B128 a full three-

voice music synthesizer with nine octave ranges. The

sophistication of the circuit allows the user to produce many

different musical and sound effects. The new system also

includes output ports for direct connection to external sound

systems, and features a cartridge slot for instant plug-in of

application and game software.

The full range of Commodore CBM peripherals are sup

ported by the B128 via a built-in IEEE-488 interface, and

the built-in RS-232 interface allows for the connection of

standard computer devices including modems and printers.

A wide variety of software will be offered for the B128 to

provide users with various business, personal, entertain

ment, and educational applications.

The B128 was unveiled at NCC along with two other newly

announced advanced microcomputer systems—the Com

modore "P" and "BX" series. Two additional new entries

to Commodore's broad product line, the Commodore-64

and Commodore "MAX" Machine, were also formally

introduced at the NCC.

Count on Commodore Magazine to bring you timely up

dates on these products as they become available. O

*CP!M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.
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CBM/PET INTERFACES

RS-232 SERIAL PRINTER INTERFACE-addressable-
baud rates to 9600 - switch selectable upper/lower
lower upper case - works with WORDPRO. BASIC and
other software - includes case and power supply.

MODEL - ADA1450 149.00

CENTRONICSNEC PARALLEL INTERFACE - address
able - high speed - switch selectable upper lower,
lower upper case - works with WORDPRO, BASIC and
other software - has Centronics 36 pin ribbon connector
at end of cable.

MODEL - ADA1600 129.00

CENTRONICS 730737 PARALLEL INTERFACE - as
above but with Centronics card edge connector at end
of cable.

MODEL - ADA730 129.00

COMMUNICATIONS INTERFACE WITH SERIAL AND
PARALLEL PORTS - addressable - software driven -
true ASCII conversion - selectable reversal of upper-
lower case - baud rates to 9600 - half or full duplex - X-
ON, X-OFF - selectable carriage return delay-32 char
acter buffer - Centronics compatible — much more.

MODEL-SADI 295.00

ANALOG TO DIGITALCONVERTER - 16channels-0
to 5.12 volt input voltage range -resolution is 20 milli

volts per count - conversion time is less than 100 micro
seconds per channel.

MODEL -PETSET1 295.00

REMOTE CONTROLLER WITH CLOCK CALENDAR
- controls up to 256 devices using the BSR X10 remote

control receivers - 8 digital inputs, TTL levels or switch

closure — 8 digital outputs, TTL levels.

MODEL - PETSET2 295.00

All prices are in US dollars for 120VAC.

Prices on 220 VAC slightly higher.

Allow $5.00 shipping & handling, foreign orders

add 10% for AIR postage.

Connecticut residents add 7V?% sales tax.
All prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

Our 30 day money back trial period applies.

MASTER CHARGE VISA accepted.

MENTION THIS MAGAZINE WITH YOUR ORDER

AND DEDUCT 5% FROM TOTAL.

IN CANADA order from: Batteries Included, Ltd.. 71 McCaul

Street. F6 Toronto. Canada M5T2X1. (416)596-1405.

IN THE USA order from your local dealer or direct: Connecticut

microcomputer, Inc., 34 Del Mar Drive, Brookfield. CT 06804,

(203)775-4595.

Dealer inquiries invited.

Connecticut microcomputer, Inc.
34 Del Mar Drive. Brookfield, CT 06804

203 775-4595 TWX: 710 456-0052



DRIVE YOUR

COMMODORE

TO THE AAAX!

22 MEGABYTE HARD DISK

I EEE—488 INTERFACE

Extremely cost effective increased storage capacity

sequential files, relative files with up to 83 side sectors, and

programs. Commodore DOS 2.5 is supported.

NOW 1649900

STROBE MODEL 100 DIGITAL

GRAPHICS DRUM PLOTTER

Create multicolor hard copy graphics directly from your
Commodore computer

250 points per inch resolution on 8Vjxll paper
Now less than $1,000.00

Graphics plotter

Commodore interface
Plot Applications

software package

$785.00

110.00

70.00

$965.00

PROPER, our state of the art PROfessional PERsonnel
management system for the search and recruiting industry.

• Finds qualified candidates for |ob orders

• Finds open job orders for candidates

■ Word processing for resumes, etc.

• Automated client-company call-on schedules

• Last, but not least—mailing labels and form letters

$1200.00

peripherals plus
155 east lancaster avenue / wayne, pa. 19087

(215)687-8500

(800)345-1289
Dealer inquiries invited.

13 New Acrade-Style Games for VIC 20

Includes Bally/Midway and

Scott Adams Adventure Series

Gorf, Omega Race, Wizard of Wor Now Available to

Home Users Along with Wide Range of 'User Friendly'

VIC 20 Peripherals

Thirteen exciting new cartridge games—including three

Bally/Midway arcade games—for the phenomenally popu

lar VIC 20 home computer were featured by Commodore at

the Summer Consumer Electronics Show (CES) (June 6-9).

Also featured at the Commodore booth was a complete

range of peripheral products for the VIC 20, including a

single disk drive, graphic printer, VICMODEM and 16K

memory expansion cartridge. These user-friendly low-cost

peripherals give VIC home users the capabilities that used

to be available only on complex and costly computer

systems. With these peripherals and appropriate software,

users can do word processing, learn programming, track

finances, create their own games, or tune into telecommuni

cations networks—to name a few possibilities.

The Bally/Midway games being shown on cartridge—Gorf,

Omega Race and Wizard of Wor—are real arcade games.

High resolution graphics, sound effects and play action are

exactly like the popular Bally/Midway coin-operated

games. Commodore's own Space Vulture, Raid on Fort

Knox and Pinball Spectacular, also on view for the first

time at CES, have the same kind of fast action and exciting

graphics as the arcade games. Mole Attack and The Sky is

Falling, Commodore's new children's cartridge games,

engage tots with faster and faster action.

Commodore also introduced five challenging Scott Adams

adventure games at CES—Adventureland Adventure, Pirate

Cove Adventure, Mission Impossible Adventure, The

Count Adventure and Voodoo Castle Adventure. These

games, previously available only for high-priced systems,

are cumulative fantasy games that can be saved and played

over a long period of time.

Since the VIC 20 was introduced in 1981, its capabilities

have continued to grow at a tremendous rate. VIC users can

now learn the fundamentals of computer programming at

home using Commodore's "Introduction to BASIC" manu

als and tapes. More advanced programmers have great

flexibility for desgning programs and creating graphics and

sound effects, with the use of the Super Expander cartridge.

Programmable Character Set Editor and VICMON machine

language cartridge. Now that die VICMODEM cartridge

can transform the VIC into a telecommunications terminal,

businessmen, students, farmers and hobbyists have access

to all the capabilities of a huge mainframe computer right in

their own livingroom.

Fuller reviews of these products will follow as diey become

available. C*
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COMMODORE NEWS

USER CLUBS

Sound Off!

We're continuing to compile a list of all

Commodore Users clubs throughout

the country. If you'd like to add your

name to the rolls, please send your

club's name, address, and other per

tinent information to:

Commodore Users Clubs

c/o Editor

Commodore Magazine

681 Moore Road

King of Prussia. PA 19406

And remember, once our fist is com

prehensive enough, we will begin for

warding valuable information to clubs

on a regular basis, including hardware

and software updates, technical bulle

tins, new product announcements, and

troubleshooting tips.

ALABAMA

Huntsville PET Users
Club

9002 Berclair Road
Huntsville, AL 35802

Contact: Hal Carey

Meetings: every 2nd

Thursday

ARIZONA
VIC Users Group

1206 N. Fraser Drive
Mesa, A2 85203
Contact: Paul V.

Muffuletto

ARKANSAS

Commodore/PET Users

Club

Conway Middle School

Davis Street

Conway, AR 72032
Contact: Geneva Bowlin

CALIFORNIA

Lawrence Hall ot Science

UC Berkeley

Computer Project. Room

254

Berkeley. CA 94720

(415)642-3598

PALS (PETS Around

Livermore Society)

886 South K

Livermore, CA 94550

Contact: John Rambo

SCPUG Southern

California PET Users

Group

c/o Data Equipment

Supply Corp.

8315 Firestone Blvd.

Downey. CA 90241

(213)923-9361

Meetings: Firs! Tuesday

of each month

California VIC Users

Group "VIC-VILLE"

c/o Data Equipment

Supply Corp.

8315 Firestone Blvd.

Downey, CA 90241

(213)923-9361

Meetings: Second Tues.

of each month

Sacramento PET

Workshop

Box 543

Davis, CA 95616

Contact: John Bowles

Commodore Users Club

1041 Foxenwoods Drive

Santa Maria, CA 93455

(805)937-4106

Contact: Greg Johnson

Valley Computer Club

2006 Magnolia Blvd.

Burbank, CA

(213)849-4094

1st Wed. 6 p.m.

Valley Computer Club

1913 Booth Road

Ceres, CA 95307

PUG of Silicon Valley

22355 Rancho Ventura

Road

Cupertino, CA 95014

BAMBUG

1450 53rd Street

Emeryville, CA

(415)523-7396

North Orange County

Computer Club

3030 Topaz, Apt. A

Fullerton.CA 92361

Dave Smith

Lincoln Computer Club

750 E. Yosemite

Manteca, CA 95336

John Fung, Advisor

PET on the Air

525 Crestlake Drive

San Francisco, CA94132
Max J. Babin, secretary

PALS (PETs Around

Livermore Society)

886 South K

Livermore, CA 94550

(415)449-1084

Every third Wednesday

7:30 p.m.

Contact: J. Johnson

SPHINX

314 10th Avenue

Oakland, CA

(415)451-6364

Every 2nd & 4th Thurs.

San Diego PUG
c/oD. Costarakis

3562 Union Street

(714)235-7626

7 a.m.-4 p.m.

Walnut Creek PET

Users Club

1815 Ygnacio Valley

Road

Walnut Creek, CA 94596

Jurupa Wizards

4526 Kingsbury PI.

Riverside, CA 92503

Contact: Walter J. Scott

CONNECTICUT

John F. Garbarino

Skiff Lane Masons Island
Mystic. CT 06355

(203) 536-9789

Commodore User Club
Wethersfield High School

411 Wolcott Hill Road

Wethersfield, CT 06109
Contact: Daniel G.
Spaneas

VIC Users Club
c/o Edward

Barszczewski

22TunxisRoad

West Hartford, CT 06107

FLORIDA

Jacksonville Area
PET Society

401 Monument Road.

#177

Jacksonville, FL 32211

Richard Prestien

6278 SW 14th Street

Miami, FL 33144

South Florida

PET Users Group
Dave Young

7170 S.W. 11th

West Hollywood,

FL33023

(305) 987-6982

VIC Users Club

c/o Ray Thigpen

4071 Edgewater Drive

Orlando. FL 32804

ILLINOIS

Shelly Wernikoff

2731 N.Milwaukee

Avenue

Chicago, IL 60647

Central Illinois

PET Owners

Rick Goldsmith

2730 Townway Road

#E-54

Danville, IL61832

PET VIC Club (PVC)
40 S. Lincoln

Mundelein, IL 60060

Contact: Paul Schmidt,
president

Rockford Area PET

User's Group

1608 Benton Street

Rockford. IL61107

Commodore Users Club

1707 East Main St.

Olney, IL 62450

Contact: David E.
Lawless

INDIANA

PET Users
Jerry Brinson

PO Box 36014

Indianapolis, IN 46236
(317)898-3604

GHS Computer Club

c/o Grangeville High
School
910 S. DSt.

Grangeville, ID 83530

Contact: Don Kissinger

Cardinal Sales

6225 Coffman Road

Indianapolis, IN 46268

(317)298-9650

Contact: Carol Wheeler

CHUG (Commodore

Hardware Users Group)

12104 Meadow Lane

Oaklandon. IN 46236

Contact: Ted Powell

iOWA

PET Users Group

c/o Don Vorhies

1321 42 St. SE

Cedar Rapids. IA 52403

KANSAS

Wichita Area PET

Users Group

2231 Bullinger

Wichita, Kansas 67204

(316)838-0518

Contact: MelZandler

Kansas Commodore

Computer Club

101 S. Burch

Olathe.KS 66061

Contact: Paul B. Howard

MARYLAND

Assoc. of Personal
Computer Users

5014 Rodman Road

Bethesda.MD 20016

Blue TUSK

700 East Joppa Road
Baltimore, MD 21204

Contact: Jim Hauff

MASSACHUSETTS

Eastern Massachusetts

VIC Users Group

c/o Frank Ordway

7 Flagg Road
Marlboro, MA 02173

VIC Users Group

c/o llene Hoflman-Sholar

193 Garden St.

Needham, MA 02192

MICHIGAN

David Liem

14361 Warwick Street

Detroit, Ml 48223

PET User Group

Peter Oakes

2235 Lakeshore Drive

Muskegon, Ml 49441
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Toledo PETS

734 Donna Drive
Temperance, Ml 48182

Contact: Gerald Carter,

president

Commodore User Club

32303 Columbus Drive

Warren, Ml 48093

Contacl: Robert
Steinbrecher

Commodore Users

Group

c/o Family Computer

3947W. 12MileRd.

Berkley. Ml 48072

MINNESOTA

MUPET (Minnesota

Users of PET)

P.O. Box 179

Annandale, MN 55302
c/o Jon T. Minerich

MISSOURI

ClearwaterClub

Clearwater School

Star Route

Piedmont, MO 63957

Contact: Carolyn Polk

St. Louis Club
Mary Perkinson

46 Westwood Court

St. Louis. MO 63131

(314)432-5225

MONTANA

Powder River

Computer Club

Powder River County

High School

Broadus. MT59317

Contact: Jim Sampson

Commodore User Club

1109 West Broadway

Bufte, MT 59701

Contact: Mike McCarthy

NEVADA

Las Vegas PET Users

4884 Iron Avenue

Las Vegas, NV89110

NEW JERSEY

Amateur Computer

Group ot New Jersey

John Lootbourrow

UCTI, 1776 Raritan Road
Scolcb Plains, NJ 07076

(201)233-7068

Amaleur Computer

Group

18 Alpine Drive

Wayne, NJ 07470

Somerset Users Club

49 Marcy Street

Somerset, NJ 08873

Contact: Robert Holzer

NEW HAMPSHIRE

Northern New England

Computer Society

PO Box 69

Berlin, NH 03570

NEW YORK

Capital District PET Users

Ben Green

Albany Area, NY

(518)370-1820

Long Island PET Society

Ralph Bressler

Harborfields HS

Taylor Avenue

Greenlawn.NY 11740

PET User Club
of Westchester

Box 1290
White Plains, NY 10602

Contact: Ben Meyer

LIVE (Long Island

VIC Enthusiasts)

17 Picadilly Road

Great Neck, NY 11023

Contact: Arnold Friedman

PET User Group

Westchester, NY

(914)428-7872

Every 2nd Tuesday

PET User Group

c/o Meyer

35 Barker Avenue

White Plains. NY 10610

Commodore Masters

25 Croton Ave.

Staten Island, NY 10301

Contact: Stephen

Farkouh

VIC Users Club

76 Radford St.
Stalen Island, NY 10314

Contact: Michael Frantz

VIC Users Club
c/o Christopher

Kwdsntcki

44 Harvey Ave.

Staten Island, NY 10314

PUG of Rockland County

c/o Ross Garber
14 Hillside Court

Suffern. NY 10901

(914)354-7439

EPROM PROGRAMMER

FOR PET AND ATARI COMPUTERS

The BRANDING IRON is an EPRDM programmer especially

designed for PET and ATARI computers. Programs 2716

and 2532 type EPROMs. The PET version plugs into the

cassette and I/O port and comes with software which adds

the programmer commands to the PET monitor. The

ATARI version plugs into controller jacks and comes with

a full fiedged machine language monitor which provides

30 commands for interacting with the computer and the

BRANDING IRON.

NORTH CAROUNA

Amaleur Radio PET

User's Group

PO Box 30694

Raleigh. NC 27622

Contact: Hank Roth

Commodore Users Club

4241 Castleton Road

Charlotte, NC 28211

Contact: Ed Harris

VIC Users Club

c/o David C. Forlenberry

Route 3, Box 351

Lincolnton, NC 28092

OHIO

Dayton Area PET

User Group

933 Livingston Drive

Xenia, OH 45385

B. Worby, president

(513)848-2065

J. Watson, secretary

(513)372-2052

Central Ohio PET

Users Group

107 S. Westmoor Avenue
Columbus, Ohio 43204

(614)274-6451

Contact: Philip H. Lynch

OREGON

NW PET Users Group

John F. Jones

2134 N.E. 45th Avenue

Portland, OR 97213

PENNSYLVANIA

PET User Group

Gene Beals

PO Box 371

Montgomeryville,

PA 18936

Penn Conference

Computer Club

c/o Penn Conference

of SDA

720 Museum Road

Reading, PA 19611

Contact: Dan R, Knepp

PACS PET Users Group

20th &Olney Streets

Philadelphia, PA

Glen Schwartz

807 Avon

Philadelphia, PA 19116

Gene Planchak

4820 Anne Lane
Sharpsville, PA 15150

(412)962-9682

PPG (Pittsburgh PET

Group)

c/o Joel A. Casar, DMD

2015 Garrick Drive

Pittsburgh, PA 15235

(412)371-2882

SOUTH DAKOTA

PET User Group

515 South Duff

Mitchell, SD 57301
(605) 996-8277

Contact: Jim Dallas

TENNESSEE

River City Computer

Hobbyists

Memphis, TN

1st Mon. at Main Library

TEXAS

SCOPE

1020 Summit Circle
Carrolton. TX 75006

PET Users
2001 Bryan Tower

Suite 3800

Dallas. TX 75201

Larry Williams

PO Box 652

San Antonio, TX 78293

PET User Group

John Bowen

Texas A & M
Microcomputer Club

Texas A S M, TX

UTAH

Utah PUG

Jack Fleck

2236 Washington Blvd.

Ogden, UT 84401

The Commodore

User's Club

742 Taylor Avenue

Ogden, Utah 84404

Contact; Todd Woods

Kap, president:

David J. Shreeve,

vice president

The VIClic

799 Ponderosa Drive

Sandy, UT 84070

Contact: Steve Graham

VIRGINIA

Northern VA PET Users
BobKarpen

2045 Eakins Court
Reston, VA 22091

(803)860-9116

PET - $75.00

ATARI - $119.95

CONVERT YOUR PET

INTO A TERMINAL

$129.95

RS232 Hardware and cahle,

and sophisticated terminal soft

ware. Upload and Download,

communicates in ASCII, status

line, built-in file translator. A

complete package, all you

need is a modem and we sell

them too.

VIC Users Group
Rt.2. Box 180

Lynchburg, VA 24501

Contact: Dick Rossignol

VIC Users Group

c/o Donnie L. Thompson

1502 Harvard Rd.

Richmond, VA 23226

WASHINGTON

NW PET Users Group

2565 Dexter N. 3203

Seattle, WA 98109

Contact: Richard Bail

PET Users Group

c/o Kenneth Tong

1800TaylorAve.N102

Seattle. WA 98102

WISCONSIN

Sewpus

c/o Theodore J.

Polozynski

PO Box 21851

Milwaukee. Wl 53221

CANADA

Toronto PET

Users Group

381 Lawrence Ave. West

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

M5M1B9

(416)782-9252

Contacl: Chris Bennett

PET Users Club

c/o Daniel Cayer

R.R.6

Simcoe, Ontario

Canada N3Y 4K5

Vancouver PET Users

Group

Box 91164

West Vancouver, British

Columbia

Canada V7V 3N6

KOREA

Commodore Users Club

K.P.O. Box 1437

Seoul, Korea

Contact: S. K. Cha

MEXICO
Asociacion De Usuarios
Commodore
c/o Alejandro Lopez

Arechiga
Holbein 174-6'Piso

Mexico 18, D.F.

NORWAY

VIC Club of Norway

NedreBankegt 10,

1750Halden

Norway

3239 Linda Or

Winston Salem. NC 27106

(9191924 2889 (9191748 8446
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PET

1. Q: Can the memory of the 4000

series computers be expanded

beyond 32K?

A: The memory of the 4000 series

computers can be expanded provided

the machine has a universal board and

32K RAM. The 64K expansion board

will provide 96K of RAM.

2. Q: Where can a conversion kit

for the keyboard of the original PET

2001 computer be found?

A: The original flat keyboard of the

2001 series can be converted to a regu

lar typewriter keypad by using key

board interfaces manufactured by

Skyles Electric Works of Mountain

View, California, or by George Risk

Industries of Kimball, Nevada.

3. Q: How can I tell which set of

ROMs my PET 2001 computer has?

A: Upon power-up, the BASIC

message that appears on the screen

will indicate which set of ROMs the

PET 2001 has. If an "*" sign appears,

it is the original BASIC 1.0 machine.

If a "#" sign appears, it is a BASIC

2.0 or higher machine.

4. Q: How many cassette recorders

can be connected to the 4016

computer?

Everything You

Always Wanted To

Know About

Commodore

Computers *

*And Asked!
A: The 4016 has two cassette ports,

which enables you to connect two cas

sette recorders at one time.

5. Q: Can WordPro 4 be used with

the PET 2001 computer?

A: No, the PET 2001 is a 40-

column machine and WordPro is de

signed to work with an 80-column

machine. However, WordPro 1, 2,

and 3 are all 40-column versions and

can be used with the PET 2001

computer.

6. Q: Which disk drive is recom

mended for use with the PET 2001

computer?

A: All Commodore disk drives

work equally well with the PET 2001.

Customers should choose the one that

fills their storage requirements and

budget.

7. Q: How is the PET interfaced to a

Diablo printer?

A: To interface the PET to a Di

ablo, use an ADA-1450 adapter. This

part is included with all Commodore

8300 printers.

8. Q: With respect to the PET 2001

computer and the 2040 disk drive,

how can a record be deleted?

A: To delete a record on file, create

a new file (possibly with the same

name) and write all of the records to

it—with the exception of the one to be

deleted—then scratch the original file.

CBM

1. Q: What languages are available
for the 8032?

A: The 8032 is capable of execut

ing FORTH, PASCAL, LISP,
COMAL, and PILOT, as well as

Microsoft BASIC and 6502 Assem

bler. With the 64K Memory Expan

sion Board, the 8032 is capable of

executing UCSD PASCAL.

2. Q: What is a memory map?

A: A memory map is a list of all the

specialized memory addresses in the

PET/CBM/VIC computers. A separate

map is required for each version of

BASIC.

3. Q: Can the 8032 interface with a

TV monitor?

A: The 8032 can interface with a

monitor, but a high-resolution monitor

(16 MHz or greater bandwidth) is

required.

4. Q: What is the "spacemaker,"

and how is it utilized?

A: The spacemaker is a ROM-

switching device. Empty sockets on

the main logic board are used by vari

ous programs which require insertion

of a particular ROM. Rather than re

moving and inserting ROMs whenever
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a particular program is run, all ROMs

can remain in place and the user can

switch between them manually or un

der program control. Additional infor

mation can be obtained from Micro

Tech in Langhom, PA; (215) 757-

0284.

5. Q: Can Hies made in 6502 mode

be read in 6809 mode and vice

versa?

A: Yes, with software translation,

files made in 6502 mode can be read in

6809 mode and vice versa. The trans

lation needed for 6502 mode is PET

ASCII, and the translation needed for

6809 mode is U.S.ASCII.

6. Q: Where is the cursor address

stored in the 8032?

A: On the 8032, the column posi

tion of the cursor is decimal address

198. The row position is decimal ad

dress 216. This information was ob

tained from the October issue of Com

modore Microcomputer Magazine.

7. Q: How can three portions of one

program be merged together when

using the 8032 and the 8050 disk

drive?

A: Programs such as the "Program

mer's Toolkit" allow merging of pro

grams. Commando Chip and its merge

command can be used, or programs

can be merged with machine language

programming.

8. Q: How is "pi" accessed on the

8032?

A: To access "pi" on the 8032,

PRINT a CHRS(255) while in the

graphics mode. If you are in upper

case/graphics mode, POKE 32768,94

and this will put a "pi" in the upper-

left corner of the screen.

9. Q: How fast does the 8032 trans

fer data to the 8050 disk drive?

A: The rate of the IEEE bus is ap

proximately 9 kilobytes per second.

10. Q: Can the character format be

changed on the 8032?

A: The character set may be

changed by programming your own

EPROM in place of the character

generator ROM.

SuperPET

1. Q: When using the modem with

the SuperPET, why do characters

sometimes seem to be echoed back

onto the screen?

A: The built-in communications

program on the SuperPET prints the

characters on the screen as they are

keyed in from the keyboard. If the host

computer is set to echo, then the re

ceived character will be a duplicate,

causing the screen to display each

character twice. Almost every host

computer can be made to not echo.

That command depends on the host

computer being used.

2. Q: Does the SuperPET have

double precision?

A: Double precision implies twice

the normal number of digits of accu

racy. The SuperPET allows for nine

digits of accuracy for all operations,

which is better than single precision on

other systems.

3. Q: Is there a compiler being de

veloped for the SuperPET?

A: At this time, compilers are being

developed for all the SuperPET

languages written by Waterloo.

4. Q: What pins are required to

connect a modem to the SuperPET?

A: Pins 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 20, are

required to connect a modem to the

SuperPET. A straight-through 25 pin

RS232 modem cable works very well

and is inexpensive.

5. Q: How can the screen be cleared

from within the program on the

SuperPET?

A: The screen cannot be cleared

from within the program. However, an

alternative is to print 25 blank lines,

which will cause the text to scroll off

the screen.

6. Q: Is all of the RAM accessible

for programming on the SuperPET?

A: Assembler Language programs

can access all 96K of RAM in the

computer. The higher level languages

load the interpreter into upper 64K of

RAM and leave the lower 32K of

RAM for programming.

7. Q: What type of communication

signal does the SuperPET send?

A: The SuperPET will receive and

transmit a standard RS232 signal at

300 to 9600 baud over the built-in

RS232 port. Of course, the SuperPET

still has the IEEE port and the User

port.

8. Q: What ASCH is used with the

6809 and the 6502 microprocessors?

A: The 6809 microprocessor

utilizes standard ASCII (American

Standard Code for Information In

terchange) , while the 6502 micro

processor uses a variation called PET

ASCII.

9. Q: How much memory >s avail

able for programming in the various

SuperPET languages?

A: All the SuperPET interpreters

(except APL) leave approximately 30

kilobytes available for programming.

APL provides a workspace of approxi

mately 28K. Using 6809 or 6502 As

sembler programs, the entire 96K is

available.

10. Q: What functions will the

COBOL language interpreter in

clude?

A: The Waterloo microCOBOL is

a subset of ANSI-1974 Standard

COBOL. All of the Level 1 features

including the NUCLEUS, SEQUEN

TIAL I/O, RELATIVE I/O, and

TABLE-HANDLING are supported.

Certain features of Level 2 are also
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supported including the PERFORM,

STRING, UNSTRING, and INSPECT

verbs.

VIC 20 Personal Computer

1. Q: Is the VICModem "switch-

able" from full-duplex to half-

duplex?

A: The VICTerm I cassette tape

that is included with the VICModem

allows automatic selection of either

full-duplex or half-duplex.

2. Q: How is bit mapping accom

plished on the VIC 20?

A: Bit mapping is accomplished by

putting consecutive characters on the

screen, then re-programming the dots

of the characters. This concept is

elaborated in the Programmer's Refer

ence Guide.

3. Q: How are "xy" graphics plot

ted on the VIC 20?

A: To plot low-resolution graphics,

use the cursor control characters im

bedded in PRINT statements. For

high-resolution plotting, the VIC

Super Expander cartridge is

recommended.

4. Q: How is the clock displayed on

the VIC 20?

A: To display the clock on the VIC

20, PRINT TIS .by PRINTing

TI$ = "0330O0'\ This means 3:30 and

no seconds.

5. Q: Is PASCAL available for the

VIC 20?

A: PASCAL is available for the

VIC 20 from Abacus Software, which

is located in Grand Rapids, Michigan,

(616) 241-5510.

6. Q: Is there a way to determine

how much memory is left in the VIC

after RUNning a program?

A: You can determine how much

memory is left after RUNning a pro

gram by typing:

PRINT FRE(0)

7. Q: Do the various application

software cartridges reduce the

amount of RAM available?

A: The Programmer's Aid and

VICMON Machine Language Monitor

cartridges do not reduce the amount of

RAM accessible to BASIC. The VIC

20 Super Expander adds 3 kilobytes to

RAM.

8. Q: What telecommunications net

works work with the VIC 20?

A: The VICModem allows the VIC

to access such networks as The

Source, Compuserv, Micronet, Dow

Jones, and the New York Times, to

name a few.

9. Q: How many digits does the VIC

floating point have?

A: The floating point variable

routines in the VIC have nine signifi

cant digits for the mantissa, and the

exponent in the range of —38 to +37.

10. Q: What is the difference in the

voltage levels of the VIC's RS232

and standard RS232?

A: The VIC voltages are at TTL

level (0 to 5 volts), while the RS232

standard is —12 to -1-12 volts. In addi

tion, the signal levels from the VIC are

inverted from the standard RS232.

Disk Drives

1. Q: Is it possible to use hard-

sectored diskettes with the 4040 disk

drive?

A: Yes, it is possible to use hard-

sectored diskettes with a 4040 disk

drive because it has no sector-hole

detect sensor. The 4040 disk drive

ignores the sector holes in the diskette

so any kind will work.

2. Q: How can relative files be

copied from a 4040 to an 8050 disk

drive?

A: To copy relative files from a

4040 to an 8050 disk drive, the side

sector blocks have to be copied. This

can be done with the "Copy All"

program.

3. Q: Can several PET/CBM com

puters be connected to a disk drive?

A: Although it is not recom

mended, it is possible to cable together

more than one computer to a disk

drive. Be careful to have only one

computer access the disk drive at any

one moment, otherwise the system

may crash. One way to prevent this

problem is to use the MUPET, which

is sold by Canadian Micro Distributors

of Milton, Ontario; (416) 878-7277.

This device allows connection of up to

eight computers to one disk drive.

Another way is to use the REGENT,

which is sold by Skyles Electric Works
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of Mountain View, California; (415)

965-1735. This device allows connec

tion of up to sixteen computers to one

drive and it works especially well in a

school environment.

4. Q: Can more than one disk drive

be connected to a computer?

A: Up to eight disk drive units can

be connected to a single computer. It is

possible to set the unit address on each

drive as a device number between "8"

and "15". This can be done under

program control or as a hardware

modification.

5. Q: Where can an explanation of

random,, sequential, and relative

fiies be found?

A: For a detailed explanation of

these files, refer to the PET/CBM

Personal Computer Guide (Second

Edition). This book is available from

your authorized Commodore dealer, or

it can be obtained directly from the

publisher, Osbome/McGraw-Hill.

6. Q: Is it necessary to load the DOS

into the disk drive?

A: The DOS (Disk Operating

System) is included in ROM on the

main logic board of the disk drive.

Therefore, it is not necessary to load

the DOS—the drive is ready when it is

powered on.

r

*

Printers

1. Q: Do Commodore printers re

quire unique type of paper?

A: Most Commodore printers are

capable of using ordinary bond paper.

Paper for all printers is available from

authorized Commodore dealers.

2. Q: Can legal-size paper be used

with the 8023 printer?

A: Standard 11" x 17" computer

paper can be used with the 8023

printer.

3. Q: Can the 2022 printer handle

mixed formatted data?

A: The 2022 printer can handle

both numeric and alpha characters.

4. Q: What printers are compatible

with the 8032?

A: All Commodore printers are

compatible with the 8032. By using a

PET to serial interface, some ASCII

printers will also work.

5. Q: Where can necessary supplies

for printers be obtained?

A: Most authorized Commodore

dealers stock ribbons, paper, and other

supplies for use with Commodore

printers.

6. Q: Is the 8300 printer supplied

with a tractor-feed mechanism?

A: The tractor-feed mechanism is

an optional feature for the 8300

printer, and it allows bi-directional

(up/down) movement of the paper.

This device is available from your au

thorized Commodore dealer.

7. Q: Does Commodore man

ufacture interfaces to allow the use

of non-Commodore printers?

A: There are vendors that man

ufacture interfaces to allow the use of

some non-Commodore peripherals.

However, Commodore peripherals do

not require interfaces for use with

Commodore computers.

8. Q: How can a program be listed

in upper/lower case on the 8023

printer?

A: Set the printer to upper/lower

case by issuing this sequence of

commands:

OPEN 1,4,7

PRINT#1

CLOSE 1

The printer will now print in upper/

lower case.

9. Q: What are the misprints in the

4022 printer manual?

A: On page 27, the last line in the

example should read: PRINT#8,

CHR$(20).

On page 31, the second line in the first

example should read:

PRINT#6, CHR$(195)

This value will produce one line per

inch. The proper value to use for six

lines per inch is 36.

10. Q: Can the printer be made to

print a certain number of lines per

page?

A: This technique is called "pag

ing" and can be utilized on the 2022,

4022, and the 8023 printers. The com

mand to turn this feature on is:

OPEN 1,4

PRINT* 1, CHRS(147)

This command sets the number of lines

per page to 66. To set a different

number of lines per page, for example,

40, follow the first command with:

OPEN 2,4,3

PRINT#2, CHR$(40)

The number in the parenthesis indi

cates the number of lines per page

desired. To turn paging off, type:

PRINT* 1, CHR$(19).C<
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NEWFROM CYBERIA • NEWFROM CYBERI

A comprehensive accounts

receivable and insurance

billing system formodern

health care offices

and clinics

DESIGNED FOR COMMODORE 8000 SERIES

COMPUTERS AND DISK DRIVES

Help functions are always on-line

Supports CPT, ICD and RVS medical

coding

Supports open item or balance for

ward accounting systems

Interfaces to popular word processing

programs

Multiple terminals may be added with

Superbus 4.0

Multiple disk drives may be used—no

limit on number of patients or

accounts

Includes a data base and forms

generator to fill out any insurance

form

■ Includes a computer aided instruction

program to train new users

Includes these standard reports:

' A/R aging A/R transactions

£ General ledger ": Instant cash receipt

Income analysis by physician

. Doctor referral report

I Patient/account cross reference

.; Standard SuperBill insurance form

Commodore Computer

Networking System

~ Up to 18 computers can be interconnected

E Multiple disk drives, printers and other devices

may be added to the network

Us Sophisticated security system prevents unauthor

ized use

% WordPro and Wordcraft programs are supported

to allow multiple terminal word processing

'WordPro is a trademark of Professional Software. Inc.

-2330 LINCOLN WAY, AMES, IA 50010 • 515-292-7634
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More on Planning for

Computers in Education

Dr. Bruce Downing

Director, Industry-Marketing

Commodore

In the last issue of Commodore Magazine we outlined some

of the most important concepts that need to be addressed in

adequately planning for the use of computers in education.

Key elements of a plan include setting educational objec

tives, designing and administrative strategy, training

teachers and administrators, selecting hardware and soft

ware and deciding on the type of support personnel needed.

In this issue we will explore in more depth some of the

issues related to setting objectives and administration.

Many of the readers of this magazine are already fairly

adept at using computers in a variety of interesting ways.

Some find it difficult to understand why the use of comput

ers in schools is not more generally accepted, since their

advantages are so obvious to the computer buff. However,

the educational advantages of computers are not fully un

derstood by the great majority of educators. Many have the

attitude that the computer as an educational tool is only a

passing fad.

In fairness to those doubting educators, some computer

applications have been oversold or presented as easy solu

tions to difficult educational problems. At the same time,

the widespread use of computer technology in our society

creates an enormous pressure for schools to "do something

about computer literacy." And this pressure is being di

rected at schools with decreased financial resources and

teachers who have never had the opportunity to learn about

computers. Add to this picture the fact that microcomputers

such as the Commodore VIC-20 and the new Commodore

64 are so low priced and have so many capabilities that

home applications, including education, will become very

popular. Not surprisingly, many children are learning to use

computers outside of school.

The need to tackle the question of computers in education

has been recognized by the vast majority of schools. Just

getting started has been a major problem, so perhaps setting

objectives that make educational sense should be the first

consideration.

Four basic areas of potential computer use can be identified

for these objectives: computer literacy, computer-assisted

instruction, computer-managed instruction and administra

tive applications.

Computer Literacy

This is one of the most viable areas to begin a computer

literacy program. Since computers are a daily part of our

lives, it makes sense to develop curricula which will help

students from pre-school through adult continuing educa

tion programs understand the basics of computing. Al

though the number of topics mat could be taught in such

curricula is massive, the primary areas of concentration

for most computer literacy programs involve basic under

standing of computers, some level of competent use and

special applications training.

Programs designed to develop a basic understanding

usually involve topics such as:

• An introduction to keyboards.

• The functions of the parts of a computer (processor,

memory, mass storage, printers, etc.)

• What is a program and programming language?

• Typical applications of computers.

• Historical and societal impact of computers.

Curriculum programs designed to teach the competent use

of computers are usually started at grade six or above,

although some schools have been successful teaching basic

programming skills to younger children. Programs for

teaching competence with computers often involve the

teaching of one or more programming languages. High

school programs are sometimes viewed as preparition for

college level computer science curricula.

Finally, computer literacy in adult education programs is

often successful when the curriculum is designed to teach

computer applications such as word processing, data entry

and data retrieval. Also, programs addressing small busi

ness applications in areas such as accounting and inventory

control are becoming popular.

Computer-Assisted Instruction

Applications in which computers are used to deliver part

of the instruction to students have been categorized as

computer-assisted instruction (CAI). The use of the com

puter for drill and practice as a tutor, for providing

simulations and as a problem solving tool are the most

typical applications of CAI.

Setting meaningful objectives for the use of computers in
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direct instruction is often difficult. The most effective

uses in this area are viewed as supplements to other

instructional techniques. In addition, effective CAI

materials are designed to teach specific topics that repre

sent learning problem areas. Drill and practice for stu

dents who need help or simulation of otherwise costly

science experiments are good examples. Again, the use

of the computer is based upon an identified need—then

the educational objectives become fairly clear.

Computer-Managed Instruction

Computer applications such as test generation, test

scoring and classroom record keeping are designed to

help instructors manage the learning process. Such appli

cations are termed computer-managed instruction (CMI).

Along with computer literacy, CMI is a good candidate

for the initial entry into computer applications.

Trends toward competency-based education, in which

student progress is constantly measured and recorded.

has created a large demand for automated procedures.

Indeed, the information gathered through testing pro

grams can point to areas of learning problems. After the

problem areas are more clearly defined through CMI

methods, then CAI techniques can be considered to

address the problem areas. Very good software is avail

able on microcomputers to help teachers test individual

students" skills levels and track learning improvement

regardless of the instructional techniques.

Administrative Applications

While educators are evaluating the applications of

microcomputers for instructional support, they should

also examine the possible administrative applications.

Multiple applications available for microcomputers can

often help justify their purchase. Obvious administrative

applications include attendance recording and reporting.

word processing, room scheduling, grade reporting and

inventory control.

The applications I've described typically grow out of the

needs of students and educators. Setting objectives for how

computers can be helpful can also be difficult—particularly

when various teachers and administrators will have different

ideas on the priorities for multiple objectives. It is ex

tremely important to develop a planning and administrative

capability that will lead to useful and effective applications.

The school administration should not make unilateral deci

sions on computer plans, nor should die special biases of a

few who have experience in all of the potential application

areas mentioned above. Therefore, setting objectives should

be a process involving a wide group of interests, including

the administration, teachers, the school board (or compar

able group) and community members such as parents.

It is not realistic to set priorities with a large, representative

committee, but input on potential objectives should be

solicited from a broad spectrum of interested people.

During this stage, individuals who are somewhat computer

literate should resist the temptation to press for specific

hardware and software, but concentrate on educational

needs and objectives. Outside consultants, fact-finding

committees and experienced users at other schools can be

very useful at the initial interview.

Once the initial objectives are set, then hardware and

software selection and training activities will become much

more direct and less confusing. Exploring hardware and

software alternatives early in the planning process can help

clarify the possibilities but major purchases should be

delayed until clear objectives are set.

In subsequent articles we will explore procedures for hard

ware and software selection and examine model teacher

training programs. 0

Your VIC-20 Will Smile...

SUPERFONT
Design programmable characters on your VIC-20

with this easy-to-use program. Especially useful

when creating animations, since you can edit four

characters at once as a 2 ■ 2 block.

SAFARI
You are a photographer on an African Safari in this

great game. The jungle animals run past as you try to

snap their pictures. An excellent example of how to

use large blocks of programmable characters on the

VIC to create animation effects.

QUIX
How good is your memory? QUIX presents patterns

of color and sound that gradually get longer and

harder to remember.

These three excellent programs are available on the

VIXEL #2 cassette for the standard 5K VIC-20 for

only S12.95 in the US and Canada. Foreign orders

add S3.50 for shipping. CA residents add 6% tax.

VISA and MasterCard welcome.

VIXEL is a trademark of The Code Works.

VIC-20 is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines.

TheCodeWorks
Box 550. Goleta, CA 93116 805/683-1585
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Books for Use with Commodore Computers
There are a number of good books available for use with

Commodore (;omputers, most of which can be ordered

through Micromedia, 61 South Lake Avenue, P.O. Box

4509, Pasadena, California 91106. A catalog is available

upon request.

If you are aware of any other publications that should be on

this list, please let us know.

PUBLISHER:

Title:

Author:

Price:

Title:

Author:

Price:

Title:

Author:

Price:

Title:

Authors:

Price:

PUBLISHER:

Title:

Author:

Price:

Title:

Author:

Price:

Title:

Author:

Price:

Title:

Price:

Hayden Books, Inc.

Rochelle Park

New Jersey

I SPEAK BASIC TO MY PET

Aubrey Jones, Jr.

Package of 20 student texts; teacher's

edition and exam set —

$156.25

Individual copies of teacher's edition —

$16.20

Student texts — $7.45

Exam set — $12.50

LIBRARY OF PET SUBROUTINES

Nick Hampshire

$14.95

PET GRAPHICS

Nick Hampshire

$16.95

BASIC CONVERSIONS HANDBOOK

Apple, TRS 80, and PET

David A. Brain/Phillip R. Oviatt/Paul J.

Paquin/Chandler P. Stone

$7.95

Rust on Publishing Company

(Prentice-Hall)

Reston, VA 22090

PET BASIC — TRAINING YOUR PET

COMPUTER

Ramona Zamora/Wm. F. Carvie/

B. Allbrecht

$14.95

PET GAMES AND RECREATION

M. Ogelsvy/L. Lindsey/D. Kunkin

$12.95

PET BASIC

Richard Huskell

$12.95 — Available June 1982

VIC GAMES AND RECREATION

S 12.95 — Available June 1982

PUBLISHER:

Title:

Price:

PUBLISHER:

Title:

Author:

Price:

Title:

Author:

Price:

PUBLISHER:

Title:

Author:

Price:

Title:

Author:

Price:

Title:

Author:

Price:

Title:

Price:

Title:

Price:

PUBLISHER:

Title:

Price:

Title:

Author:

Price:

PUBLISHER:

P. C. Publications

3140 Harmony Hill Road

Piacerville, CA. 95667

BEGINNrNG SELF TEACHING

COMPUTER LESSONS

$10.00

McGraw-Hill

8171 Redwood Highway

Novato, CA 94947

HOME AND OFFICE USE OF

VISICALC

D. Castlewitz/L. Chisauki
C I/I Q^

HANDS-ON BASIC WITH A PET

H. Peckman

$13.95

Osbome/McGraw-Hill

630 Bancroft Way

Berkeley, CA 94710

PET FUN AND GAMES

R. Jeffries/G. Fisher

S10.00

PET AND THE IEEE

A. Osbome/C. Donahue

$15.00

SOME COMMON BASIC PROGRAMS

FOR THE PET

L. Poole/M. Borchers/C. Donahue

S14.99

CBM PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER

GUIDE

$15.00— available June 1982

THE PET PERSONAL GUIDE

$15.00— available June 1982

Total Information Services

P.O. Box 921

Los Alamos, CA 87544

UNDERSTANDING YOUR PET/CBM

VOL. 1 BASIC PROGRAMMING

$14.95

UNDERSTANDING YOUR VIC

David Schultz

$11.95

Dilithium Press

11000 S.W. 11th Street

Beaverton, OR 97005 •
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Author: Tom Rugg/Phil Feldman

Price: $19.95

Title: PET BASIC

Available August 1982

PUBLISHER: Compute

625 Fulton Street

Greensboro, NC 27403

Title: COMPUTE'S FIRST BOOK OF PET/

CBM

Price: $12.95

PUBLISHER: Telmas Courseware Ratings

115 N. Oak Park Ave.

Oak Park, Illinois 60301 (312-848-4000)

Title: BASIC AND THE PERSONAL

COMPUTER

Author: T. A. Dwyer/M. Critchfield

Price: $12.95

PUBLISHER: Prentice-Hall, Inc.

P. O. Box 500

Inglewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Title: THE PET PERSONAL COMPUTER FOR

BEGINNERS

Author: S. Dunn/V. Morgan

Price: $10.95

PUBLISHER: Creative Computing

P.O. Box 789

Morris, Illinois 07960 (800-526-0666)

Title: GETTING ACQUAINTED WITH YOUR

VIC-20

Author: T. Hartnell

Price: $8.95

PUBLISHER: Cowbay Computing

P.O. Box 515

Manhasset, NY 11030

Title: FEED ME, I'M YOUR PET COMPUTER

Author: Carol Alexander

Price: Workbook I — $4.95

Tide: LOOKING GOOD WITH YOUR PET

Author: Carol Alexander

Price: Workbook II — $4.95

Title: TEACHER'S PET — PLANS. QUIZZES

AND ANSWERS

Price: $4.00

PUBLISHER: Howard W. Sams

4300 W. 62nd Street, P.O. Box 7092

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

(800-428-3696)

Title: MOSTLY BASIC APPLICATIONS FOR

YOUR PET

Author: Howard Berenbon

Price: $12.95

Title: PET INTERFACING

Author: J. Downey/S. Rogers

Price: $16.95 C*

Teach your commodor

to use the telephone.

Telecommunicate with McTerm

Don't miss out on the

computer/telephone revolution.

With our McTerm package and a

modem, your Commodore

becomes an intelligent terminal.

you can interact with large and

small computers anywhere In

the world.

Access databases like the

Source™, or MIcroNet™, or Dow

Jones for up-to-the minute

news, sports, stock market

reports, etc. Write programs on

your micro and run them on

distant mainframes.

McTerm actually saves you

money and time while you use

it. There's no need to read data

line-by-line as you receive it.

instead, you can quickly save it

all to disk or printer and sign-

off. You save on expensive

computer time ana long

distance phone rates.

McTerm sends and receives

faster than anything else on the

market — up to 1200 baud.

Adjustable duplex, echo, and

parity. Runs on any Commodore

with Basic after version 1.0.

works with most RS-232 modems

and supports auto dial.

McTerm connects you with the rest of the world.

Madison Computer, 1825 Monroe, Madison, Wl 53711 USA. 608-255-5552
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THE COMPUTER
CAN BE

THE MOST

DIFFICULT

OF ALL

EMPLOYEES
TO TRAIN

WeTrain

Micro Computers

To Work For

Business and

Professional Firms

We believe we do it best as far as the folks who manage organizations are

concerned. At least more business and professional firms come directly to us
for management information systems than any other micro computercompany

in America. We produce quality products that are management oriented in

a cost effective manner. We actually support what we produce and we conduct

training. We even meet deadlines. Perhaps most important, we listen carefully

and we do our best to meet your needs.

We have developed business and professional programs for firms with two or

three employees to firms the size of Lenox Industries. Geography presents few

problems for us. We have customers in all fifty states and Canada.

May We Train A Micro Computer For You!

Corporate Central

Post Office Box 346

493 East Clayton Street

Athens, Georgia 30603

404/353-8090

Merging computer technology with

the practical worlds

of business and government

Atlanta Division

4325 Memorial Drive

Suite H

Atlanta, Georgia 30032

404/294-8000

(Just inside 1-285)
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Reprinted by permission of

E-ITV Magazine

How a high school video production

department uses the PET computer as a titler.

Bayside's PET Titler
by Arnold Friedman

A recent article in E-ITV de

scribed how a high school in

New York City uses a TRS-

80 computer as a titler (October issue,

1981). We do the same thing, and

more, at Bayside High School with a

Commodore PET microcomputer. The

difference is that we do not shoot the

characters off the monitor for insertion

into our video shows.

In our application, the PET provides

an in-line video signal which can be

fed into any unused video input (cam

era or auxiliary) of a special effects

generator, or into a video mixer. This

permits the characters generated by the

PET to be keyed in or superimposed,

as desired, with very clean results.

The hardware needed is a Commodore

PET or VIC computer, and a video

buffer board which is available from

any Commodore dealer and costs

about $20. This board converts the

computer output into a composite

video signal. Normally it is used,

along with a coaxial cable, to intercon

nect the computer with a classroom

television monitor so the computer's

output can be displayed on the screen.

At Bayside High, we have a four-

camera, monochrome studio, com

plete with control room, SEG, audio

mixers, and an intercom system. Stu

dents who are interested in learning

television production sign up for TV

Studio I, the beginners' course, fol

lowed by Advanced TV Studio. Both

classes are generally oversubscribed.

Students Mike Farrell, Laura Kahn, Carolyn Levine (hidden), and Andy
Silibovsky at the PET keyboard, entering data for titling.

Within the limitations and restrictions

of large classes and short periods, the

students write and direct their own

original shows, ranging from commer

cials to documentaries.

For each production, crew positions

are rotated to provide everyone with

experience as a camera operator, audio

engineer, technical director, etc. The

most popular crew position is that of

graphic "artist"—the person respon

sible for the characters generated on

the computer.

The graphics we generate on the PET

are titles in large print, moving mes

sages that crawl across the bottom of

the screen, names keyed into the lower

third, and credits. The programs that
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govern the creation of these graphics

are on a cassette, and are first loaded

into the computer. Once programmed,

the student uses the computer key

board to make the desired entries, de

pending on the needs of the particular

show.

All of our shows end with the credits

for the crew. The program for this,

once loaded, requests the name of the

person who corresponds to a stated

crew position. This information is

typed in, and all the names are entered

into the computer memory. Upon a

signal from the director, the title of the

position with the crew member's name

underneath, all centered, is fed out

from'the memory into the auxiliary

line. The technical director, at the dis

cretion of the director, then mixes

(i.e., keys or supers) the images. The

crew positions can be flashed individu

ally, by using either manual or auto

matic (via pre-specified timing)
control.

Other computer programs enable us to

key in names of people at the bottom

of the screen, run bulletins across the

screen with a continuous left-to-right

crawl, and display large-letter titles.

We can load all of these programs into

the computer at the same time, then

call up each one individually as

needed.

Some of our computer programming

students are currently working on the

development of a program that will

provide the crawl with a controllable

speed. We are also experimenting with

computer-synthesized sound effects—

laser sounds, ringing bells, outer-

space sounds—to add to our produc

tions. The audio line comes out of the

same video buffer board, and is fed

into an audio mixer.

Probably the most exciting thing about

using the computer in the studio is the

constant discovery of new applica

tions. This amazing piece of hardware

has improved the quality and impact of

our productions more than any other

single unit, and at a fraction of the

price. C1

The double-size titles used to introduce programs.

PET I M PROQRfiM

16 DIMfl<25>

29 REM PRQGRRM TO DISPLRV R CONTINUALLY MOVING

'BULLETIN'

38 REM RCROSS THE BOTTOM OF THE SCREEN

40 REM PROGRfiM FOR COMMODORE PET

5G M*="

€0 SI*«"WBRV-TV NEW VORK"

78 FORR=1TO25

86 fl#<fl>»11"

90 NEXTR

10O PRIHT"OTVPE IN VOIJR MESSRGE"

110 PRINT'END WITH ' ■ ■ ' H

120 PR I NT "TO RUN THE MESSAGE., WHICH WILL

CONTINURLLLV REPEAT, PRESS flHV KEY! "

130 F0RR=2TG25

140 INPUTR$<A>

150 IFR*-::fl> = ". . "THEH24S

160 NEXTR

17Q PRINT"? OUT OF ROOM"

ISO PRINT"DISPLRV MESSGE RS IS THEN CONTINUE";

190 IHPUTfi*
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200

21@

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

290

300

316

320

330

340

350

360

370

380

390

400

410

420

430

449

456

460

470

480

490

500

510

ERD

IFfl*»"YES"THEN C=l:GQT024Q

IFfl*="NQ"THEN O0sGQTO24@

PRINT"VES OR NO"

GOTO 18G

PR I NT " I

GETE*iIFE*«"1lTHEN£58

PRINT"S"

FORH=lTOi20

PRINT" ";

NEWTFI

PR I NT "

R*<1>«"# * * #"+SI*+"# * *

STR* < VRL ■:: MI Dt < TI * r 1 , 2 > > > + "

#" +

fi$ ■:: 1 ':■' =R* < 1 > + "»» "

F0Rft=lT025

FORB=ITOLEN<R*<R>)

M*=R IGHT* < MS., 39 > +MID* < Rt < R

B , 1 >

PRINT M*.;"D".?

FORO1TO30 : NEXTC

NEXT B

M*»RIGHTt<M*.,39> + " "

PRINT M*.;"3";

NEXTR

FORR=1TO40

FOR B=1TO30:NEXTB

NEXTR

GETR*:IFR*="EMTHEN 510

GETDt:IFD*=""THEN300

GOTO 480

PRINT"3";sEND

Video adapters formerly used with 9" screen machines

will not work directly with the new 12"machines as the

polarity of the video out and horizontal sync signals have

been reversed at the user Port. Correct this with:

POKE 59520, 12 : POKE 59521, 0

INTRODUCING. . .

TEACHERSAID
DR. DALEY'S SOFTWARE is excited about our

latest software release—TEACHER'S AID.

TEACHER'S AID is the grade management sys

tem you've been waiting for. Its many features

mean that you can be free from the drudgery of

hours of record keeping and grade reporting. Now

you can devote more time to the pleasures of

teaching.

TEACHER'S AID is easy to use, menu driven and

features—

1. Flexible class assignment structures. This means

that you can set up and keep records of any com

bination of homework, quiz, test, lab, etc.

scores.

2. Grade averaging done in a variety of ways.

Grade averages can be prepared using weighted

scores, possible scores, tables, percent, or a

combination of these methods.

3. Student progress reports.

4. An individualized list of missing assignments.

5. Easy editing and additions to any of the files.

6. Reports on either the screen or printer.

7. Now includes histogram plotting and attendance

maintenance options.

All of this power is yours for only $89.95.

TEACHER'S AID comes on disk complete with com

prehensive, easy to read documentation.

When ordering please tell us your computer con

figuration. TEACHER'S AID is available on these

systems:

Apple II or Apple II Plus

(32K with single disk)

Pet or CBM 2000, 3000, or 4000 series

(16K with 2040 or 4040 disk)

TEACHER'S AID will be ready soon on the Atari

800 and TRS-80 Model I or Model III.

Call or write for details of our other software offer

ings.

DR. DALEY'S SOFTWARE

Water Street

Darby, MT 59829

Phone: (406) 821-3924

(800) 548-3289

{Hours: 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mountain Time)
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"Probably the best-

documented programs I've

seen for PET/CBM."

Robert Baker

Microcomputing

September 1981

PETICBM &

VIC°wners
Utilities & Games

"The strongest points of this

system are its unsurpassed

documentation and its

I human engineering."
Ralph Bressler. The Paper

■ NoWDec. 1981

GAMES FOR VIC

Skier Thrill to downhill skiing, using your joystick to hit

flags and avoid obstacles. Great graphics. 3 levels of dif

ficulty.

Maze ol Mikor Adventure-like game with stunning

graphics challenges you to steal the Warlock's gold as

you evade the demon.

Tank Wars Match your wits against the evasive enemy,

as you maneuver around obstacles and avoid mines.

Victrek Graphics and sound add to the excitement as

you scan galactic maps, maneuver through star bases,

and battle klingons. Enhanced version included for 8K

VIC.

Pinball Score points with flippers through bumpers and

alleys. This game is the real thing.

Simon Four squares light and sound at random. Then

you imitate the sequence. It gets tougher as you get

better.

Fuel Pirates Protect your stock of atomic fuel from

raiding pirates using your particle cannon.

Lazer Blitz Terrific graphics as you destroy enemy air

craft from your flying saucer.

Pak Bomber is dropping bombs that you must catch.

Great challenge for eye-to-hand coordination.

All games run on any VIC 20. Price each game on

cassette $15.95.

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

TO OUR CUSTOMERS AND

DEALERS

HES has relocated to the San Fran

cisco Bay Area and is now a division

of USl International. We now have

greater resources to provide you with

excellent software on cartridge,

cassette, or diskette in superior quali

ty packaging.

Watch for more exciting products

from HES.

UTILITIES FOR PET & VIC

6502 ASSEMBLER PACKAGE

HESBAL is a 1- or 2-pass Assembler using standard

MOS mnemonics and operand formats, has pseudo-

opcodes and over 25 error messages. HESEDIT is a full

screen text editor for use with HESBAL or alone.

Assembler package runs on PET or VIC with 1 cassette

and minimum 8K, (specify PET or VIC). $23.95 on

cassette, $26.95 on diskette.

HESCOM transfers data and programs bidirectionally

between PETs, VICs, or a PET and VIC at 3 times the

speed of the disk. Set up VIC as a terminal to PET and

create games for 2 players. Or use VIC as a peripheral to

PET for hi-res graphics and sound. Only $49.95 on

cassette, $52.95 on diskette..

HESCOUNT monitors BASIC program's execution and

accumulates data. Essential for debugging and op

timization. Discover how many times your program

looped, and when IF statements were true or false. Fast

execution. Runs on PET or VIC. On cassette $23.95. On

diskette $26.95.

HESCAT Complete hi-speed diskette cataloging system.

Five programs let you sort names, print reports 3 ways,

and locate file names in memory or on disk, and much

more. Works with any PET/CBM, 16K and dual drives.

$39.95.

HESLISTER takes complex BASIC programs and prints

(to screen or printer) in an easily understood manner.

Lets you analyze BASIC programs to alter or debug

code. Works on any PET/CBM and 1 disk drive. $23.95.

HESPLOT Very fast hi-res graphics subroutines for VIC.

Includes line drawing routines. With 8K VIC plot within

field of 176 x 160. On cassette $15.95.

All products available at your dealer or directly from HES.

Add $2 postage. Calif, res. add 6% sales tax.

We accept VISA and MasterCard. Dealer inquiries inviled.

Div. USl International

Human engineered Software

71 Park Lane • Brisbane, Cfl 94005

(415)468-4110

Send today for your FREE CATALOG

of VIC and PET/CBM Software

Name

Street

City

State Zip

PET, CBM, and VIC are trademarks of Commodore. Li

Mail to Human Engineered Software

71 Park Lane • Brisbane, CA 94005
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PET People in Prior Lake

Westwood Elementary School, located in Prior Lake, Min

nesota, is the largest user ofPET computers of any school

in the state. According to DA. Fosse, principal of West-

wood, "Our program is unique from the standpoint that all

of our teachers are proficient in using the PET. Teachers do

not send children to the computer room, they take them and

then serve as instructor.

Presently. Westwood has thirty-one teachers involved in a

computer programming course being offered in their com

puter room by Mankato State University. In the following

article. Fosse explains his school's approach to

microcomputers in education.

Take a dozen or more computers, an enthusiastic media

director, "lotza" software and combine them with an

interested staff, excited kids, and supportive parents and

you have all the "makins" for a computer program.

If you are faced with the difficult task of attempting to

implement an effective computer program in your school,

you are among a majority. Most people 1 have talked to will

say, "If only we had more computers."

At this time last year, Westwood Elementary School had

one Apple II computer and an enthusiastic media director.

She worked to create an interest among staff in the use of

the Apple as an educational tool. The general feeling that

emerged was, "What can we do with one computer and 756

K-3 children?" To give each child one hour on the Apple

would require approximately 150 days. What we needed

was more computers. Who wants to ask the School Board

for a dozen? We did!

As a member of the state Title IV Advisory Council, I had

the opportunity last Spring to witness a computer demon

stration presented by the directors of Title IVC projects in

Robbinsdale and Morgan. The computers they were demon

strating were not Apples but Commodore PETs. I was

intrigued by the capabilities of the PET and by the en

thusiasm,of the presenters. My interest rose higher when

they informed us that three PETs could be purchased for the

price of one Apple!

Several discussions, meetings, and visitations later the

decision was made to purchase three PETs. These were

used during summer school and proved to be so well

accepted that we decided to expand. We now have a

Computer Room connected to our Media Center, 13 PET

Computers and 150+ programs. All classroom teachers.

Special Ed. teachers, and aides have been in-serviced and

are qualified to use the PET.

At the present time, we have eleven computers in our

computer room and three computers on carts for use in

individual rooms. Teachers bring their entire class to the

computer room to work on the computers. With two chil

dren on a computer, everyone gets hands on experience for

the entire period. The teacher serves as instructor, monitor,

or trouble shooter. The PETs are so easy to use that the

children have adapted easily. As children demonstrate pro

ficiency in the use of the PET, they are issued cards

qualifying them as our "PET PEOPLE.". They are now

entitled to independent use of the PETs. Plans arc to place

some PETs in the public library during vacation period so

children may continue to use them.

All of our programs are stored on regular cassette tapes

rather than floppy discs. Cassettes are inexpensive, easy to

use, and are very familiar to children, teachers and parents.

If you want a duplicate program, simply dub it on a blank

cassette.

A three year K-12 plan for projected computer needs has

been presented to the Prior Lake School Board. With their

support we plan to purchase several more PETs for use in

our schools next year. By going with the PET computer I

predict that we are 2-3 years ahead of where we might be if

we had decided to purchase Apples. Also, no matter how

sophisticated computers become in the next few years, our

PETs will always be a useful teaching device since they are

predominantly used for assisting children with learning

skills.

The greatest advantage of the PET remains its cost. You can

purchase 10 PETs at a cost of less than $6000.00. This same

amount would allow you to purchase only three Apples. To

have an effective computer program for all children you

need to have several computers. Our computer room at

Westwood is real and it is working. Just give us a call at

(612) 447-2178. O

COMMODORE USERS

Join the largest, active Commodore

users group in North America and get—

— Access to club library of

over 3000 programs.

— Informative club newsletter.

— Access to the combined

talents of some of the most

knowledgeable people on

PET/CBM/VIC.

Send $15.00 ($20.00 overseas)

Associate Membership to:

for

Toronto Pet Users Group

381 Lawrence Avenue West

Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5M 1B9
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Shows a Success

Full Schedule Planned for the Fall

Two Commodore education confer

ences in the West were a great success

and have led to the scheduling of a full

slate of shows for the Fall of 1982.

Over 700 teachers, principals and dis

trict level administrators attended the

two shows—one in San Francisco on

January 20 and the other in Los

Angeles on April 2 I. Both shows were

well received and Commodore has

been besieged by educators for more

of the same.

The seminars were different in format

but they both succeeded in providing

educators with the information they

need to make decisions about imple

menting computers in the total educa

tion process, both as instructional tools

and administrative aids.

The show in San Francisco was com

posed of two half-day sessions, two

speakers and an hour of software view

ing at each session. Bill Finzer from

San Francisco State University was the

keynote speaker. Finzer shared the

work that he and his colleagues, Jose

Guttierrez and Diane Resek, have been

doing with Commodore computers at

the Center for Mathematical Literacy

at San Francisco State. Funding for

their research was provided by the

National Science Foundation and the

National Institute of Education.

Finzer left his audience with the main

thought that the role of the teacher is to

bring to life or to animate the great

ideas of our culture. We are finding

that the computer is a powerful tool in

the implementation of that process.

The Los Angeles show took on a dif

ferent format. The one day conference

was divided into three 45-minute semi

nar sessions, "hands-on" workshop,

vendor displays, a keynote address

during a catered lunch and a drawing

for a free computer for a school.

Glenn Fisher, Computer Coordinator.

by

Jim Bussey

Alameda County Department of Edu

cation, and nationally known leader in

educational computing, led well-

received sessions entitled "Getting

Started with Microcomputers in

Schools," "Managing a Computer in

the Classroom,'' and "What Ad

ministrators Need to Know About

Computers in the School." Fisher's

keynote address during lunch was on

"'Wise Uses of Computers in Ed

ucation."

John Hosmon, Director of the micro

computer lab at Overfelt High School

in San Jose has used 36 PETs in a

networking system over the past two

years. Hosmon presented sessions on

such interesting topics as "Time

sharing for the Gifted and Remedial

Students on a Network System,"

"Utilizing the Microcomputer Lab in

the High School: C.A.I, remedial

math and English, group simulations,

teaching programming and advanced

programming, teaching computer lit

eracy and word processing,'' and

"How to use Title I computer pro

grams in your school."

Stanley Greenspan, director of career

and vocational education for the San

Ramon Unified School District, led

workshop sessions on private and gov

ernment funding for microcomputers.

This school district through grant ap

plications, both private and govern

ment, and parent-teacher organizations

has acquired over 260 PET computers

and numerous peripheral devices.

Greenspan explained how computers

were being used in his district and how

they had dramatically improved the

educational program in many signifi

cant areas for students.

Lou Gonzalez, vice principal of Perris

High School in Perris, California led a

workshop session on a pilot attendance

project being done on Commodore

computers through the California State

Department of Education. This district

has increased its daily attendance from

79 percent to 88 percent since they

started keeping attendance records on

microcomputers. Gonzalez presented

valuable material on how to get started

with a microcomputer in attendance

reporting. In addition, Jorge Bendick

from Human Development Training

explained a new counseling program

called "Choices," developed by the

Canadian government and adapted for

use in the United States. This is a

sophisticated career counseling pro

gram that provides a wealth of infor

mation to high school students making

choices about careers. Diane Burrup

from Educational Development Cor

poration conducted a workshop in

computer management instruction.

Educators at all levels are interested in

the applications of computers to their

professions. Commodore shows are an

important way to become informed

about the vast potential that computers

hold for the school environment. It is

because of this demand for informa

tion that Commodore's Western Re

gion has scheduled nine more shows

for Fall 1982. The schedule is listed
below:

Denver

San Francisco

Los Angeles

San Diego

Seattle

Orange County

Salt Lake City

Phoenix

Portland

September 15

September 22

September 29

October 13

October 20

October 27

November 10

November 17

November 30

For further information, contact Jim

Bussey, Educational Consultant, at

3330-B Scott Boulevard, Santa Clara,

California 95050, or call him at (408)

727-1130.&
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Computer Programming
in the Middle School

by

Diane G. Benedict

Last spring I plunged into organizing a computer

literacy class at Orchard Lake Middle School, a

sixth through eighth grade public school in West

Bloomfield, Michigan. I was given tremendous support and

encouragement from parents, but more importantly from the

principal, Robert R. Riggs.

Reading many articles on computer education, I found

information available on the purchasing of hardware with

many hypes on a variety of software. A huge gap appeared

in the area of curriculum and age group exposure. This is an

area that today still needs adequate documentation, so that

mistakes can be minimized and more educators will feel

free to begin programs of their own. Computers are not like

so many other educational waves that simply have gone

away with time. Most colleges and universities are requir

ing at least one course before graduation for such fields as

engineering, business, economics, and architecture.

Graduate students soon discover a basic knowledge of

computers can speed their research; robotics is a reality;

cottage industries are building in the West and soon will

flow across the rest of the country. The potential for this

industry has only begun to be explored. So widi several

courses of BASIC, 13 years of teaching and lots of faith in

kids, I decided to begin one step at a time.

STEP 1 — Hardware Acquisition

Searching for and purchasing microcomputers for a

classroom of 30 students without endangering the financial

standing of the building budget led us to accept a 3 for 2

offer from Commodore Computers. If NASA could use

Commodore, we figured that we could as well! Six PETs

with graphic symbols plainly displayed on the keyboard

provided added security for the neophyte. Due to cost we

were forced to purchase cassettes. On second thought, I

would definitely forego the cassettes, save the money and

purchase a disk drive when able. We added a 19" Sony

B/W monitor which buffered to an old 2.0, 9" screen PET

we had from a year ago. This would permit viewing for

students not at the individual micros and could be used for

large group demonstrations. The 2.0 was upgraded to 4.0

and the cassette was hooked up to the tape 2 outlet.

A large classroom was assigned to fill the needs of the

computer class, as well as a mathematics classroom. Four

large rectangular tables were placed against two walls, three

tables each holding two computers and one table ac-
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comodating die master computer and monitor. Student

chairs were scrounged from around the building and were

placed so that die programmer would be facing the wall

avoiding some distractions and permitting others to watch

the ongoing progress. "Tables" of four desks were set up in

the center of die room to ease space and create a helping

atmosphere during classtime. The teacher's desk and aide

table were placed by the window.

STEP 2 — A Philosophy

We decided upon a philosophy of study for the 6th grade

students who would be in the required 10-week mini-class

for five days a week, 45 minutes each day. As in every

classroom we anticipated a wide range of talents and com

puter exposure. The final decision was to create a serious,

exploratory course, challenging each student to his/her

ability, yet not discouraging the students who, at a later

time in life would awaken to computers as a useful tool for

mankind, not simply as convenient home arcade. Of course,

we were secure in the knowledge that "talking" to the

computer would be a welcome contagious condition and

possibly lead a few students to independent creation of

games followed by inquiry into more advanced program

ming techniques. We were convinced that once one of our

students wrote a working program, a real pride of accom

plishment would result and further encourage all levels of

ability.

STEP 3 — Teaching Materials

Creating the actual program became more of a complication

than selecting, purchasing and setting up the hardware.

Purchasable, applicable materials were non-existent, in

complete or too advanced, which led me to create my own

consumable student workbook for machine familiarity,

programming, and BASIC working knowledge. Immedi

ately, I discovered a real need for companion tapes, which I

wrote and produced during die first session. Various film-

strips and movies were ordered from the county central

school district to enrich study. I soon found that ordering

the same films for each 10-week session did not work. A

substitute was needed for the students' study of computers

in society, die work place, basic engineering, the binary

system and such. Necessity being the mother of invention, I

turned to the light switch on the wall and die three rows of

fluorescent lights on the ceiling to explain binary digits,

bytes and Assembler. Turning the lights on and off cor

related directly to the on-and-off of the electricity of the

machine's translation of a programming language to ma

chine language.

STEP 4 — A Total Lesson Plan

Each student was given a syllabus of the course containing

due dates, hopeful accomplishments, and credit value of

each assignment. These requirements included a Dictionary

of Terms made from loose-leaf paper, three letters of the

alphabet to a page and one paper fastener. This helped

reinforce the new vocabulary as we discussed terms, read

articles and began listening to TV and radio more closely.

Whenever a new word appeared, the child would list it in

the dictionary and when the class was together as a group,

definitions were discussed. Required terms included such

words as hardware, software, byte, input/output, disk

drive, syntax, debug, etc. A scrapbook was also required to

further broaden their exposure to computers and their wide

usage today. The scrapbook, which was die only homework

assignment for the 10-week session, contained information

on Kinds of Computers, Computer Languages, Computer

Jokes and Commercials, Articles on computers, handouts, a

worsheet on die computer system, types of I/O, notes on the

films, and a bibliography.

Other class assignments included discussing the history of

computers from the earliest counting of pebbles to die

computation machines, the revolution of industry, the ad

vent of computers 20-30 years ago, and now the personal

computer industry of the past 10 years. A fiction story was

written to accomodate students whose talents encompassed

the challenge of using as many computer terms as possible.

Using "Be a Computer Literate" by Marion J. Ball and

Sylvia Charp, the classes took notes on the uses of comput

ers in various arenas of life. Additional applications were

added from queries made of parents and teachers. None of

the written work was long and tedious. Exposure was the

objective. A secondary advantage concerned the problem of

having a substitute for a computer classroom. These written

assignments fulfilled both needs, added learning and substi

tute plans. In addition, die material was worked on

whenever the computers were being used and the student

could not try out a program. On-line computer time was

arranged on a 20 minute basis. A change of users still

allowed for five minutes to return folders, stack chairs and

shut down the equipment. To do any SAVE-VERIFY's a

10-minute warning was given. To facilitate assigning whose

turn it was to use die PETs, I had the class number off by

4's, providing two people per unit. This way posted num

bers would signify user time. The student's policed

themselves quite adequately.

Using my workbook, and the companion tapes, we learned

BASIC programming commands. The extent of the lessons

was once again dependent upon the class's aptitude. As

signments were given after the introduction and experimen

tation of new commands. REM and CLEAR SCREEN were

required for each program. REM told me which assignment

was being handed in and by whom. CLEAR SCREEN

allowed the novice to see the RUN without LIST interfer

ence on screen. The first lesson on the PRINT statement,

we literally wrote together. Each programmer went to a unit

and checked to see if the OUTPUT was the desired result. I
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quickly learned that lack of typing skills was a problem. So

I laminated 30 keyboard reproductions and passed them

around for practice. Styles varied from one finger to a ballet

of crossed arms; the latter was the only action I dis

couraged. INPUT, IF THEN and FOR NEXT were defi

nitely covered each session. Each with an assignment fol

lowing the introduction, practice lessons and

encouragement.

For variety we would have fun days with graphic games of

exploration. "PET BASIC Training—Training Your PET

Computer" by Ramon Zamora, Robert Albrecht and Wil

liam Scarvie has excellent suggestions and programs for this

purpose. Also, demonstrations were given by the Computer

Resource Team (CRT), a group of eighth grade computer

whizzes. Having these 8th graders in and out of the room all

period challenged and encouraged the class to explore

further programming techniques.

WARNING: Teaching computer programming to children can be

dangerous—it is very addictive.

STEP 5 — Evaluation

After each 10-week session I evaluated the program for

clarification and modification. For example, the first ses

sion was with the incoming 6th graders who were over

whelmed with a new school, a new program to follow and a

new class dealing with the mystical computer. I expected

too much from this group for their age and readiness. By the

second session the program ran much more smoothly and

realistic expectations were met on both sides. Plus, most of

the students came to the class hearing how much fun it was.

The entire idea has caught on and the positive pressure from

parents and students in the 7th and 8th grades has created a

change in scheduling for the next year. Next year we are

scheduling Computer I, Computer II and Advanced Com

puters as elective choices for the seventh and eigth grades.

Three days a week I remain at school for an hour or so,

allowing the interested students more computer time. The

exchange between these kids is marvelous, providing an

excellent lesson in sharing knowledge and exploring ideas

as a team. We even get a few "I just happened to be in the

neighborhood" boys from the high school So I am quite

confident the lack of structure will more than adequately

work.

NOTES:

One of my favorite reactions from the class involves com

munication with parents. The subject being so new places

everyone on an equal footing. In fact, one girl was delighted

that she could finally convince her father that she was able

to write a program for his personal computer. He was

impressed, and they have since sat down and worked

together with the machine.

I should not forget to tell you about our user-friendly

approach with the students. After a much anticipated con-

test, the PETs all received names! Snoopy, Ralph. Morris,

Radar, Woodstock, Merlyn and Reservit (a take off on

reserved, one machine kept for advanced programmers in

the class) and of course the Commodore, our monitor. It is

so much easier to say "Morris, you forgot to stack your

chairs" or ' 'Snoopy is available if anyone needs a

computer."

I am ecstatic with the past year and am looking forward to

■helping other educators create a computer program for the

students, geared to both the teacher's and student's benefit.

This is a real opportunity to learn from your students and

not be entrapped by the educational syndrome of only

imparting information over and over again. I have a love of

learning and feel this program is an honest exchange be

tween minds and talents disallowing the categorizing of

body, age, sex or authority. The machine is only as capable

as its programmer, so we are all at primer level. Next year

we'll be blue birds headed for the time when we can fly with

the eagles. C*

Introducing The

FINANCIAL
Diskette Programs for 16K PET7CBM

Financial Programs
The Wizard helps you quickly calculate 12 major types

of Financial Transactions with ease and accuracy.

Created (or businesses and individuals, this DISK

PACKAGE has 9 programs plus instructions. The-Wizard

delivers answers on the screen or printer

CASCADE COMPUTERWARE
Bo* 2354 ■ Everell. WA 98203

(206) 355-6121
Dealer inquiries invited J
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Ever since the advent of commercial
radio over 60 years ago, the medium
has survived the coming of more

sophisticated and visually pleasing

means of entertainment such as motion

pictures, television and video games.
Now, the latest challenge—personal
computers—has arrived.

Assuming the role of trendsetter, a
Phoenix radio station has already

hopped aboard the microcomputer
bandwagon. Using Commodore's low-

priced VIC 20 computer, station

KTAR-AM has implemented a caller-
selection process labeled the "talk

screen program." Designed by Tim

Greer, an announcer on KTAR's FM
station, the program aids the station in
screening calls for over 15 hours of
locally-produced talk shows per day.

Normally, a producer or switchboard
operator answers the phone and puts

callers on hold until the talk show

host—working without knowledge of

who the callers are or what rney might

say—puts them on the air. Obviously,

the host is often grasping at straws,

unable to anticipate or prepare for the

caller's comments until it's too late.

Now, with the VIC 20 and the talk

screen program, the KTAR switch

board operator records a caller's age,

neighborhood, and topic for discus

sion. In addition, the operator iden
tifies the phone line the caller is on and
the time the call was put on hold. The
information, for up to six callers at a

time, is displayed on the host's TV

monitor. In fact, the station's VIC 20

is connected to three separate moni

tors. One monitor is used by the pro

ducer, the second is located in the

main call-in area, and the final monitor

is found in the sports call-in studio.

During KTAR's sports programs, an

announcer can get a valuable jump on

listeners' questions. If a caller has a

specific question on a sports statistic,

the show's host can see the question on

the monitor, turn to a resource book,

Talk

research the material, and have the

information ready BEFORE the call is
even answered.

While some feel this type of screening
can ruin the spontaneity and originality
of a talk show format, Greer disagrees.
"The station would love to get as
many viewpoints on a subject as pos

sible," he explained, "But we are
fighting ratings battles. We want to

keep the shows interesting, light,

lively and moving. The talk screen
program allows the host to achieve that

goal."

In addition, the switchboard operator

can control the flow of calls. ""For

instance," said Greer, "four people

may call the station with almost the

identical question or comment. We

can now advise the caller that their

question or comment will be addressed

shortly, and ask them to hang up and

listen for the response. Callers no

longer have to be put on hold unneces

sarily. And, too, we avoid on-the-air

duplication."

Greer feels that the system allows talk

show hosts to maintain varied pro

grams where the appeal of calls can

change the way a disc jockey would

rotate different types of music. Greer

pointed out that the radio broadcasting

industry is naturally governed by time

constraints, which could be handled

more efficiently using the talk screen

program. Aside from displaying gen

eral topics on the screen, the producer

can send important "reminders" to the

Program

announcer. Messages such as 'LET'S

WRAP IT UP' can serve as simple but
important directives. And, because the
screen contains a clearly visible real
time clock, the announcer is always
aware of the time remaining. Even if

the announcer should lose track of the

time, the VIC will flash the valuable

"time remaining" in reverse video.

Easy-to-read messages are also dis

played in brilliant VIC-generated
colors.

Another reason for easy readability is

the VIC's 22-character screen format.

"'During a talk show," Greer pointed

out, "the host is totally absorbed in

conducting an interview, yet still must

contend with handling calls, talking to

the guest and coordinating news feeds

as well as commercials." With the

22-character format, the screen dis

plays a minimum amount of informa

tion that is very easy to read. The

announcer can see just the information

he or she needs, without losing control

of the program. "It's .the perfect com
promise," says Greer.

Greer's system is not the only auto

mated call selection program in the

country. Radio station WIND-AM in

Chicago has a custom system designed

to operate an Apple computer. How

ever, Greer eagerly points out the cost

effectiveness of his VIC system versus

the $5000 Apple counterpart. "We

could have a $5000 dedicated system

set up to do what the VIC does. But for

the limited amount of time that the

system would be used, compared to its
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capability and capacity, the system far

exceeds their needs. Using a $5,000

system to do what our S300 VIC 20

can do is a ludicrous use of computing

power.'"

How did Tim Grecr. radio announcer

become Tim Grcer, programmer?

""Believe it or not," said Greer. "for

years I was completely turned off by

computing. When 1 finally decided to

make the commitment to personal

computing, it didn't take long for me

to decide on the VIC 20. I was im

pressed by the price/performance ratio

as well as the color capabilities. And I

knew the VIC would allow me to ease

into computing.

However, shortly after acquiring his

VIC 20, Greer quickly went from up

start home hobbyist to serious pro

grammer. "One day,1' Greer recalled,

""our general manager approached me

with the task of creating a program that

would allow us to automate our call

selection. In no time at all I became

possessed with my task. If the VIC 20

is the "friendly computer," then I

must be the walking, talking, moving

example of user friendliness.

"Just by following the VIC reference

manual, and receiving some limited

technical direction, I was able to de

velop the talk screen program. I was so

comfortable using the VIC I felt like I

must have been a programmer in a

previous life."

Although Greer intends to market his

product very soon, he stressed his de
sire to thoroughly debug the program.

Still, Greer is encouraged by the de

pendability of his product. "Since

February, 1982, when the talk screen

program was fully implemented at

KTAR, there has not been a single

error," Greer happily asserted.

The decision-makers at KTAR arc also

planning to use the demographic infor

mation compiled by the system to

more closely determine types of callers

and topics of interest—which will

hopefully provide better quality

programming.

Sixty years ago, what radio pioneer

would have considered an innovation

like a computerized caller-selection

program. And, with even more tech

nological advances still to come, who

knows what surprises are in store for

radio listeners in 2042! O

-Paul Fleming
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ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

CBM Rescues Electrical Contractor
In 1977, even before "Reagonom-

ics," the U.S. government had already

initiated a plan to cut down on expen

ditures. For a company that works al

most exclusively on government con

tracts, cutbacks can be a death blow.

Lovell Electric of Franklin Lakes,

N.J., was one of die many companies

affected by the cutbacks. Lovell Elec

tric is an electrical contracting com

pany that designs and builds electrical

projects for die government. Theodore

Lovell, executive director of Lovell

Electric, admits his company was in a

bind.

"To stay alive we had to lower over

head," said Lovell, "and the only way

to lower overhead was to increase

efficiency.

"I had this idea, based on an article

about microcomputers in Popular Sci

ence and an ad from Commodore," he

said, "that a micro could replace some

of our personnel." Lovell took a risk

and became a "pioneer" by buying

one of die first personal computers, an

8K PET. It had to be ordered by mail

directly from Commodore's factory

and had a serial number under 1000.

Back then Lovell had three employees

in his office, a general secretary, an

executive director (Lovell), and an

estimator/engineer. "The payroll was

what was keeping us from being as

profitable as we should have been,"

Lovell said. The secretary and the

estimator engineer were bom planning

on retiring. Lovell could either hire

people to replace them or find a more

efficient solution, but his quest for a

solution was not an easy proposition.

"Initially,1' he recalled, "our first

computer was a disaster. We couldn't.

find the switch to turn it off, and every

time we put something on the screen

we got a 'syntax error."

Business software was almost nonexis

tent in diose days and Lovell had no

programming background. Many

people would have quit, but he
persisted. With the help of a

knowledgeable friend and a copy of
Coan's "Basic Basic," Lovell's $695

investment began paying dividends.
"By March 1978 we had an effective

invoice system up and running, and,

for the first time in 25 years, we could

quickly determine our exact cash posi

tion," he said.

Encouraged, Lovell began to attack

other problems. He started by writing

a program for accounts payable. Next,

he wrote an accounts receivable pro
gram. Then, with the acquisition of a

disk drive, he wrote a payroll pro

gram. Accounting problems with pay

roll and payables virtually ceased for

the firm. In addition, he has also writ

ten a motor design program that cuts

his engineering time in half.

Lovell's programs have been stream

lined and perfected over the years. His

payroll program, for example, had its
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special challenges. Loved employs

from five lo 18 people, depending on

the company's current contracts. Each

employee can earn up to six different

hourly rates per day. His payroll pro

gram calculates all the different pay

rates, adds in bonuses and then prints

out checks.

Today, although business application

software is plentiful, Lovell still uses

all his earlier programs, but has added

Wordpro 4. The reason is that he be

lieves that software is better if it is

tailor-made.

"No two companies need exactly the

same kind of programs. I started with

no computer background and learned

as I went along." He is now somewhat

of an expert at programming and

strongly recommends to anyone using

a micro for their business to "learn

how to program or have a programmer

in the organization."

Lovell's entire operation is com

puterized. His payroll is also used for

reports that he must to submit to the

state government. His records are no

longer done by hand and state auditors

have never questioned his reports. His

clients are also impressed with his fast

and professional estimates that he can

produce using his estimate engineering

program and the computer's word pro

cessing capabilities.

Lovell's enthusiasm for micros—and

Commodore computers in particular—

is contagious. He has helped several

friends and associates get started with

systems. As president of his local

school board he has helped his school

district to computerize. Lovell con

vinced other board members to take

advantage of Commodore's "3 for 2"

educational grant program. To date,

the school board has bought 12 more

Commodores.

"But back to business," Lovell says,

"we expect most equipment to pay for
itself in five years. The Commodore

pays for itself every two months. For

me, it is the difference between profit

and loss. If I sound enthusiastic, it's

because I am. If Commodore hadn't

come out with a computer in 1977, I

don't think Lovell Electric would be

here today. Now, we not only exist—

we do it better." C

— John O'Brien

PIE-C

PET/CBM* IEEE-488

TO PARALLEL PRINTERS

By LemData Products I

P.I.E.-C MEANS—Professional design, Indispensible features, Excellent quality and Cost effectiveness. You

can't buy a better parallel interface for your PET/CBM.

Our P.l.E.-C will interface your PET/CBM through the IEEE-488 bus to

the NEC Spinwriter, the C. Itoh Starwriter, printers by Centronics, Epson, Anadex, Escon Products, the

Paper Tigers by IDS, the M1PL0T by Watanabe, the DIP printers, the AJ-841, the OKIDATA printers, plus

ALL OTHER parallel ASCII printers.

Assembled with custom case, CBM-TO-ASCII code converter and appropriate cable, the P.I.E.-C is only

$119.95 (+$5 S&H). Md. Res. +5% tax. Specify printer and CBM models.

LemData Products, P.O. Box 1080, Columbia, Md. 21044 Phone (301) 730-3257

*PET/CBM are trademarks of Commodore Business Machines
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id for Search and Retrieval of Text

One year later... ASERT is now indispensable to many businesses across the U.S. and in
Europe. From Employment Agencies and Travel Services to Schools and Libraries ASERT is

helping to make the filing cabinet obsolete! Flexible in format and simple to use, ASERT
can more than pay for itself in a short period of time.

The NEW COMPILED ASERT features:

11,000 CHARACTER "VIRTUAL" RECORD LENGTH

21 "FIELDS" AND 180 "SEARCHWORDS", ALL USER-DEFINABLE

"FREE-TEXT" FIELD FOR EXTRA COMMENTS

ABILITY TO RESTRUCTURE FILES AT ANY TIME

SEARCH ON ANY COMBINATION OF FIELDS AND SEARCHWORDS

"MUST HAVE", "MUST NOT HAVE", "OPTIONAL", "OR" OPERATORS
WORKS WITH POPULAR WORD PROCESSING PROGRAMS & PRINTERS

PRODUCE FORM LETTERS, REPORTS, AND MAILING LABELS

USER FRIENDLY - MENU DRIVEN - OPERATOR ORIENTED

AND MANY OTHER NEW FEATURES

C. F. I. HOTLINE AVAILABLE TO USERS

OTHER CFI SOFTWARE
Federal Income Tax Preparation System*

Personal Tax Calculator'

Emergency Control Program'

VIC Animation Tutorial

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR

ccommodore

DEALER

CFI ... computer solutions

201 West 92nd Street • New York, N.Y. 10025 • (212) 724-1711
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The VIC Magician
Using Those Mysterious

Programmable Function Keys

Michael S. Tomczyk

Product Marketing Manager

Everyone always asks how the VIC-20's programmable

function keys work (The function keys are those large

yellow keys on the right side of the VIC-20 keyboard).

Specialfunction keys were added to your VIC to let you

take advantage of "one-key" programming features

normally found on much more sophisticated (and

expensive) office computers. It doesn 't take much effort

to program these keys and that's what the following

lesson showsyou.

When you first got your VIC-20, you were probably

surprised that nothing happened when you pressed the

function keys. That's because the function keys are pro

grammable, meaning you have to program them to do

something before they work.

Before getting into the programming part, let's take a

closer look at the keys, themselves.

To begin with, the function keys are num

bered 1 through 8. The odd-numbered keys

1, 3, 5, and 7 are obtained by simply typing

those keys, and the even-numbered keys 2, 4,

6 and 8 are obtained by holding down the

SHIFT key and then typing the appropriate

key. This lets you use four keys to get 8 sepa

rate functions.

Now, here's an important point . . . each key

has a special NUMBER which you must use

when programming that key. This number is

called the CHR$ NUMBER. AH of the VIC's

keys have CHR$ numbers, which are listed

in the ASCII AND CHR$ CODES table on

page 146 of your VIC user's guide (or page

273 of the VIC PROGRAMMER'S REFER

ENCE GUIDE).

0

CHRS CODES FOR FUNCTION KEYS

FUNCTION

KEY NUMBER

fl

f2

f3

f4

ts

f6

n

f8

CHRS

CODE

CHRS (133)

CHRS (137)

CHRS (134)

CHRS (138)

CHRS (135)

CHRS (139)

CHRS (136)

CHRS(140)

Note that the CHRS numbers are not in exact order . . .

the odd numbered keys are numbered 133-136 and the

even numbered keys (which you must SHIFT to use) are

numbered 137-140.

Using the GET Statement—"Hit any Key"

Before we explain how everything works, let's write a

short program using a function key, to show you how it

works. The first thing we do is TELL THE VIC TO

LOOK AT THE KEYBOARD. This instructs the VIC to

check the keyboard to see if you have pressed a key. The

BASIC command for this is:

10 GET K$:IF KS = " " THEN GOTO 10

This is called a "GET Statement" and is usually placed

as a single line in your program. If you include this line

all by itself in your program, the VIC will look for ANY

KEY to be hit. So let's write a short program which tells

the user to "HIT ANY KEY TO BEGIN." Enter this
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program, type the word RUN and hit the RETURN key:

10 PRINT" HIT ANY KEY TO BEGIN":PRINT

20 GET K$:IF KS = '"THENGOTO20

30 PRINT"Q f=1 PROGRAM BEGINS."

'(BEGINNERS: be sure to hit the RETURN key at the

end ofeach line to enter it.)

THIS MEANS HOLD DOWN THE SHIFT KEY AND TYPE

THECLR/HOMEKEY

THIS MEANS HOLD DOWN CTRL AND TYPE RVS ON

KEY
S v_

See how it works? Now let's go one step farther. After

we BEGIN our program, we may want to make the pro

gram WAIT until the user is ready to continue. This

technique is often used in educational programs when

you want to give a student time to study something on

the screen before moving on. Hold down the RUN/

STOP key and hit the RESTORE key to "exit" your

program. Now type these additional lines (the VIC auto

matically adds them to the program above, which is still

in VJC's memory):

40 PRINT"Q WAIT HERE.":PRINT:PRINT "HIT
ANY KEY TO CONTINUE.":PRINT

50 GETKS:IFKS = ""THENGOTO50

60 PRINT TJ [jjl PROGRAM CONTINUES."

Note that this program now uses the same GET state

ment in two different places to check the keyboard to

see if a key has been pressed. You can insert line 20

almost anywhere to make the VIC wait until a key is

pressed ... but if you do this in the middle of a pro

gram, don't forget to PRINT a little message telling the

user to "hit any key to continue."

Now let's take a closer look at how the GET statement

lets us check the keyboard . . . and program our func

tion keys.

More Information About the GET Statement

As already explained, the GET KS line tells the VIC to

check the keyboard to see if a key has been pressed.

There are three important things to remember about

using this line in your program. First . . . notice how we

used the string variable KS in lines 20 and 50 above?

Although we used K$ as our variable (K for "Key"), you

can use any legal string variable, such as A$, KKS,

Bl$, etc. in this line. For example, you could use: SO

GETRRS:IFRR$= " "THENGOTO50.

The second thing to remember is that the GET state

ment line always GOES BACK TO ITSELF. In other

words, if you put this line at line 100, the last part of the

line would read . . . THEN GOTO 100. This makes the

VIC keep checking over and over again until a key is

actually pressed. So the GET statement includes a

GOTO to its own line number.

Finally, don't attach any other BASIC commands on

the same line as your GET statement. For example,

don't put a colon and add more BASIC commands to

lines 20 or 50 above.

Programming a Function Key

Now let's make a function key do something—how

about amending our program above so that it only

begins if you type function key 1, and only continues if

you type function key 3 ...

We'll use the SAME PROGRAM we used above and

simply modify two lines and add a few extra lines to tell

the VIC to accepi ONLY DESIGNATED FUNCTION

KEYS instead of "any key." To begin, type the word

LIST and hit RETURN. This displays your program.

Now modify your program by changing or adding the

elements shown in BOLDFACE in the finished program

below (If you need help editing program lines, see pg. 74

of the VIC-20 PROGRAMMER'S REFERENCE

GUIDE, "Editing Lines.")

10 PRINT " HIT THE Fl KEY TO BEGIN":PRINT

20 GET K$:IF K$ = ""THENGOTO20

25 IFK$< >CHR$(133)THENGOTO20

30 PRINT" PROGRAM BEGINS

40 PRINT" WAIT HERE."PRINT:PRINT"HITF5
KEY TO CONTINUE.":PR1NT

50 GETK$:IFK$ - ""THENGOTO50

55IFKS = CHR$ (135)THENGOTO60

56 GOTO40

60PRINT"£ 0 PROGRAM CONTINUES."

LINE 25: Line 25 tells the VIC: "If you check the key

board and find any other key but the Fl key being

pressed, GOTO line 20 and check again. The <> sign

means less or greater than (or you might interpret this as

"not equal to") ... in this case, the program treats

CHRS (133) as the number 133.

With this example, your "real" BASIC program would

start at line 30. Naturally, you can alter (increase) the

line numbers after line 30 to give yourself more room if

you're inserting a longer BASIC program here.

CHRS (133) is the CHRS number for the Fl function

key, and IF K$ = CHR$ (133) means "IF Fl IS BEING

PRESSED." You can designate a different key by

changing the CHRS number (see chart above). For

example, CHRS (139) changes the key to F7.

LINE 26: This is IMPORTANT! In line 25 we told the

VIC to GOTO line 30 if you press the Fl key ... but we

didn't tell the VIC what to do if we DON't press the Fl

key. So what happens is this . . . the program will "fall

through" the IF ... THEN statement in line 25 and
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KEEP GOING if we don't do something to stop it. The

solution is to include the GOTO in line 26 which tells the

VIC to GOTO line 10 and keep PRINTing that opening

message until the Fl key is pressed. This is important

because if you experiment with function keys you may

find your program "falling through" the IF ... THEN

line and RUNning "wild." The answer is to insert a

GOTO after the IF ... THEN statement, which keeps

the program going back to the prompt message until the

proper key is pressed.

LINES 55-56: These lines are the same as Lines 25-26.

Line 55 is the IF ... THEN statement which designates

the F5 key to be pressed and Line 56 keeps the program

"looping back" to the message in line 40 until the F5 key

is pressed.

Programming Function Keys to Perform Functions

So far, we've used function keys to 1) start your BASIC

program, and 2) continue a BASIC program in prog

ress. Both of these techniques used the function keys to

add some nice cosmetic touches to your BASIC pro

gramming, but they really didn't show you how to use

the VIC's function keys to perform "real" functions, so

that's what we're going to show you next.

Type the word NEW and hit RETURN to erase your

previous program, and type in the following program.

This is a VIC SPEAKER DEMONSTRATION which

lets you type any NOTE VALUE and hear it played on

any of the VIC's four internal "speakers." Function key

1 plays the note you entered on Speaker 1 (the lowest

tone speaker), function key 2 plays the note on Speaker

2, and so on. Speaker 4 is the "white noise" or "sound

effects" speaker.

10 PRINT" O SOUND DEMO":PRINT:
POKE36878,15:S1 = 36874:

S2 = 36875:S3 = 36976:S4 = 36877

20 PRINT"□"

30 PRINTF1 PLAYS SPEAKER 1":PRINT

40 PRINT"F2 PLAYS SPEAKER 2":PRINT

50 PRINT"F3 PLAYS SPEAKER 3":PRINT

60 PRINTF4 PLAYS SPEAKER 4 ":PRINT

70 PRINT" F5 LETS YOU ENTER A NEW NOTE

NUMBER":PRINT

100 PRINT "INPUT A NOTE NUMBER BETWEEN

128AND255":INPUTA

120GETM$:IFM$=""THENGOTO120

130 IFMS = CHRS (133)THENX = SI :GOTO500

140 IFMS = CHRS (137)THENX = S2:GOTO500

ISO IFMS = CHRS (134)THENX = S3:GOTO500

160 IFMS = CHRS (138)THENX = S4:GOTO500

170 IFMS= CHRS (135)THENGOTO10
180 GOTO 120

500 FORT"lTO200:POKEX,A:NEXTT:POKEX,0:
GOTO120

Type RUN and hit RETURN.

Now, this little program is just one example of how you

can assign different function keys to perform different

functions. In this case, we followed some of the general

rules we've already established, and introduced a couple

of new programming techniques. Let's examine the pro

gram, line by line.

LINE 10: contains our "opening message." We also

took advantage of the extra space on the line to turn the

volume to its highest level (POKE36878,I5) and

assigned some easy-to-remember variables to each of

our four speakers, SI, S2, S3 and S4. Obviously, it's

easier to type SI than 36874, and it also saves memory.

LINE 20 is a blank line.

LINES 30-70 provide instructions for using the pro

gram.

LINE 100 is a special INPUT instruction which asks

for a NOTE VALUE to be entered into the com

puter. The INPUT statement assigns the value A to

whatever number was typed in by the user.

LINE 120 is our GET statement to check the key

board.

LINES 130-160 are IF ... THEN statements which

match the messages in lines 30-60. Notice that we

could have written EACH LINE like this:

IFMS = CHRS (133)THENFORT = 1TO200:

POKES 1 ,A:NEXTT:POKES1,0:GOTO 120.

Instead, we wrote a more efficient program which

put a "GENERALIZED SOUND ROUTINE" on

line 500 so all we have to do in lines 130-160 is

define X as the proper speaker and GOTO line 500

to execute the note, then jump back (GOTO) to

line 120 to check the keyboard again.

LINE 170 tells the VIC to go back to the beginning of

the program and ask for another note value if the user

types F5.

LINE 180 tells the VIC to go back and check the key

board.

LINE 200 contains a time delay loop which specifies

how long the note is played when you press the function

key (try changing the number 200 to something else).

POKE X,A means to POKE the speaker defined as X in

lines 130-160 with the note defined as A by the INPUT

statement in line 100. In other words, if you entered the

number 201 and pressed function key 1, the VIC

responds by playing the "D" note from its middle

octave, (see your user's manual for note values)

For More Advanced Programmers

There is ANOTHER way to check the keyboard to see
which KEY is being held down, using the command

PRINT PEEK (197) or PRINT PEEK (203). You can
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PEEK into either of these special memory locations to

find out which KEY is being held down. Note that by

KEY we mean the physical key being held down, NOT

THE SYMBOL. In other words, Fl and F2 are inter

preted as being THE SAME KEY because we are detect

ing the physical key is being mechanically held down.

The values for the function keys are given below (a com

plete chart of values for all keys is given on page 179

of the VIC-20 PROGRAMMER'S REFERENCE
GUIDE).

VIC VALUE RETURNED

KEY WHEN YOU PEEK (197) or PEEK (203)

no key

fl/f2

f3/f4

f5/f6

f7/f7

64

39

47

55

63

How to use this technique will be covered in a future

VIC MAGICIAN, but the general principle involves

PEEKing to see if a key is being held down and if the

value returned matches the value of a specific key, you

make your program perform a specific action. For

example, you might write a music program which tells

the VIC to play certain notes when certain keys are

being held down, and to stop playing those notes when

the keys are released. Here's a short program to start

you off . . . when you RUN this program, it will play a

note when you hit the fl/f2 key. If you get the PEEK

values for ALL the keys from the PROGRAMMER'S

REFERENCE GUIDE, and match them to the proper

note values from the TABLE OF MUSICAL NOTES,

you can write your own "VIC PIANO!"

10 POKE 36878,15:S1 = 36874:S2 = 36875:S3 = 36876

20IFPEEK (197) = 39THENFORT = 1TO50:

POKES1,200:NEXTT:POKES1,0

30 IFPEEK (197) = 47THENFORT = 1TO50:

POKES2,200:NEXTT:POKES1,0

40 IFPEEK (197) = 55THENFORT = 1TO50:

POKES3,200:NEXTT:POKES1,0

30 GOTO20

The key elements in Line 10 are turning on the volume

and defining the "speakers" as SI, S2 and S3. In lines

20-40 we PEEK (197) to see what key is being held

down, then insert a time delay loop (Ito50) to specify

how long each note is held down, then POKE a note

value into the speaker we want, then we turn OFF the

speaker (otherwise it would keep playing). Change the

number 50 to a higher or lower number to increase or

decrease the duration each note is played.

Summary

This introduction to the VIC's programmable function

keys is only a beginning. You can probably design pro

grams which do much more than those described here

... for example, you could make the function keys

stand for different colors, and instead of POKEing note

values, designate special keys to POKE different

COLOR COMBINATIONS using the SCREEN AND

BORDER COLOR chart in your user's guide.

You could specify each function key to perform a differ

ent complex calculation by combining the function keys

with DEF FN statements. You might want to INPUT a

series of numbers and perform several multi-step calcu

lations which you can execute simply by pressing the
function keys.

You might match the function keys to program SUB

ROUTINES which allow the user to access different

portions of a long complex program, so he can jump

from a main program into a smaller subroutine, and

then come back to the main program ... all by pressing

one or two function keys.

Finally . . . you may have already discovered that pro-

grammability isn't limited to the VIC's function keys. In

fact, ALL the VIC's alphanumeric and graphic keys are

programmable, using the techniques described here in

combination with the CHR$ values for each key. To

program a key to perform a special function, simply use

that key's CHR$ value just like the function key values

described here.

If you develop an imaginative application for the VIC's

special function keys, drop a letter to THE VIC MAGI

CIAN in care of our magazine and we'll share your dis

coveries with the rest of the "VIC world." Enjoy! O

Two COMMODORE cartridge products which offer

built-in function key programming include the

SUPEREXPANDER cartridge and the PROGRAM

MER'S AID CARTRIDGE. Both cartridges let you

redefine the preprogrammedfunction keys by typing

"KEY" and hitting RETURN. See your Commodore

Dealerfor more information.
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Commodore Programs

Move into the

Fast Lane with
Petspeed — The Optimizing

Basic Compiler that runs Commodore

BASIC 40 times faster. You can

dramatically reduce long processing

times, tedious disk handling, and long

print runs. No other compiler can

offer the same speed, compatability

and trouble-free compiling as

Petspeed.

Compatible —Petspeed
compiles any BASIC application and is

available for any combination of

4000 and 8000 series Commodore

equipment.

Faster The key that sets Pet
speed apart from other compilers is

optimization. Where most compilers

merely translate from one language

to another, Petspeed analyzes your

source program to eliminate unnec

essary complexities, thus speeding

processing time. Your program is

reduced to much smaller components

and reassembled into a far more effi

cient form. Compare these optimizing

features:

• 4-Pass compiler.

• Automatically uses faster integer

arithmetic when possible.

• Automatically handles frequently

occurring variables and arrays.

• Subroutines no longer need be

located at the beginning of your

program.

• Petspeed automatically calls all

subroutines at maximum speed.

• Petspeed runs twice as fast as

other compilers.

• Larger programs require far less

memory when

compiled.

Easy tO Use Petspeed is as "
easy to use as these screen displays

illustrate.

Directory

BEFORE

compilation.

SimpJy type in

your program

Security A security device is
provided to run Petspeed, but no run

time key is necessary for compiled

programs. You're free to buifd in

your own protection. Petspeed code

cannot be listed by others, so com

piled programs cannot be tampered

with. Your programs belong entirely

to you.

Move your Commodore into the fast

lane today with Petspeed. And save

S25 too! Send this coupon today to

itl :;-.-.;'j:t blflC 4.8 "I

Directory

AFTER

compilation

?1 "your progrtm" prg

:' "your projrwi.jt" prg
I! "your proiDB.u" prj
1779 block; fr«.

SMALL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

222 B View Street

Mountain View, CA 94041

(415) 964-8201

Dealers: Ask for our free demo disk.

Price S325

It isn't necessary to add compiler

directives. Simply type in the pro

gram name. In less than 2 minutes,

you'll see your program run up to 40

times faster.

Offer Expires 8/31/82

Please rush Petspeed today! My

disk format is D 8050 u 4040.

My computer is ( ] 8032 i 4032.

My check for $300 (plus 6Vi% sales tax

for CA res.) is enclosed.

□ Please send more information □ I'm a dealer. Send me your

free demo disk.

Name

Company

Street

Cily .State _Zip

Mail to: Small Systems Engineering

222 B. View St.. Mountain View. CA 94041 C7
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Meet the VIC 20:
Part 1: Games

The VIC-20 is a great game-playing

machine—most of us know that

already. As an insider at Commo

dore I've had the opportunity to

play more than 20 different VIC

game cartridges already. I even hold

the North American championship

on a few (at least until they become

available in stores).

Six Games From Japan

The first six game cartridges came

from Commodore Japan, who man

ufactured the VIC for a year before

the USA took over. These games

were Super Slot, Draw Poker, Mid

night Drive, Super Alien, Jupiter

Lander, and VIC Avenger.

Super Slot and Draw Poker are

based on the Las Vegas electronic

gambling machines. In Slot, you bet

from one to five coins, extra coins

giving different lines that can pay

off. The winning combinations can

be displayed on the screen as weli.

Pulling the lever sets the one-armed-

bandit in motion. This game works

with a joystick or from the com

puter keyboard.

Draw Poker lets you play five-card-

draw against the odds. You need at

least a pair of Jacks to win, and can

vary your bets to increase the pay

off. If you win, you can bet double-

or-nothing to win even more.

Midnight Drive is a much more real

istic than other game machine ver

sions (even the ones that claim to be

more lifelike). Not only do you see

the roadway flashing by, but you

have a full instrument panel with

speedometer, tachometer, four

gears, engine temperature gauge,

and trip odometer. The object is to

go as far as possible in the time

allowed. The engine stalls if you

shift too fast, and overheats if you

"red-line" the tachometer! The only

game where adults do better than

kids. . .in the beginning, at least.

Super Alien plops you into a maze

along with four ugly monsters from

space. Your weapon against them is

the "bubble-gun," which creates

iraps in the maze's hallways. If you

trap and destroy all the aliens, more

appear in the next round! If they

catch you, they eat you, so be care

ful.

Jupiter Lander is one of the most

popular games in the group. You

pilot the lander onto one of three

available sites, using retro-rockets

to slow your descent. 1 would al

most swear that the gravity gets

stronger as you get more points, but

nobody can confirm this. My best

score here is over 62,000 (I have wit

nesses).

VIC Avenger is the best-seller so far,

and it's very similar to the Invaders

games in the arcades. The action is

much nicer than the cheap video

game machines. In fact, even some

of the subtle strategies from the

arcade work on this game. Someone

once taught me that if you count the

number of shots you take, you can

predict the value of the "mystery"
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saucer that flies over the top of the

screen. The 23rd shot from the start

of a screen of aliens, and each 15th

shot thereafter, will result in 300

points if you hit the saucer with it.

The same strategy works here, too

. . . I've scored over 5000 points

with it.

Games to Play From the USA

Now we come to the games pro

duced by the VIC Group in the

USA. The first cartridge from here

is Radar Ratrace, and it offers some

of the best arcade action we have

(along with unbelievably cute graph

ics and sound ... it plays "Three

Blind Mice" in the background).

You control a rat in a maze, and

your, mission is to find and eat all 10

cheeses. You are chased by 3 enemy

mice, and also have to look out for

cats lurking. Since the maze is too

big to see all at once, you have a

radar map on the right side of the

screen that shows your position and

the locations of the cheeses and the

enemy mice. You have a defensive

weapon called (charitably) "magic

stars," which you leave behind to

confuse the trailing enemies. My

best score here is over 85,000.

Omega Race is the first of a series of

games licensed from the Bally/

Midway company. With the excep

tional graphics of the VIC 20, we

can duplicate any video game with

unmatched fidelity. Anyone who's

seen Atari's PacMan for the VCS

knows that their machine hasn't got

the capabilities to do arcade games

right. Commodore's Omega Race

duplicates the graphics and playabil-

ity of the coin-arcade game, right

down to the pre-game messages. It

lets you play with either joystick or

paddle, which is an interesting com

bination.

Gorf is also on its way from Bally/

Midway arcade machines, care of

the USA VIC Group. Each round is

a different game, as you're defend

ing humanity against the evil Gor-

fian robot fleet! Wizard of Wor is

the third game in the series, with

two in the maze fighting off the

Wizard's nasty "pets," and maybe

even the Wizard himself!

Another game licensed from the

arcade is Pinball Supreme. I person

ally think it's the best video-action

game in the lot, and that goes pretty

far. The sound effects are tremen

dous, for one thing. I never heard

the VIC sound like bells before.

There are dots that alternate

between the letters of the word

EXTRA, and they can be lit up for

an extra ball. Rows of drop targets

give bonuses, and lighting up the

five smile faces is good for a double

bonus. I've had over 200,000 on

this, but I heard of someone testing

it in Canada who got over 900,000.

Sargon II Chess was adapted for the

VIC from bigger, more expensive

personal computers like the Com

modore PET and the Apple. It is

considered the best computerized

chess opponent available for micro

computers. This is the first avail

ability for an under-$ 1000 computer.

It plays either side, with adjustable

difficulty levels—from fast and easy

to slow and hard. I usually play

against the very tricky middle levels

for the right balance. I like the

game's joystick feature, because it

lets me lean back in my chair while 1

play.

A series of games for younger chil

dren is forthcoming. These games

involve less complex reflexes and

timing than the other video games,

and can help teach the eye-hand

coordination necessary to play other

games.

Children's Series
Mole Attack is the first game in the

series. The little moles stick their

heads out of some of the holes, and

you have to bash them on the head

with a hammer. If you hit them on

the tail end by mistake, not only

do you lose points but it makes a

terrible rude noise. The cutest

graphics I've ever seen, too. In fact,

I know a certain group of New York

stock publicity people who neglect

their duties for this game from time

to time. My record here is 279

(whew!).

The Sky Is Falling has you using the

paddle to catch objects falling from

the sky. The catchers and the objects

get smaller as time passes. This one's

meant for the 3-6 year old who

needs an interesting game requiring

the simplest coordination.

Adventure Games
There is a series of adventure games

that are different from the other

video action games. Instead of

reflexes, the most important skill is

your power of deduction. The

games use text rather than graphics,

describing a scene for you and ask

ing what action you want to take.

The five adventures we're releasing

were developed for more expensive

computers by Scott Adams. They

are: Adventureland Adventure,

Pirate Cove Adventure, Mission

Impossible Adventure,Voodoo Cas

tle Adventure and The Count. Extra

features of all adventures are the

ability to stop the game at any point

and store your progress on cassette

tape, and a talking feature when

used with the Votrax "Type'n'Talk."

In Adventureland, there are 13 trea

sures hidden throughout the land.

Your goal in this introductory game

is to gather all the treasures together

in the right place. Can you: wake

the sleeping dragon without facing

her wrath? Evade the killer bees?

Discover the underground caverns?

Fly on the magic carpet?

Pirate Cove Adventure starts you in

an apartment in London—can you

find the magic word that transports

you to Pirate Island? Can you then

find the pirate ship? Be sure to listen

to the Parrot's advice!

Mission Impossible Adventure is

one of the most challenging. You are

in a room with a tape recorder and

manilla envelope. Play the tape, and

you find your mission: to stop a

nuclear power plant from explod

ing! You're trapped in the plant

along with the mad scientist who

rigged the bomb and changed the

security system. Not for the faint of

heart.

Voodoo Castle asks you to help free
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Count Christo from a voodoocurse.

Ask the medium for help, find out

why there are moans coming from

the fireplace, learn the secret of the

hidden graveyard, and much more.

The Count places you in the castle

of Count Dracula himself. You must

learn how to destroy the vampire, or

he'll get you! Travel the secret

passages of the castle, gathering clue

after clue, until you can stop

Dracula.

All the games mentioned so far are

available on convenient plug-in car

tridges, priced from $29.95 to

$39.95. All should be available by

the end of the summer, if not

already.

Fun & Games on Cassette

Games are also available on eco

nomical cassette tapes, selling for

$59.95 for 6 tapes. The Recreation

6-Pack of tapes include 4 game

tapes, along with some other enter

taining programs. The games are:

VIC 21: Casino Style Blackjack,

Car Chase, Slither and Super Slither

and Blue Meanies From Outer

Space.

VIC 21 is patterned after the play in

Atlantic City casinos. One or two

can play against the house, with a

wider range of betting options than

video games, including hit, stick,

double down, splitting pairs, and

surrender.

Car Chase puts you in control of a

car racing around a square maze-

iike track, running over dots to col

lect points. The computer controls a

car coming at you in the opposite

direction, which tries to crash head-

on into your car.

Slither includes 2 different versions

of a game where you control a slith

ering "worm" around the screen,

trying to hit randomly appearing

and disappearing boxes to collect

points.

In Blue Meanies From Outer Space,

your goal is to protect your space

ship's power plant from a rain of

invading meanies. Your weapons

include 2 kinds of lasers and a robot

that repairs your damages.

Many more games are coming that

aren't as definite as these. Commo

dore is in the process of locating and

distributing software by outside

vendors, including some game car

tridges and many game tapes that

should become available in the fall.

We are even buying programs from

VIC 20 owners. Ifyou know of any

games or other software worthy of

our attention, please write me at the

Commodore Consumer Products

Division, so that other VIC 20 own

ers can enjoy the widest range of

software. O —Neil Harris

What does COMMODORE

have that Apple,

Radio Shack

and IBM

don't?

OACkpACk"
BATTERY BACKUP SYSTEM

For CBM/PET 2000, 4000, 8000, and

9000 series computers and CBM 4040/

8050 dual disk drives. Installs within the cab

inets of the computer and disk drive. Recharges

continually from the machine's own power supply and

automatically supplies 30 minutes (max.) of

reserve power during outages. Also eliminates

surges and spikes. User installable.

In Canada call: Van-Hoy Group (604) 542-1138 or (604) 545-0794

In United Kingdom call: Wego Computers (0883) 49235

ETCETEV\ OF CSC ORPOWION
APEX, NORTH CAROLINA, U.S.A.

(919) 362-4200

SOLD ONLY BY INTELLIGENT COMPUTER DEALERS • DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
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Using Your VIC 20 to Design Useful Forms

The VIC 20 is a great game machine, but games are not

its only application. You can use your VIC and its pow

erful graphic capabilities to design many types of forms,

for both business and home. The form below, which

allows the user to keep track of incoming and outgoing

inventory, was printed on the VIC 1515 Graphic Printer.

The blocks were created by piecing together graphic

characters straight from the VIC's keyboard.

Let's talk more about modifying the program to suit

your individual needs. Line 5 is probably the only line

you won't want to change. This line directs the output

to the printer. Lines 10 to 50 are the "personal" touches

to the program. Line 10 prints the title of the form in

enhanced letters. CHR$ (14) directs the printer to print

in large boldface letters, and CHR$ (15) returns the

printing to normal size. Line 18 simply prints a place to

enter the date. Lines 30 and 40 print column titles. All

of these names and titles can be easily changed to design

your own forms.

The second half of the program prints the graphic

blocks. The accompanying chart describes how to

obtain the special characters from the VIC keyboard.

2 REM ** VIC BUSINESS FORMS **

3 REM ** BY JOSEPH SICILIRNO #*

3 0PEN4,4:CMD4

10 PRINTCHR*<i4)"

15 PRINTPRINT

18 PRINT"

20 PRINTS PRINT

39 PRINT" PRRT

GRAPHIC

CHARACTER

r

■~

i

l

J

I

KEYS

O A

SHIFT *

OS

c«z

ox

SHIFT —

These characters are used in lines 150 to 170. The size of

the blocks can be changed by using different combina

tions of symbols. Changing the loop variable in line 100

will allow you to have more rows of blocks.

This program, with minor modifications, will allow you

to keep track of just about anything, from your slide

collection at home to your incoming packages at work.

Next month we'll feature an enhanced version of this

program that will allow you to input your data and have

your VIC fill in the blocks automatically. C<

—Joseph Sict'liano

40 PRINT" NO.

SHIPPING DEP'T IHVEHT0RY"CHR$(15)

DATE / / »

BEG. RECEIPTS PACKING SHIPMENTS

INV LIST #

RIRBILL

NO.

END

INV

50 PRINT

100 FOR R=1TO5

150 PRINT"

160 PRINT"

I"

170 PRINT"

189 PRINT

200 NEXT fl

REflJDV.
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SHIPPING DEP"T INVENTORV

DflTE / /

PflRT BEG. RECEIPTS PflCKING SHIPMENTS RIRBILL

NO. INV LIST # NO.

END

INV

I I I I

~ r

I I
j I

I I I I

I I I I I I i I
J L

I I I I
J L

I I

REflDV.

TIRED OF PLAYING GAMES?

EXCESSIVE DEBUGGING OF CONTROL SYSTEM SOFTWARE?

O

o

o

o

m

-o

THK SOLUTION:
Combine Ihe PET, CBM. or VIC-20 or other

6502 based systems with our Microsport™
Microcomputer(s) (MMC), In-Circuit Emula
tion, (MMC/ICE), and EPROM programming

adaptor (MMC/EPA) for Ihe ultimate controller

software development s>stem.

Each model of MMC is an affordable >et

powerful, stand-alone controller suitable for a

\ast number of microcomputer based control ap

plications. All of the MMC's are hard
ware/software compatible. Several versions are

available including 2K, 4K, & 6K EPROM and

IK to 3K RAM. Using the internal Microsport

Bus to augment the MMC capabilities, storage

and other functions can bv added without affect
ing the I/O. 32Khytes of RAM/ROM can be ad

ded using our bank selectable merann technique.

SPECIFICATIONS Model MMC/02 & MMC/03

CPU 6502, or 6503, operating at 1 MHz.

RAM 1 Kbytes, static (CMOS with batten

back-up optional).

KPROM Socket for lnlel-l>pe 2716 or Tl-lvpe

2532.

I/O 2 6522 VlAs for a total of:
32 general purpose I/O lines, 4

16-bit timer/counter/pulse

generators, 8 edge detector/con

trol lines. 2 shift registers, inter

rupt flag registers, etc.

Interface 44-pin edge connector, 8 pins are

used-defined.

Serial 20 mA loop circuit™ on-board.

Interrupts Power-on and manual reset, non

maskable and maskable interrupts.

Power +5VDC regulated (9-20Y un

regulated AC or DC optional).

Also All ICs socketed for easy

maintenance. LEI) power on in

dicator.

Optional Special versions available including:

Development unit with ZIF

socket for CPU, Low power

(CMOS), Wide temperature

range, 2 MHz operating speed.

Support ln-Circuit Emulator—works with am

6502-based s>stem.

F:i»ROM Programming Adaptor with

on board power supply.

EPROM programming firmware.

KPROM programming services.

Application software development

services.

MMC/02 Special Features

Expansion Socket for 2 Kbytes RAM or
KPROM or EEPKOM; Microsport™
BIS

Option A 6526 CIA can be substituted for

one of the 6522 VlAs. This provides:

6 edge detector/control lines, 24

hour time of da> clock with pro

grammable alarm, with the rest of

the I/O the same as above.

Prices Kits from S89.00, Applications unit

A&T from S119.00

For more information call or write: R. J. BRACHMAN ASSOCIATES, INC., P.O. Box 1077, Haverlown, PA 19083 (215) 622-5495
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REWARD!
To anyone able

to tame a

TRS-80

or Apple

program

into a PET!!

I'm Wayne Green. . . .1 have a problem and i need

your help. And, while helping me, you will be able to

make some money to help you buy more computer

equipment and programs. Got your interest?

There are three ways you may be able to help. First, I

hope you are familiar with a new publication I'm putting

out: Desktop Computing. This is the first totally non

technical computer magazine. It's designed for the av

erage businessman or educator to let him know what

small computers can do and what he should buy. Since

82% of the readers determine the computer purchases

for their companies, it is an incredibly powerful group

of readers. I would like to have as many articles on the

business and educational uses for Commodore com

puters as I can get. The secret of writing for Desktop is

to leave out all of the usual buzz words and computer

terms. They really aren't necessary, as we've clearly

shown with Desktop.

I also have a need for articles on Commodore com

puters for Microcomputing magazine. These should be

aimed at people who have a computer, but who are not

engineers. The articles should be about usable pro

grams, extensions of the documentation, and anything

else that will help Commodore owners to get more from

their systems. Reviews of programs and accessories

are of interest. Conversions of programs for other sys

tems published in Microcomputing so they will run on

the PET, CBM or VIC are of great interest for Commo

dore owners (and prospective owners).

I left the best part. . . the most fun (and most lucra

tive) to last. Oh, I pay for all articles accepted for publi

cation. . .and pay well. I don't think any other maga

zine beats me on that. But the big money, as you al

ready know, is in software. Let me explain the situation.

Four years ago, suspecting that eventually there

might be a need for packaged software, I started a

small division of my publishing firm in the potatocellar

of our 230-year old HQ building. It took us forever to get

programs on the market so the obvious name was: In

stant Software. Since that time freelance authors have

submitted well over 10,000 programs for publication

and Instant Software has it's own building. Of this num

ber we've chosen about a thousand which we think

have good commercial prospects if published. We have

some 300 of these on the market, mostly for the TRS-80

systems, because there are so many of them.

The money for you, if you like to program, lies in tak

ing some of these TRS programs and converting them

so they will run on Commodore systems. We'll split the

program royalties between you and the original author

for this developmental work. . .which should be fun as

well as income producing. You'll want to have access

to a TRS-80 system for help in converting the graphics.

If this looks like something you'd be interested in

drop me a letter and tell me what kind of programs you

prefer: games, business, simulations, educational, sci

entific or utilities. Assure me that you have both a Com

modore system and a TRS-80 at your disposal. Disks?

Write to Wayne Green c/o Corn-versions, Instant Soft

ware, Peterborough NH 03458.

If you are going to send in articles it won't hurt to

send for our instructions for writing. . . Drop a line to

Writer's Unblock, Wayne Green Inc. Peterborough NH

03458.

Instant Software
Peterborough, N.H. 03458 USA A subsidiary ol Wayne Green Inc.

DESKTOP COMPUTING MICROCOMPUTNG INDUSTRY 8O MICRO INSTANT SOFTWARE LOAD 8O

MICROCOMPUTING 73 MAGAZINE WAYNE GREEN INTERNATIONAL WAYNE GREEN BOOKS 8O ENCYCLOPEDIA
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PROGRAMMER'S TIPS

Machine Language Programming: Volume 4

The Status Quo

Now that we've been discussing the elementary facets of

assembly language for a few issues, let's begin to

improve the quality of our programming and "tighten"

our code by using all the advantages we have available

This month, I'd like to talk about the most versatile reg

ister in the venerable 6502, the Status Register. This reg

ister is really just a set of seven flags which act as

individual switches, but for our convenience the

microprocessor treats all the flags as bits or a single

8-bit register.

The Status Register contains seven very useful status

flags which are pictured and described below:

M

bit 0 - C : The CARRY flag is set or unset as a result of

specific arithmetic operations and can be considered the

ninth bit of an arithmetic operation. It can also be mod

ified by a set or clear carry instruction. In cases of shift

or rotate instructions, the carry flag can also be used

like a ninth bit. Instructions which affect the carry are:

ADC, ASL, CLC, CMP, CPX, CPY, LSR, PLP, ROL,

RTI, SBC, SEC.

A set carry (SEC) instruction sets the carry flag to 1.

This operation should normally precede an SBC loop.

This is also useful for initializing a bit to zero when

using ROL. The SEC instruction affects no registers in

the microprocessor and no other status flags.

The clear carry (CLC) instruction sets the carry flag to 0

and should precede an ADC loop. It is also useful for

clearing a bit in memory when using the ROL instruc

tion. Like SEC, CLC affects no other registers or flags.

bit 1 - Z : The ZERO flag is set by the microprocessor

during any data movement or calculation when the 8 bit

result of the operation equals zero. The flag is set when

the result is 0 and unset when the result is not 0. The

zero flag is not directly settable or unsettable by any

instruction, but is affected by the following: ADC,

AND, ASL, BIT, CMP, CPY, CPX, DEC, DEY, EOR,

INC, INX, INY, LDA, LDX, LDY, LSR, ORA, PLA,

PLP, ROL, RTI, SBC, TAX, TXA, TYA.

bit 2 -1 : The INTERRUPT DISABLE flag is controlled

by the programmer and the microprocessor to control

the operations of the interrupt request (IRQ) pin. We

will be discussing the use of interrupt in a future

column, but basically the purpose of the interrupt dis

able is to disable the affects of the IRQ pin. This flag is
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set by the microprocessor during reset and interrupt

commands and may be unset by the CLI or PLP instruc

tions. This bit can also be unset by a return from inter

rupt in which the interrupt was disabled prior to the

interrupt. The interrupt flag may be set by the program

mer by a SE! instruction or cleared by the CLI instruc

tion. Instructions which affect the interrupt bit are:

BRK, CLI, PLP, RTI, and SEI.

The set interrupt (SEI) instruction sets the interrupt dis

able to 1 and mask interrupt request during interrupt

commands. This instruction affects no other registers or

flags in the microprocessor.

A clear interrupt (CLI) instruction sets (unsets) the

interrupt disable to 0 and allows the microprocessor to

receive interrupts. This instruction also affects no other

registers or flags in the microprocessor.

bit 3 - D : The DECIMAL MODE flag controls whether

the adder operates as a straight binary adder or as a

decimal adder for add and subtract instructions. The

SED instruction sets the flag and the CLD instruction

unsets it. The only instructions which affect the decimal

mode flag are: CLD, PLP, RTI and SED.

The set decimal mode (SED) instruction sets the decimal

mode flag to 1 and makes all subsequent ADC and SBC

instructions operate as a decimal operation. This

instruction affects no other registers or flags.

A clear decimal mode (CLD) instruction unsets the deci

mal mode flag to 0 and causes all subsequent ADC and

SBC instructions to operate as simple binary opera

tions. This instruction affects no other registers or flags.

bit 4 - B : The BREAK COMMAND flag is set only by

the microprocessor and used to determine if an inter

rupt was caused by a BRK command or a real interrupt

during an interrupt service sequence. This bit is mean

ingful only during the analysis of a normal interrupt

sequence and can not be set or unset by any instruction.

bit 5 : This bit is called the EXPANSION bit and is not

used. When analyzing the contents of the status register

this bit may be set, but there is no guarantee of its state

as this bit will be used in expanded versions of the

microprocessor.

bit 6 - V : The OVERFLOW flag also has to do with

arithmetic operation, specifically operations on signed

binary numbers. When dealing with signed numbers,

the 7th bit of the accumulator is called the sign field

(0= + , 1 = -), if this bit is set after an ADC or SBC

loop we must correct the sign. If we are not working

with signed arithmetic, we can ignore this flag. Instruc

tions that affect the overflow flae are: ADC, BIT, CLV,

PLP, RTI and SBC.

The clear overflow (CLV) instruction unsets the over

flow flag to 0. This command is used in conjunction

with the set overflow pin which can change the state of

the overflow flag. This instruction affects no other reg

isters or flags.

Overflow is determined, in signed arithmetic opera

tions, when a result is not in the range of signed num

bers ( + 127 to - 128). The overflow flag will never be

set when adding numbers of opposite sign because their

result will never exceed that range. When adding posi

tive numbers the microprocessor notes that bit 7 in each

case is 0 and arithmetic operations yielding less than or

equal to +127 the resultant bit 7 will equal 0. When

adding negative numbers the bit 7 of each is recognized

to be 1 and any arithmetic operation yielding less than

or equal to - 128 will cause the resultant bit 7 to be 1. In

simplest terms, the bit 7 of each number being added

determines what the resultant bit 7 must be in a non

overflow situation. If the result is out of range the over

flow flag is set.

bit 7 - S : This is the NEGATIVE RESULT flag, it

allows the user to readily sample the sign bit (bit 7) in

signed arithmetic operations. The negative result flag is

set to equal bit 7 in all data movement and arithmetic.

For example, after a signed add we can just test this flag

to determine the sign of the result rather than trying to

find some way to isolate the 7th bit. Although primarily

intended as a sign bit, the negative result flag can be

much very useful as an easily testable bit because most

single-bit instructions, all interrupts, and most I/O sta

tus flags use bit 7 as a sense bit. Like the zero bit, this

flag is not settable or controllable by the programmer

and reflects the last data movement operation. Instruc

tion which affect this flag are: ADC, AND, ASL, BIT,

CMP, CPX, CPY, DEC, DEX, DEY, EOR, INC, INX,

INY, LDA, LDX, LDY, LSR, ORA, PLA, PLP, ROL,

SBC, TAX, TAY, TXA and TYA.

Summary:

The microprocessor treats a set of individual flip-flops

as a single status register. Some of these flag bits are

controllable only by the programmer, such as the deci

mal mode (D) flag. Others are controllable by both the

programmer and the microprocessor, such as the inter

rupt disable (I) flag. Some flags are set or unset by

almost every operation, such as the negative result (N)

and zero result (Z) flags. Each flag has its own particu

lar meaning in some specific point in time and when

used in conjunction with the branch instructions give us

a great amount of test capability. C=

—John Stockman
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The Magical Vertical Line

by

Elizabeth Deal

Everybody knows that VIC is capable of magical tricks.

Not to be outdone, here is a diagnostic trick for the 40-

column PET/CBM. It is written on Upgrade pet (Basic

2). It should also work in 4.0 systems and possibly VIC.

The information in this article is useless to 80-column

people, and I don't think original ROMs can use it.

If you're still with me, the routine in lines 160-200 will

answer all the questions you may possibly have about

the screen . . . only kidding. And, if you have POWER

(Professional Software), the code in lines 220-300 adds

a command to your bag of debugging tricks, namely

erasing one or more lines, this being a tiny step towards

converting a 40-column PET into an 80-column PET,

except I heard it can't be done.

The Problem

If you ever had trouble with the cursor not acting quite

according to your wishes on some lines of the screen,

while the performance of the same routine is impeccable

on other lines, the problem most likely results from

overprinting. You may have designed your screen out

put in such a way that some information is displayed

first, followed by cursor home and overprinting in sev

eral remaining areas. A fine procedure, until you begin

to be plagued by subtle inconsistencies.

It's my experience that most, if not all, problems are due

to the wraparound of screen lines. These problems never

occur when you POKE the screen and when you stay

away from the edges. It's never a problem when printing

sequentially. Only overprinting seems to cause trouble.

And, if you've gotten a bit confused in the use of semi

colons and carriage returns, things can get nasty.

A bit of digging into the wraparound handling resulted

in the magical vertical line. The line turns a small nui

sance into a visible test.

The difficulty with studying the screen wraparound

table ($E0, decimal 224) is that the table is alive and

kicking at all times. This, in turn, calls for picking up

the values and storing them somehow for a further

look. By the time we are through we either forget what

we were looking for or the screen is gone. There are

ways around it, but the line method seems to be the sim

plest and least destructive of evidence.

Users of POWER'S backarrow instant subroutines are

lucky: press shift-V and the line appears, N takes it off.

Not a word is printed on the screen. If you do not have

POWER you can still use the line, but you can examine

only a part of the screen table at a time since you'll have

to write GOSUB on a clear line and the PET, of course,

insists on saying READY right on your screen. It goes

without saying that GOSUB requests should be posi

tioned away from the trouble spot.

Some Background

The way pet handles continued program lines never

ceases to amaze me. It is an incredibly complex process
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that doesn't fail. But what's good for a program need

not be good for a fancy screen display, until we decide to

capitulate to pet's rules of the game. Here are some

indicators of the rules:

The wraparound table contains 25 values, one per line,

initially put there by the clear-screen routine, and

updated by LIST, PRINT statements and inserts. Each

value is the high byte of the screen address, with the

most significant bit cleared (minus 128) if the line is con

tinued. The address of the first position on the current

line (where cursor is) is in decimal 196/197, the cursor

position on the line is in 198 (equivalent to POS(O)), the

line number (0 to 24) is in 216. The character the pet

sees under the cursor is in decimal 169. The table of low

bytes of line addresses come from ROM at SE748.

Finally, and this is the key to the whole siory, the length

of the line containing the cursor is in decimal 213, the

value being 39 for single screen width lines and 79 for

double screen width lines. That number is based on the

wraparound table.

Query this: what would we do if Jim Butterfield hadn't

written memory maps?

If you ever wondered how pet knows to refuse to insert

more characters than are permitted into a double screen

width line that's where it all happens, pet does not allow

to extend a line past 80 positions, as signalled by the

wraparound table. And PET refuses to overwrite on an

already double line, hence the line is an indicator of

doubje screen width lines. Bottom line is skipped in the

process, its status known most of the time.
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The obvious demonstration is on a program listing.

Such programs should of course contain several double

lines for illustration. Once you understand how the line

behaves on a listing, you should have no trouble using

the line as a diagnostic tool in printing anything on the

screen where you want it.

Please note, that the line is useful only with PRINT

statements. POKEing or LOADing the characters has

no effect on the wraparound table, pet's messages don't

count either. Combined POKE and PRINT, of course,

need special handling, but you'll get the hang of it.

Incidentally, if you save screen images on a floppy, and

if these screen images are basic program lines, you may

have trouble telling your genuine program from the

screen image. If you wish to know the difference, the

simplest procedure is to stick in the line before saving.

You can always erase it if you wish to enter a line into a

program.

Leap Forward With Power

Some CBM computers allow us to press various keys to

clear a line to or from the cursor. That's handy in direct

mode, if you're trying to clear a line for recalculation or

don't want to use DEL key which moves everything else

on the screen. It is, of course, handy in modifying pro

gram lines. The erase line code in lines 220-300 isn't

quite the same thing, as il only erases from the cursor,

but it's enough for me. Erasing lines flows from the pre-

ceeding automatically: we can and we must carefully

control whether a line is left as a single or double screen

width line.

It makes sense only with POWER. Presing shifted-E

erases text from the cursor to the end of the line or until

the key is released, whichever comes first. The cursor

returns to its original place, and you can continue typ

ing. Pressing shifted-D deletes multiple lines, as long as

the key is held down. The cursor does not return to the

original place.

E is best used in BASIC text editing, D for clearing out

large hunks of screen. In case of D all erased lines are

released as single screen width lines, no matter what cat

egory they fell into prior to deleting. Hence you're free

to use the entire area.

In case of E, things are slightly more complicated.

Experiment a bit before editing real program lines. Use

RETURN key with care. These are my rules:

1. If you erase all or some characters on a single screen

width line (starting at position zero) then this line

remains a single width line.

2. If you erase all of the double screen width line, then

the line is released as two single width lines, once again,

you can use it for a new program line, or for calcula

tions, the cursor will behave correctly.

3. If you erase any part of a double screen width line,

none of it will be released. The pet will continue treat

ing it as a double line, hence you can make corrections

on it, should it be a program line.

It is quite possible more rules are needed as pet's screen

handling is quite elaborate. Any and all suggestions are

welcome, of course.
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Features of

the 6845 Video Controller
by

Jim Holtom

Control Microsystems

All Commodore machines that have 12" monitors

(8032, fat 4032, 8096, and SuperPET) employ a device

known as the 6845 video controller to generate the video

signals. Some come with a 6545, which is the same as the

6845.

The chip has 18 programmable registers that are

accessed through 2 memory locations at SE880 and

$E881 (59520 and 59521). To read or write a register, the

number of the register (0-17) is stored in 59520 and that

register can then be accessed through 59521. This

method saves considerably on address space.

The device is used to control such functions as character

height', cursor size, horizontal position, vertical resolu

tion, etc. Here is a summary of the registers and their

functions:

R0—Horizontal Total Register. Horizontal frequency

equalling the total of displayed plus non-

displayed "character time units" minus 1.

Rl—Horizontal Displayed Register. Number of dis

played characters per horizontal line.

R2—Horizontal Sync Position. Controls horizontal

positioning.

R3—Horizontal Sync Width. Four bits which control

the width of the horizontal sync pulse.

R4—Vertical Total. The vertical frequency is con

trolled by R4 and R5.

R6—Vertical Displayed. Number of displayed charac

ter rows on the video.

R7—Vertical Sync Position. Controls vertical position

ing.

R8—Interlace Mode. 2 bits which determine whether

interlaced or non-interlaced mode is employed.

R9—Maximum Scan Line Address. Five bits determin

ing the number of scan lines per character row

including spaces.

R10—Cursor Start. Seven bits for cursor start scan line

and blink rate.

Rl 1—Cursor End. Five bits for cursor end scan line.

R12—Start Address. R12 and R13 control the first

address put out as a refresh address after vertical

blanking. R12 is the low 8 bits and R13 is the hi 6

bits of the address.

R14—Cursor Register. This 14 bit register stores the cur

sor location. R14 is the 8 low and R15 is the 6 hi

bits.

R16—Light Pen. Fourteen bits of R16 and R17 store the

contents of the Address Register when the light

pen strobe goes high.

All registers are write only with the exception of R14,

R15, R16 and R17. This means the registers 0-13 can

only be POKEd. PEEKing these registers will return

invalid results.

Interesting Effects

In the early days, it was possible to blank the screen of

the 2001 PET. This was useful for visual effects. BASIC

2 machines omitted this capability which was unfortu

nate. Now it's possible again! The following program

demonstrates screen blanking for 12" monitor

machines:

10FORJ=1 TO 2000: PRINT"*"; : NEXT :

REMFILLSCRN

20 POKE 59520, 1 : REM HORIZ DISPLAY REG

30 POKE 59521, 0 : REM NO WIDTH =

NO DISPLAY

40 FOR J = 1 TO 2000 : NEXT : REM DELAY

50 POKE 59521, 40 : REM VIDEO BACK ON

Notice that the register offset (59520) need not be set

again to access the same register as before. Default dis

play width for 40 and 80 columns screens is "40".

The horizontal and vertical positioning of the display

area can be altered by POKEing different values into R2

and R7. R2 default is 41 and R7 default is 29.

The number of displayable character columns may be

modified by POKEing different values into Rl. Rl

default is 40. Likewise, the number of displayable char

acter rows can be changed using R6. R6 default is 25.

The machine makes use of the controller for things like

windowing, and text/graphic modes. Several other

effects could certainly be achieved for use in games and

other applications. The combinations and permutations

are virtually endless!

NOTE:

A word of caution. Uneducated experimentation with

the 6845/6545 can potentially crash the computer. The

effects involving the registers discussed are all safe to

play with but other registers should be left alone unless

you know what you're doing. O
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What You See Is What You Get

by

Elizabeth Deal

We can learn little things about how machine language

functions by watching it actually happen. Tiny exercises

can reveal things that usually appear hidden from sight.

We will use a bit of the screen as if it were the only

memory in the PET.

The reason we can do it is that to the pet, the screen is

just an image of a hunk of memory. The 1000-byte

screen memory boundries are 32768 and 33767, or, in

hexadecimal, $8000 and $83E7, the latter being 24 bytes

short of $8400. We will use part of the area for our work

and turn most of it over to the pet's machine language

monitor. It will be a bit tight, so be careful to type things

in correctly in order to fit everything where it should.

As we do the work, things may go wrong, pet may

crash—it may not respond to you at all if you type

things incorrectly. Don't worry about it. The amount of

writing is insignificant; retyping won't be a problem. If

you have Supermon or Extramon, load it and enable it.

If you have Power, turn it on; its repeating cursor key

will be handy. If not, use any repeating key routine. But

all you really need is your pet. The other things are just

handy aids.

Now clear the screen and type SYS4 (return) to enter

the machine language monitor. When the cursor lands

on a dot, ask the PET to display contents of 48 bytes of

its screen memory, by typing

■ M 3378 833F <r©-turri>

The monitor will answer back with six lines of eight

bytes each. All contents should be $20, meaning spaces.

Let's experiment with what is there.

1. Move the cursor up to the first display line and over

type several S20's with another value ranging from $00

to $FF. Pick any place, but push RETURN when you're

done with a line, so the PET can hear you. What hap

pens? Did you put a number in S8370? How about

$8388, S8397 and S839F? Where are they on the bottom

display lines? What are they? Change the values.

2. Can you compare the screen code to the ASCII code

you use in basic? Is there a pattern? Do all values show

up? Why or why not?

3. Carefully take the cursor down to the rightmost part

of the first display line and using DEL key wipe it all

out. Then bring the cursor up to the .M line and push

RETURN to get the memory display. If you've done

things right, all values should be $20. Are they? If not,

why not?

4. Enter several values in the top part and press

RETURN. Take the cursor down and on the display line

enter some characters. Now bring the cursor up and do

as in point 3—ask the PET for memory display after the

change. What do you see? Why?

5. If you don't use a freely available (public domain)

Supermon or Extramon, read the following to see two

of the many commands you're missing, but skip to exer

cises in point 9.

6. Right under the six display lines type carefully with

out extra spaces and without any errors:

, F S379 S39 7 2.8 < r■ e ■tur n>

That's a memory fill instruction. Beats typing it by

hand, doesn't it? Now try;

„ F :~; 370 837S 35 ■■'.re"fcurn>

What do you see?

7. Let's move what you see a bit to the right, by typing

correctly:

., T 8370 S378 8380 <re"burn>

This is memory block-move command in action. It

transfers values from one place to another, leaving the

original values intact. It's a smart command, it will not

destroy code, as you'll see in this:

Note the overlap. Try the T instruction to reverse the

process.

8. Let's see what exists somewhere else in the pet, for

instance on the first line of the screen:

. T 8@0@ 8027 8378 <re-turn>

Can you make sense out of it? Let's see what is in the

registers, timers, and ports in the 6522 VIA

.T E840 E84F 8370 <return>

Bear in mind that as soon as you saw the result, many

values in the VIA have changed. You can confirm this is

so by doing the T command again: move the cursor up

to T and hit RETURN. Try peeking at some other loca

tions in pet's memory.
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9. We can do something else. We'll write a tiny visible

program to operate on visible data. Clear the screen.

You're still in the Monitor.

10. Display the same hunk of memory as before:

. ivi 8370 833F <retum>

Fill bytes $8388 to 838F with other values and

RETURN. Can you see the data below?

11. Enter a program to move the characters four posi

tions to the right, as in T command above, but also to

fill the original positions with blanks. Type these lines

over the existing display without any errors, hitting

return after each eight bytes. Don't enter the dots. They

are there to visually separate instructions.

, ;: 8379 R0 ISB.FIS 03. BD 38 S3.3D

.; 8378 98 83.98-90 88 83.CR.18

= : 838 @ F3 . 0@ ■ @0 88 86 88 88 88

Did you see this code being entered into memory as you

pushed RETURN?

The code we wrote would look like this in assembly lan-

auase:

" s LDV #£28
LDX #:£63

LOOP LDli $8388,X: STR $8399,X

TVFI

STR :*:333S.,X

O£X : BPL LOOP

BRK

The dots, above, separate those instructions. You can

try to match the machine code instructions you typed in

to this code by looking at the numbers. 'LOOP' is a

label (a goto-type target address), it has no instruction.

BPL LOOP translation may not look obvious when it is

coded 10 F3. The meaning of F3 is for the pet io go

back from SFF to $F3 where $FF points to the second

byte in the 10 F3 pair. If you count backwards, you'll

see that F3 lands on the 9D instruction.

The same code would, more or less, look like this, in

basic:

I© V»32( X=3: M1-33638z r=12=Mi+4

28 FOR I--X TO 8 STEP-1

38 R=PEEK<M1 + I -!

4 0 PQKE <M2+1>,R : P0KE < M1 +1> , V

58 NEXTI : STOP

12. Verify typing. The code is little and can be reen-

tered, but why waste time? Note that the code we just

placed on the screen is volatile. If you clear the screen or

overtype, it will vanish. Check its existence once in a

while and if in doubt, press RETURN several times

starting at line 8370 to reenter the code.

13. Move the cursor to just below the six-line display

and type

„ R -Cre'turn>

This shows the current status of the registers. The first

position is the program counter (PC). It contains some

value. Move the cursor to the value and overtype 8370.

This places the address of the first instruction of the

code you just entered into the Program Counter. To exe

cute the code type

o G -Creturn)-

G stands for "go there." If you've crashed, reset the PET

and repeat from step 9. Otherwise, check the results.

Did the four characters move to the right? Are original

positions blank? If not, go back to step 12. Keep loop

ing until it works.

14. You may have noticed some additional information

pet gave you near the bottom. '*B' tells us the PET hit a

BRK ($00) and the program counter points to the next

executable location.

15. Modify the program. Try changing the value of Y in

$8371 from $20 to some other number. Run it by doing

point 13. What do you see? Change it back. What does

Y register do? What does X register do?

16. Change value of X in $8373, but keep it under 8, we

don't have room to move big things. What do you see?

Why? Display our work area memory by hitting

RETURN on the three lines beginning with $8388.

Change X back to $03.

17. Change 'branch on plus' (BPL) in $837F to 'branch

on not zero' (BNE): overtype $10 with $D0. Watch care

fully and explain what happened. Change it back.

18. Eliminate TYA: STA $8388,X by overtyping 'no-

operation' or $EA in locations $837A to $837D. Exe

cute the code. What happened? Put the original code

back in.

19. Change the destination address from S8390 to some

other number. Stay within the $8388-$839F range,

though, to avoid trouble. What happens? You may

change other addresses. While doing so coordinate il

with your data that was originally placed in line $8388.

21. Invent your own things. Abandon the strict observ

ance of the memory limits I recommended earlier for

convenience (but stay within the screen area!). See

where you can or cannot put things. If you've gone

through the whole process you won't have much trouble

fixing errors. At worse the pet will crash. It's worth

learning why it crashed by crashing while the typing

investment is small.

22. If you have Power, in the future you can write your

self some instant key macros for the up and down travel

of the cursor from the top to the bottom display. Try it.

These experiments don't do anything and are insignifi

cant in themselves. But they should make you more

comfortable in use of the screen editor in the Monitor

mode, and might even make the Monitor feel as friendly

as pet's basic.

I actually use the screen as a debugging arena whenever

possible. Throwing results tightly on the screen makes

coding errors immediately apparent, whereas asking for

a memory display is tedious, uses up half the screen and

still requires too much thinking. C=
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BASIC Plotter
by

Paul Higginbottom

Commodore Canada

This program will plot random lines using the "quarter-

square" graphics characters. Although it's a program in

itself, it could easily be made into a subroutine.

The program has been set up for 80 column screens (line

9040). Notice "LL" (Line Length) is multiplied by 2 in

lines 2020 & 2030? Since the quarter squares use up half

a character space in the "x" direction, an 80 column

screen can have up to 160 "half-characters" horizon

tally. Similarly, on 25 lines there can be up to 50 half

characters vertically ("y" direction). For 40 column

screens you'll need to change LL to 40; the second

parameter remains the same since both have 25 lines.

Line 2000 clears the window (if one set), the screen, and

sets graphics mode (no gap between lines). If you like,

substitute CHR$(142) with 'esc-rvs-N' and stick it inside

the quotes.

2000 PRINT'[HM HM CLR1 "CHR$(I42)

2010 GOSUB 9000

2020 XI = INT(RND(TI)*LL*2):

Yl = INT(RND(TI)*50)

2030 X2 = INT(RND(TI)*LL*2):

Y2 = INT(RND(TI)*50)

2040 GOSUB 3000 : Yl = Y2 : XI = X2 : GOTO 2030

3000 REM ********** PLOT A LINE **********

3O1ODX = X2-X1:DY = Y2-Y1:X = X1 : Y = Y1

3020 L = SQR(DX*DX + DY*DY) : IF L = 0 THEN

3040

3030 XI = DX/L : YI = DY/L

3040 GOSUB 8000 : IF (ABS(X2- X)< = ABS(XI))

AND (ABS(Y2 - Y)< = ABS(YI)) THEN RETURN

3050 X = X + XI:Y = Y + YI: GOTO 3040

8000 REM ********** PLOT X, Y **********

8010 TX = INTCX + IR):TY = INT(Y + IR)

:SQ = AM(TX AND AM, TY AND AM)

8020 P = BS + TX/DV - INT(TY/DV)*LL : POKE P,

C(I(PEEK(P))OR SQ): RETURN

9000 REM ********** SETUP **********

9010 DIM C<15), 1(255), AM(1,1)

9020 FOR I = 0 TO 15 : READ C(I): I(C(D) -1 ; NEXT

9030 FOR I = 0TO1 : FOR J = 0TO1 :

AM(J,I) = (J + 1)*4TI: NEXTJ,I

9040 LL = 80 : BS = 32768 + 24*LL : DV = 2 : AM = 1:

IR=.5

9050 DATA 32, 123, 108, 98, 126, 97, 127, 252, 124,

255, 225, 254,226,236,251,160

9060 RETURN

The subroutine at 9000 sets up an array with the 16 pos

sible combinations of the quarter squares. BS is the base

address or the POKE address of the bottom left corner

of the screen.

Alt plotting efforts are performed by the two subrou

tines at 3000 & 8000. Subroutine 3000 plots a line from

xl.yl to x2,y2 by plotting several points (sub 8000). At

the same time, subroutine 8000 must determine if there

is already a point in a character space. If there is, the

POKE information must not interfere with existing

points. Lines 200X are used for plot criteria generation.

The above merely plots random lines. For something

more meaningful, try substituting with these:

2020X1 = 0: Yl = l

2025 FOR X2 = 0 TO 159

2030Y2 = EXP(X2/3I.4)

2040 GOSUB 3000 : Y1 = Y2 X1=X2: NEXT: END

2020 N = 6 : C = 3.1415926/160 : XI =0 : Yl = 25

2025 FOR X2 = 0 TO 159

2030 Y2 = 25 + 24 * SIN(X2 * N * C)

2040 GOSUB 3000 : Yl = Y2 : XI = X2 : NEXT : END

2020 N = 8 : C = 3.1415926/160 : XI = 0 : Yl = 50 :

DC = 100

2025 FOR X2 = 0 TO 159

2030 Y2 = 25 + 24 * COS(X2 * N * C) * EXP( - X/DC)

2040 GOSUB 3000 : Yl = Y2 : XI = X2 : NEXT : END

The first plots an exponential curve. Notice the Y origin

is set to 1 rather than 0. This accounts for a slight inac

curacy as the plotter draws horizontal lines using the top

"half-character" rather than the bottom half-character.

This could be changed by modifying the character table

at 9050.

The second draws a SINE curve starting halfway up the

screen (Yl =25). The variable N represents the number

of half cycles displayed (N = 6 will draw 3 complete

cycles).

The last one is a decaying COSINE wave, origin at top-

left (Yl =50). For higher decay rates, use lower values

in DC.

Finally, with little effort you could use the plotter rou

tine to draw axes for your functions. C1
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April Addendum

In the April/May issue, we published an article entitled

"An EASY Cursor Positioning Routine" (page 82). The

following two brief programs, which were omitted from

the article, will assist you in moving the cursor to an

X,Y location on the screen. The first program is a

BASIC poker that readjusts the top of memory in order

to secure the routing and pokes in the appropriate code

for the routine. Also provided is a loader program that

first readjusts the top of memory pointers and the start

of variable pointers, then loads in the program version

of the routine, and finally loads in your first application

program. C1

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

110

120

130

140

150

160

170

180

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

270

280

REM ********************************************

RE'M ***** CURSOR ROUTINE POKER *****

REM ********************************************

POKE 53,126 :REM **** RESET TOP OF MEMORY ****

SA=3 2 2 56:EA=3

FOR I = SA TO

2 56+2 56

EA:READ V:P0KE I,V:NEXT I

DATA 32,19,126,32,47,126,32,57,126,32,67,126,32,36,126

DATA 32,112,0,96,165,127,141,246,126,165,128,141,247,126,169

DATA 234,133,127,133,128,96,173,246,126,133,127,173,247,126,133

DATA 128,96,32,184,126,32,105,126,32,123,126,96,32,184,126

DATA 32,144,126,32,162,126,96,32,118,0,201,44,240,3,76

DATA 178,126,32,112,0,201,34,2 40,3,76,178,126,32,112,0

DATA 201,34,2 40,10,201,0,2 40,80,32,210,255,76,87,126,96

DATA 240,71,176,69,32,195,126,173,245,126,201,25,176,59,141

DATA 2 43,126,96,174,243,126,169,19,32,210,255,2 24,0,240,8

DATA 169,17,32,210,255,202,208,250,96,2 40,32,176,30,32,195

DATA 126,173,245,126,201,80,176,20,141,244,126,96,174,244,126

DATA 224,0,2 40,8,169,29,32,210,255,202,208,250,96,32,36

DATA 126,76,0,191,169,44,160,0,209,119,208,242,76,112,0

DATA 56,233,48,141,2 45,126,32,112,0,144,7,201,44,2 40,32

DATA 76,178,126,56,233,48,72,169,0,174,245,126,24,105,10

DATA 202,208,250,141,245,126,104,24,109,245,126,141,245,126,32

DATA 112,0,96,0,0,0,0,0,170,170,170,170,170,170,170

DATA 170,170

NEW

READY.

10 REM

20 REM

30 REM

40 REM

50 REM

60 :

70 POKE 53,126:POKE42,162:POKE43,5

80 :

90 IF

100 :

110 L=l:DLOAD

120 :

200 DLOAD "MENU

***** RESET TOP OF MEMORY SO CURSOR ROUTINE *****

***** is SAFE AND RESET START OF VARIABLES *****

***** SO THAT MENU PROGRAM FITS. *****

*************************************************

L=l THEN GOTO 200:REM **** IF CURSOR LOADED ****

"CURSOR"

TEST"
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PROGRAMMER'S TIPS

What's the Key?

Several requests have recently been made to clarify the

differences in various PET. CBM keyboards. One of the

best references we can provide is an article on that very

subject in the October issue. Rather than send you scurry

ing for that specific issue, we've decided to reprint a

comprehensive list of keyboard differences. Read care

fully.

KEVtt

1

4

5

E-

-7

•ii

10

11

12

13

14

i ■z ■

16

17
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■-■ --.
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STP RHD RUN

<
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C

RVS RHD OFF-RVS
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0

K -I-

SPC

3
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COMMR

N
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6
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STOP RND RUN
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w
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0
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N
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1

3

4

5

6
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a

s
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12
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14

15

16
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IS

19

20

21
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CBM-

STOP

TflB

RET

S0COL B4

RND RUN

CD RND CU

C-1 '■"■
r: V ■"■

CLS

DEL

RND OFF-RVS

RND HONE

RND INST

24 X

25 3
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28 SEMIC

29 M
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4 5
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z
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1 C

4
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0
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U

T

E

40 Q

41 DEL RHD INST

42 P

43 I

44 ■-.
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47 U

48 TRB

24

T
i
C
M
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49

50

51

52
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54

55

56

57
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1
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Excerpts from a Technical Notebook

Number Juggling

Formatting numbers on the screen can cause problems

when the TAB function is used. If numbers are to be

printed in columns, then it would be nice to ensure that

the decimal point of the numbers always line up in the

column.

For example, if the number is simply TABbed onto the

screen, and the number is a "0", then it will appear at

the left hand side of the column, which doesn't look

very smart. It is therefore necessary to use the length of

the number (ie. the number of digits including decimal

points) to drive the TAB expression. A number has a

leading space and a trailing cursor right which needs to

be taken into consideration. The LEN function counts

the number of characters in a string. In order to use

LEN it is first necessary to convert the number into a

string using STR$. The number of characters in the

70. Commodore Magazine

number is given by:

X = LEN ( STR$ (A)) - 1

. . . where A is the number. The trailing cursor right is

ignored by STR$ but 1 is subtracted to take account of

the leading space. So now, taking the above example, if

we were to TAB (10-X) we would be in business, right?

No, not quite yet.

There arc a couple more possibilities that should be con

sidered. Sometimes it is desirable to tack leading zeroes

onto integer numbers (ie. to display "0038" rather than

"38"). With decimal numbers, we may want a specified

number of digits following the decimal place, followed

by trailing zeroes which the PET does not do for us. All

of this will affect the positioning of numbers output to

the screen.



Without question, the easiest way to handle number for

matting is to first turn the number into a string:

A$ = MID$(STR$(A),2)

STRS converts "A" to a string and the MID$ function is

used to take the 2nd character onwards, thus removing

the leading space. To add leading zeroes we use the

RIGHTS function:

A$ = RIGHTS ("000000" + AS, 4)

Assuming "A" is an integer, the above will produce a 4-

character string. The number of leading zeroes will be

dependent on the size of "A" (i.e. "16" produces

"0016" and "1024" stays " 1024"). For compactness, all

of the above could have been done with:

AS = RIGHTS ("000000" + MIDS

(STR$(A),2),4)

Rounding decimal numbers and adding trailing zeroes is

a little trickier. First we must decide how many signifi

cant digits are to follow the decimal place. The follow

ing is an example for 2 significant digit truncating:

A - 1035.55534

A = INT (A* 100)/ 100

PRINT A

1035.55

The above merely moves the number two places to the

left, chops off the fractional part, and then moves it

back two places to the right. However, this is not round

ing but rather truncating, which is not the same. For

rounding, we must first decide what degree of rounding

is desired. Most often, numbers are rounded to 2 deci

mal places, or "to the penny". Our example then

becomes, simply:

A = 1035.55534

A = INT (A* 100 + .5)/100

PRINT A

1035.56

The same result would be accomplished by first adding

.005 to A and multiplying that by 100, but BASIC is

more accurate at decimal arithmetic that lies closer to

the decimal point.

Numbers that end up with 1 decimal or less will need

trailing zeroes. Once again, this can be done with a

string manipulation. For example:

A - 1035.59534

A = INT(ABS(A)*100 + .5)/100

PRINT A

1035.6

S$ = CHR$(32 - (V<0)*13)

A$ = MID$ ( STRS (INT(A)) ,2)

DP = INT ((A - INT(A)) * 100 + .5)

AS = A$ + "." + RIGHTS ("00" + MIDS

(STR$(DP) ,2) ,2)

A$ = RIGHTS (" " + S$ + AS, 10)

PRINT A$

1035.60

This probably looks sort of clumsy but it's designed to

do everything; trailing zeroes; positive and negative

rounding; and decimal point aligning. Notice that we've

taken the ABSolute value of A before entering the rou

tine. S$ will be either a space or a minus sign. Then we

grab the INTeger part of A into A$. DP is used to take

the decimal part of A, and round it on the left of the

decimal point. Next we build it all together by taking the

integer part, adding our own decimal point, followed by

the decimal part. As usual, the leading space is stripped

off DP with MIDS. "00" is added to this (remember,

DP could have a value of say 04 or an even 0) and

RIGHTS comma 2 gives us our 2 decimal places. Lastly

we add some leading spaces (which could also be zeroes)

and then we stick the sign S$ of the front.

Easy, right? Well, you might have done it differently but

this was a string juggling exercise for the practice.

Variable Flip-Flop

Programs can be shortened a great deal with a little

thought and an active imagination. For example, it is

often necessary to set a flag if a condition is met or to

compliment the flag. One might code:

1200 IF FLAG = 0 THEN FLAG =1 : GOTO 1220

1210FLAG = 0

1220. . .

On consideration, the statement

1200 FLAG = 1 - FLAG

1210. . .

will be seen to have the same effect.
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EXCERPTS FROM A TECHNICAL NOTEBOOK

Screen Codes To ASCII

This program is a screen dump routine which makes

it possible to copy the contents of the screen onto

the printer. This subroutine has been presented several

times but we'll be looking at technique as opposed to

operation.

5000 OPEN 4, 4

5010 FOR J = 0 TO 999

5020 P = PEEK (32768 + J)

5030 GOSUB 5500

5040 IF P< 64THENP = P+ 64 : GOTO 5090

5050 IF P< 126 THEN P = P + 128 : GOTO 5090

5060 IF P< 128 THEN P = P + 64 : GOTO 5090

5070 IF P< 191 THEN P = P- 64 : GOTO 5090

5080 IF P = 255 THEN P = 191: GOTO 5090

5090 PRINT #4, CHR$ (P);

5100X-X+1 :IFX = 40THENPRINT#4:X = 0:

F = 0

5110 NEXT

5120 CLOSE 4

5130 RETURN

5500 REM REVERSE FLAG

5510 IF F = 1 AND P) 127 THEN 5550

5520 IF P>127 THEN F=l : PRINT#4,"[RVS]"; :

GOTO 5550

5530 IF F = 0 AND P< 127 THEN

5540 1FP<127THENF-0:

PRINT#4,"[RVS OFF]";:GOTO5550

5550 RETURN

As you can see, the routine begins PEEKing the screen

into P. The subroutine at 5500 deals with reverse field

characters. Then P is converted to its corresponding

CHR$ value and it's sent to the printer. Lines 5010 and

5100 are set up for 40 columns but this can easily be

changed to 80.

Now let's have a closer look at those five nasty IF state

ments. If we look at the differences between PEEK/

POKE codes and ASCII, it becomes apparent that only

the 3 most significant bits (bits 5 [32], 6 [64], and 7

[128]) are changed. "Aha, a bit of boolean algebra will

solve this problem!" Using the OR and AND functions,

it is possible to make the conversion with just one line!

Thus if P = PEEK(32768), the top left corner of the

screen,then:

C = (P AND 127) OR ((P AND 64)*2) OR ((64-P

AND 32)*2)

where C is the corresponding ASCII character. Here's

the new program:

5000 OPEN 4, 4 : T = 40 : S = 32768

5010 FOR J = S TO 33767 :P = PEEK(J)

5020 R$ = CHR$(146-(PAND128))

5030 R$ = LEFT$(R$,-(P> 127ANDPEEK(J-1-

(J = S))< 128ORP< 128AND PEEK

5040 P - (P AND 127)OR«P AND 64)*2)OR((64-P

AND 32)*2)-((PAND127) = 0)*64

5050 PRINT#4, R$;CHR$ (P);

5060 IF (J-32807)/T = INT((J-32807)/T) THEN

PRINT#4

5070 NEXT :CLOSE4

The extra little bit at the end of 5040 takes care of "@"

signs that have a screen code of zero. Lines 5020 and

5030 generate a RVS ON or RVS OFF character and

then decide whether to send it or not (5030). This is

dependent on the field of the last character. The routine

has one bug though; if quotes are printed to the printer,

any RVS or RVS OFF characters sent will appear liter

ally. If you expect there may be quotes, you'll need to

modify so that a CHR$(141); is sent to do a carriage

return with no line feed. Then you'll need to position

back to where you left off.

This routine is dreadfully slow but it was meant to be an

exercise in boolean algebra. O

PET Quickie

Using >$ followed by any two characters you can

quickly get blocks free & disk name.

-+■ I* I ■■ I

75 SLOCKS FREE.
U.il w; ?1!h fiffll -ft ».Tfaj°i as

181 BLOCKS FREE

$ .1. 0

y itU^a^:: [^r-nii =^ =« h LiiL bi^^ui. ski t;:^:»cu?*jfii;is^:4s siiti-intmESi:E:i;r

BLOCKS FREE.

<USES DOS SUPPORT WEDGE
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ON GOTO ELSE

A useful sequence in BASIC is IF — THEN — ELSE.

Unfortunately, as everyone knows, PET BASIC can't

do an IF THEN ELSE, or can it? Well, the answer is no,

it can't. However, a lot of times the 'THEN' keyword is

followed by a line number which really means GOTO.

IF GOTO ELSE we can do!

The common approach in BASIC is an IF statement fol

lowed by some 'if criteria,' followed by THEN or

GOTO and a line number. Anything beyond here will be

ignored since if the condition is satisfied, the GOTO is

executed, and if not, BASIC drops down to the next line

of the program. Therefore, the next line usually con

tains the 'ELSE' code. For example:

100 IF X = B GOTO 120:X = X+l : GOTO 100

. . . will never work. Even though it does absolutely

nothing, to do it correctly we need:

100IFX = BGOTO120

I10X = X+l : GOTO 100

To get it all on one line we use the ON GOTO statement:

100ON -(X = B) GOTO 120 :X = X+1 : GOTO 100

True/false logic in PET BASIC produces a "0" for false

and "-1" for true {try PRINT 4 = 5, 5 = 5). A negative

argument will give 7ILLEGAL QUANTITY ERROR so

we change the sign with - (A = B). Fortunately, an argu

ment that is out of range (ie.'O') for ON GOTO will not

cause execution to drop to the next line but rather con

tinue with the next statement. This is also true if there

are not enough line numbers following the GOTO to

satisfy the argument. For example:

100ONPEEK(32768 + X)GOTO 120:X =

:GOTO 100

will GOTO 120 only if the character PEEKed is an

"A". C=

WUNDERWARE

PRESENTS

GAMES FOR

YOUR VIC-20
These games and many more! Send 50c (refundable with order] (or

catalog and free program listing.

THE MAD PAINTEC

This game Is a little unique

ar>3 O lot ol fun. Vou control

a paint bnjsh, moving it

around a colortul maze.

Vcxjr joD a to paint rhe entire

maze. This is not as easy as

it sounds, becase in me

maze with you ore two vora

cious Bristle Bitets {they love

pami brushes] Occasionally

you will receive a visit from

an Invisible Stomper who

leaves looipnnts In you fresh

pant Reauires joystick.

$9-95

SPACE RESCUE!

Evil forces have trapped

three ol your men deep m

the perilous depths of the

dreaded Dromedary Cav

erns on rhe planet of Kam-EI

Vou can rescue them, bui

the tunnei to rhe lower

chamber 15 narrow ana full

of hazards A single Diaye<

game against lime Space

Rescue keeps the top score

of the aay on the screen. Re

quires loystck.

$9.95

zr Price includes Postage & Handling.

zr Foreign oraers and COD's; Please add $3.00.

^r Catalog is induced with order.

zr Prices are subject to change without notice.

^r Send check or money order to:

SNAKE!

A fas' and lun action game

for one player ^oure a big

snake roaming orouna the

screen. Mice, robbils. eggs,

and feet appear at random

vour-mission in life is to bite

these targets, vou have to

be quick—the targets doni

stay for long The main prob

lem is; you always seem to

be running mlo the wall or

into yourself [the longer you

play, the longer, ora1 haraer

to avoid your tad]I Snake'

Keeps high score ana re

quires a toyitict.

$9.95

PTiwunderware
■M P.O. SOX 1287. JACKSONVILU. O« 9753O

VIC-20 is a registered trademark of Commodore Business Machines.

VICware
By: KicroSpec Ltd.

Colorful, Exciting Software

for the Commodore VIC Computer!

Utility applications make your VIC earn

its living while the games allow you and

your family to enjoy it.

Moon Lander .... 9.95

Reversal 1 9.95

Bricks 9.95

Blackjack 9.95

Tennis 9.95

Slots 9.95

Bombs Away . . . .9.95

•Biorhythm 9.95

•Data Manager . . 19.95

*Auto Exp. Mgr. . 16.95

•Requires Memory Expansion

Write for FREE Catalog

VISA'

w»»: VISA and MASTERCARD Accepted

Home Finance . . .

•Reversal 2 . . . .

Wrap

Capture

Target Moon. . . .

Math Drill

Alien Raiders . . .

"Home Inventory .

•Portfolio Mgr. . .

•Hangman

12.95

13.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

9.95

.9.95

16.95

19.95

12.95

2905 Ports O'Call Ct.

Piano Texas

(214) 867-1333

75075
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Commodore

Computers Bloom

with CP/M , Hard Disk
and Multi-user

Capability.
now your Commodore can blossom into a full-blown
CP/M-based or multi-user business system with the
addition of one of these innovative peripherals. Your
Commodore plus the SOFTBOX gives you a single-user
CP/M system. Commodore plus HARDBOX puts Pet
software on corvus Disk Drives and multiplexing units.

RUN CP/M WITH SOFTBOX

ON FLOPPY AND HARD DISK.

Add SOFTBOX. The Z80-based computer which

connects to your commodore PET or CBM

through the ieee bus.

Now you have the ability to run any CP/M

software or application, giving you a universe of

computing capabilities you could only wish for

until now.

Simply by plugging the SMALL SYSTEMS SOFT-

BOX into your Commodore computers IEEE-488

port and loading the CP/M disk, your computer

will run under the world's most popular disk

operating system. No internal connections or

modifications to your computer are necessary.

Applications packages designed to work with

specific terminals (like Lear Siegler ADM3A,

Televideo 912 or Hazeltine 1500) need no

modification to work with your computer's

screen, since the SOFTBOX allows your computer

to emulate any of these devices.

interfaces that come with your SOFTBOX let

you add the corvus Hard Disk and any RS-232C

peripheral. You can run a printer, and even talk

to another CP/M based system.

90-Day warranty. Suggested retail S895

Complete line of CP/M software available.

SMALL SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

222 B View Street

Mountain View, CA 94041

(415) 964-8201

CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research.

1982 Small Systems Engineering Corp.

HARDBOX GIVES PET DOS

MULTI-USER AND HARD DISK
CAPABILITY.

The HardBox introduces your pet software to

the world of high-capacity, high speed disk

storage, it acts as an intelligent controller for up to

four Corvus Winchester disk drives. Each Corvus

drive can have a capacity of 6,10 or 20 million
bytes.

The HardBox is designed to be software-
compatible with pet DOS version 1 or 2, so that it

will work with existing programs. The HardBox is

designed to appear to the PET as a fast, high-
capacity floppy disk unit.

When used with the Corvus range of drives,

the HardBox provides much more than just a hard

disk interface. By using an 8-way multiplexing unit,

up to eight pet users, each equipped with a Hard-

Box, may simultaneously address the same hard

disk. By using two levels of multiplexing, up to 64

users may be accommodated. The hard disk may

be divided logically into user areas.

A comprehensive set of utility programs are

provided with the hardbox for file transfer, hard

disk configuration, mirror backup, system

maintenance etc.

90-Day Warranty. Suggested retail $695.
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Where would the personal computer

industry be without people like Nick

Hampshire? Manufacturers are

hard-pressed to document precisely

every facet of their machines, espe

cially when the machines are new.

Systems are often released with only

preliminary manuals. What's the

poor defenseless owner to do?

That's where the Nick Hampshires

of the world come to the rescue.

Nick Hampshire Publications in

England released several books to

help PET owners, including The

PET Revealed and his excellent vol

ume on PET Graphics (which may

be of interest to VIC owners as

well). Both these books are pub

lished in the USA by Hayden

Books. His latest effort, The VIC

Revealed, is only available in

England so far.

This book isn't for the timid—it

faces the VIC from the point of view

of the serious machine language

programmers/engineers, the types

who re-write game cartridges and

build their own interfaces to control

household appliances. As such, it

can be (and is) considerably more

rigorous in its approach than Com

modore's own Programmers Refer

ence Guide (PRG) which has a much

more general audience.

The VIC Revealed starts with the

6502 microprocessor chip and works

its way outward through the ROMs,

BookReview
The VIC Revealed

by Nick Hampshire

by

Neil Harris

VIC

REVEALED

NICK HAMPSHIRE

Video Interface Chip, and input/

output functions. The ROM section

includes a description and guide to

using the BASIC ROM, which

couldn't be in the PRG because of

Commodore's original agreement

with MicroSoft. It also documents

the technical guide of the cassette

recorder better than any other

source I've seen—so good that I rec

ommend it to companies wanting to

duplicate Commodore-for mat

tapes.

The only bad news is the redun

dancy of material here with that in

the PRG. The opening section of

The VIC Revealed covers the 6502

chip, which is explained in greater

detail in the PRG, and even more so

in specialized 6502 books like 6502

Software Design. The sections on

the Kernal ROM, V.I.C. chip and 1/

O are very similar to that in the

PRG.

So, for you software engineers who

want your VIC to do anything you

want, and for those of you who

need to know what every little wave

and bit does inside the machine,

here is another must for your book

shelf. C-

Commodore Computer owners:

Are you tired of long waits to load and save on

Cassette? Like to have a disk but cannot affon it.
Then try the next best thing to disk - announcing

The Rom Rabbit

"VourWhh.

Pet Owner?

Granted Wlihri:

I Much (aster cassette load

2. Aurorepear on All keys

3. Memory [est

4. 12 commands

5. Works vMh or wtrhout

toolkit

b My Command"

Uwrti and wves

An BK program in

About 30 second!

Try i! - youi Pel

normally takes

i mimies!
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There are over 500 reasons to

own this reference encyclopedia.

Here's one of them.

Dealer inquiries

are invited.

'Tour book is EXCELLENT!"

JIM STRASMA,

From a letter to the author.

A COMPUTE! Books Publication

In conjunction with Level Limited.
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Programming The PET/CBM
by Raeto Collin West

The book described by Jim Butterfield as

"...unquestionably the most comprehensive

and accurate reference I have seen to date..."

The Reference Encyclopedia for Commodore 2000,3000,4000, and 8000 series computers and peripherals.

Here's just a sample of reviewer and reader reaction:

From reviewers:
Educational Computing Review by Stephen Potts

"Of all the books I have read on the PET this book Programming

the PET/CBM by Raeto West must rank as one of the most

comprehensive and readable accounts on the PET that I have ever

had the pleasure to see...

"If you wish to get more from your PET than arcade games

and simple teaching programs then this book is a must for your

bookshelf. It does not matter whether you run on BASIC 1, BASIC

2, or BASIC 4 since all routines are supplied with addresses and

changes to make them run on any machines wherever possible...

"...this book, with its lucid explanations of the PET, its useful

routines and programming hints, is an essential purchase."

IPUG Magazine Review IBritish PET User Group) by Ron Geere

"This publication represents over a year's intensive research ... and

the resulting product is a valuable work of reference. A tremendous

amount of useful information has been packed in this 500 + page

work at which I was so over-awed that I did no! know how to

start this review at first...

"This book is a must for every CBM/PET user."

From readers:
"...a book the average to advanced user cannot afford not to

possess..."

"My copy of your 'Programming the PET/CBM has been in daily

use for nearly a month and I am finding it totally addictive,

suffering severe withdrawal symptoms whenever I try half

heartedly to move on to other reading matter. It is without doubt

the best book on its subject available today..."

"I have recently acquired a copy of your book Programming the

PET/CBM and must congratulate you on its concept and on

packing in so much detail. It's so very much better than anything I

have had up to now that it'll be my constant reference manual."

"I have received my copy of Programming the PET/CBM by Raeto

West and I have recommended it to several of my students. This

book is so valuable that I cannot now afford to be without it."

Published exclusively in North America by COMPUTE! Books. The book is an astonishing

reference manual of useful information. Contents include this and much more:

1 Introduction and overview: Plan of the book, sources

of information, features and chronology of CBM hardware.

2 BASIC and how it works; Storage of BASIC and its

variables; tokens, pointers, syntax; optimising BASIC.

3 Program and system design: Capabilities of the

eguipment; charts, algorithms, space, timing.

4 Effective programming In BASIC: Seventeen examples,

including subroutines, dates, DATA. INPUT, rounding.

5 Alphabetic reference to BASIC keywords: Full

descriptions, with examples, of all keywords, with methods for

adding additional commands not present in CBM BASIC, e.g.

AUTO. DEL. OLD. POP. PRINT USING. SORT. VARPTR.

6 Diskdrives: Descriptions of operation and workings of

disk drives, with BASIC and machine-code examples; bugs.

7 Alphabetic reference to disk BASIC commands:

BASIC 4 disk commands with examples and notes.

8 Other peripherals and hardware: Tape storage and

handling; printers; modem; keyboard; EPROMs; reset switches.

9 Graphics and sound: Tables of CBM characters; CRT chip.

animation, bar plots, 80 by 50 etc.; user-port sound.

10 The transition to machine-code: Introductory concepts;

a BASIC monitor; use of MLM. Supermon. Extramon; easy

examples.

11 More 6502 machine-code: 6502 hardware features;

eighteen common problems in programming, debugging.

12 Alphabetic reference to 6502 opcodes: Examples,

notes, and explanations on each opcode from ADC to TYA.

13 Using ROM routines: IRQ. NMI. RESET; the Kernel;

examples - modifying LIST, ordinary and relocating loaders.

14 Effective 6502 programming: Assemblers; CHRGET

and wedges; PIAs. VIA. IEEE, common mistakes.

15 Index to BASIC ROMs and RAM: Memory map of RAM

and ROM. detailing and comparing BASICS 1. 2. and 4.

16 Mathematical programming: Precision, equations:

statistics; simulation; finance, calculus; machine-code.

17 Programming in business and education: Examples,

applications and pitfalls in business and education.

Appendices: 6502 reference charts; Supermon listings;

ASCII: glossary

Plus many programs,diagrams and charts. Paperback, 504 pages. ISBN 0 942386 04 3. $24-95,

To Order

Programming The PET/CBM

Call

TOLL FREE 800-334-0868
In NC Call 919-275-9809

Or send coupon ro

COMPUTE! Books, P.O. Box 5406, Greensboro, NC 27403

In England, order from Level Limned. P O Box 438. Rampsiead. London,

NW3 IBH Price in England is £ 14.90. including P & P.

Please send copy (copies) of Programming The

PET/CBM at $24.95 each, [in the US and Canada, add S3 00

shipping and handling. Outside North America add S9.00 for air

mail delivery. S3.00 for surface delivery).

All orders must be prepaid in US funds |money order, check,

or charge|.

□ Payment Enclosed

Please charge my □ VISA □ MasterCard □ Am. Express

Account No. Expires /

Name

Address

City State Zip

Country

Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery Foreign surface delivery allow 2-4 months



NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTS

Company:

A. Osborne/McGraw Hill

630 Bancroft Way

Berkeley, CA 94710

(415)548-2805

Product:

PET Fun and Games—Challenge

friends or outwit the PET™ in

games of action, risk or chance

which allow you to develop your

memory, your cunning . . . your

strategy. Save a stranded expedi

tion in outer space, fight monsters

over gold, zap targets, climb Mt.

Everest, draw faces. Thirty-one

games and puzzles, which can be

played on Commodore PET™ and

CBM™ computers, are packed

into PET™ Fun and Games by

Ron Jeffries and Glen Fisher.

Each game is accompanied by

play instructions and complete

BASIC program listings to acti

vate your computer. Knowledge

of programming is not required.

The selection includes games

which make use of the special

graphics and CB2 sound capabili

ties of Commodore computers.

Price:

$10 (192 pages)

Company:

Abacus Software

P.O. Box 7211

Grand Rapids, MI 49510

(616)241-5510

Product:

GRAPHVICS—ABACUS Soft

ware announces the immediate

availability of a graphics package

for the VIC-20 called GRAPH

VICS which provides the VIC

user both HiResolution and Mul

ticolor display modes.

GRAPHVICS gives you two

screens—one for normal text and

the other for graphics display. The

function keys allow you to switch

back and forth between the two

screens. On the graphics screen

you have control over 24,000 indi

vidual points. You can mix both

HiRes and Multicolor modes on

the same screen to create graphic

pictures.

GRAPHVICS adds 18 commands

to VIC BASIC—commands to set

colors, plot points, draw lines and

rectangles, and even display text

on the graphics screen.

GRAPHVICS is interactive

allowing you to type the com

mands at the keyboard and watch

the graphics appear on the screen.

GRAPHVICS will run on any

VIC that has either a 3K or 8K

expander. It comes on cassette or

diskette with the user's manual

and sample programs.

Price:

$25 (U.S. and Canada)

$50 (elsewhere)

Company:

Cimarron

666 Baker Street, Suite 309

Costa Mesa, CA 92626

(714)641-1156

Product:

DAS (Dental Accounting Sys

tem), OAS (Orthodontic

Accounting System) and VAS

(Veterinary Accounting Sys

tem)—DAS, OAS and VAS proce-

duralizes daily operations by

allowing the operator to process

all charges and payments through

"ticket entry" programs by

patient, client, animal or guaran

tor. Diagnostic and procedure

codes are maintained as well as

industry specific information.

All three programs share Cimar-

ron's Genetic Software design

which, unlike CP/M programs,

allows the operator to take maxi

mum advantage of Commodore's

hardware features. For example,

entire lines or screens can be

scrubbed with just one key stroke.

Record retrievals on partial

names take less than a second and

each file can be "browsed"

through for ultimate operator

convenience.

DAS handles standard and Cali

fornia procedure codes and insur

ance forms while maintaining

treatment plans, morbidity indi

ces and prophylaxis/next visit

patient scheduling. Pre-determi-

nation estimates are also gener

ated. Revenue reports help evalu

ate the cash position of the prac

tice including 90 day guarantor

aging and payment history by

insurance company.

OAS incorporates the above fea

tures and is supplemented by

installment billing by treatment

contract and split billing for the

convenience of separated guaran

tors. Billing by procedure code is

also supported.

VAS tracks both animals and cli

ents. Pet/animal name, species,

and registration are stored in the

master file with vaccination his

tory, date of birth, weight and

rabies information. Service fees

are billed at time of service. VAS

prints useful analysis reports in

addition to the standard recall,

aging and billing print outs.

Each package is priced separately

at $595.00 and includes complete

documentation and support mate

rials.

Price:

$595 per package
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Company:

College of Education

University of Oregon

Eugene, OR 97402

(503) 686-3405

Product:

The Computer: Extension of the

human mind—As an educator,

how do you view computers? Are

they a complex confusion loom

ing on your professional horizon,

or do you think of them as func

tional tools with which to enhance

teaching and learning?

Whatever your view, the College

of Education, University of Ore

gon, offers an opportunity to

learn more about adding com

puter literacy to the three Rs at its

third annual Summer Confer

ence, "The Computer: Extension

of the Human Mind," July 21-23,

1982, at the Eugene Hilton Hotel

and conference center. National

leaders in the field of computer

science and in computer manufac

turing will explore the current

state of computers in education

and provide a glimpse of future

trends. A variety of computers

will be displayed and operated

and both general and small group

sessions will focus on topics ger-

maine to adding computer tech

nology to education.

Registration and program details

may be obtained by writing: '82

Summer Conference, Jude Ridge,

College of Education, University

of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97402

(503)686-3405.

Price:

N/A

Company:

DP Directory

P.O. Box 562

Bloomfield, CT 06002

Product:

D P Directory—DP Directory, a

new data processing reference

magazine, publishes the tables of

contents of over 100 DP periodi

cals each month. DP Directory

covers dozens of data processing

magazines dealing with hardware,

software, systems development,

telecommunications, graphics,

word processing and personal

computing. 12 monthly issues are

available for S48 from DP Direc

tory, P.O. Box 562, Bloomfield,

CT 06002.

Price:

See Description

Company:

Electronic Specialists

171 South Main Street

Natick, MA 01760

(617)655-1532

Product:

Interference Control and Elec

tronics Products Catalog—A new

40-page catalog from ELECTRIC

SPECIALISTS presents their line

of MICROCOMPUTER interfer

ence control products. Protective

devices, Line Voltage Regulators

and AC Power Interruptors are

also included.

Descriptive sections are included

outlining particular problems and

suggested solutions. Typical

applications and uses are high

lighted. Request Catalog 821.

Price:

N/A

Company:

Hayden Book Company

50 Essex Street

Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

(800)631-0856

Product:

I Speak BASIC: A Computer Lit

eracy Package—I Speak BASIC is

a machine specific computer liter

acy course that introduces stu

dents to BASIC programming.

The course provides student

instruction in the BASIC lan

guage for the Apple, TRS-80 and

PET and includes a Teacher's

Manual, Student Text and Exam

Set for each machine.

Written by Aubrey Jones and

published by the Hayden Book

Company of Rochelle Park, New

Jersey, I Speak BASIC is designed

for teachers regardless of their

knowledge of microcomputers

and their programming skill.

The core of the course is the Stu

dent Text that features learning

objectives, definitions and exam

ples of key terms and BASIC con

cepts, in class programming exer

cises, practices and assignments.

Each version includes chapters

explaining the parts and opera

tion of the microcomputer. Chap

ters cover BASIC programming

topics such as Mathematical

Operations, Scientific Notations,

Conditional and Unconditional

Branching, Input Statements,

Loops, Reading Data, Video Dis

play Graphics, Arrays and Sub

routines.

The Teacher's Manual provides

techniques for presenting the

material and emphasizing particu

lar concepts, annotations to aid in

lesson planning, suggestions for

implementing the course and

answers to all practice exams.

The Exam Set contains 12 quizzes

on spirit duplicating masters to

check student understanding and

reinforce learning. The quizzes

can be easily reproduced for class

use. A classroom set of I Speak

BASIC contains one Teacher's
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Manual, 20 Student Texts and one

Exam Set.

Price:

N/A

Company:

Reston Publishing Co.

11480 Sunset Hills Road

Reston, VA 22090

(800)336-0338

Product:

PET BASIC—Reston Publishing

Company has announced the

publication of a new computer

programming book, PET BASIC,

by Ramon Zamora, William Scar-

vie and Bob Albrecht.

Perfect for the beginning PET

user, this book is filled with lively

examples, do-it-yourself exercises

and creative explorations.

Experienced PET users will find

this book a handy reference

guide. You'll discover a variety of

things your PET can do. Each

new piece of information is pre

sented logically, step-by-step with

open page formats and lots of

humor.

PET BASIC can also be used to

teach children to use the PET (age

9 and up). You'll find games and

exercises and current symbols in

children's world characters.

Price:

$14.95(paperback)

$19.95 (cloth)

Company:

Reston Publishing Co.

11480 Sunset Hills Road

Reston, VA 22090

(800)336-0338

Product:

PET Games and Recreation—

Reston Publishing Company has

announced the publication of a

new computer games book, PET

GAMES AND RECREATIONS,

by Mac Oglesby, Len Lindsay, and

Dorothy B. Kunkin.

Start at the beginning, or jump in

somewhere in the middle! "Plan

Ahead Games" tests your ability

to think out winning strategies.

"Deductive Reasoning Games"

places you in the role of

detective—you must use the

information given to work out the

solution. Combine logic with

good fortune as you gamble

against the computer using

"Games of Chance." "Words and

Numbers" develops counting and

language skills. "Recreations"

provides pure entertainment. Just

follow the playmaster's instruc

tions and sit back and watch your

PET computer bounce balls and

do all kinds of wild things!

You'll love Professor Whacko's

Lecture Series on Computer

Whacko Science. Dr. Whacko

introduces many of the mysteries

of PEEKS, POKES, and Subrou

tines, stimulating you to experi

ment and explore.

Price:

$12.95(paperback)

$17.95 (cloth)

Company:

Small Systems Engineering

71 Park Lane

Brisbane, CA 94005

(415)468-2900

Product:

SoftBox, HardBox, and

Pet speed—Three new products

that upgrade Commodore com

puters into powerful business and

educational tools have been intro

duced from England by Small

Systems Engineering, Inc. of

Mountain View, California.

Called the SoftBox™, HardBox™,

and Petspeed™ compilier, these

enhancements bring the benefits

of the widely used CP/M™ oper

ating system, Winchester hard

disk mass storage, multi-user

capability, and high-speed BASIC

compiling to all PET and CBM

microcomputers.

—The Softbox permits Commo

dore users to run hundreds of

CP/M compatible applications

packages, as well as interface with

up to four Corvus Winchester

hard disk drives. RS232 interfac

ing capability is also included.

—The HardBox, teamed one to a

computer, will allow up to 64

users to access simultaneously the

same Corvus hard disk storage—

up to 80 Mbytes using the Corvus

Constellation multiplexer.

—The Petspeed compiler allows

Commodore Basic programs to

run up to 30 times their normal

interpretive speed. The software

includes optimization procedures

that permit faster execution than

other compilers.

The SoftBox, containing a Z80-

based 64K RAM board, modifies

the CP/M operating system for

the Commodore disk drive, using

the PET or CBM computer itself

as a terminal. CP/M version 2.2

software is included, and runs at

4MHz with no wait states, for

rapid execution.

A proprietary SoftBox system

utility called NEWSYS gives users

much latitude in reconfiguring the

operating system for their own

requirements. Menu-driven op

tions include disk drive, I/O, and

RS232 assignment, as well as

allowing the computer to emulate

a Lear Siegler ADM3A, Televideo

912, or Hazeltine 1500 terminal.

Small System's HardBox device

enhances the PET disk operating

system (PET DOS versions 1 or

2), allowing one to four Corvus

drives to emulate the Commodore

floppy disk unit for up to 64

users.

Seven HardBox utilities are also

included: user reconfiguration,

password security, file transfer

between hard disk and floppies,

diagnostics, and use of a video

cassette as a backup device.

The Petspeed compiler uses a

unique four-pass algorithm that

gives priority to frequently used

variables, removes unnecessary

code, and utilizes integer arith

metic wherever possible. In addi

tion to its fast execution, the com

piler is available with unrestricted

use. Software writers may sell

their compiled programs without

incurring additional royalties.

Price:

$895 (HardBox & SoftBox)

$350 (Petspeed)

C=
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Compiler Comments

by

Jim Butterfield, Toronto

I don't want to become involved in the Great Debate

about compilers. On the other hand, it's almost irre-

sistable to dive in and add a few footnotes. You'll find

no product reviews here. Just a little talk about what's

involved.

For BASIC?

Some languages were designed for compilers. In fact,

the compiler was designed first, and whatever it

turned out you had to type in ended up as the lan

guage. FORTRAN started more or less this way. To

put compilers in perspective, we have to do a little

historical work.

Once, long ago, there were no interactive computers.

You punched up a deck of cards and if you were lucky

an operator would run them sometime that week.

Most of the results came back saying something like

SYNTAX ERROR (does that sound familiar?). There

was no point in having an interpreter language; you

wouldn't be there to watch it happen. We had FOR

TRAN and COBOL and others.

The first FORTRANs, for example, were tricky. If

you used a variable called DIGIT, it would turn out to

be a floating-point number; on the other hand a vari

able called NUMBER would be fixed-point. Heaven

help you if you typed TOTAL = TOTAL -t-1; you'd

get a 7MIXED MODE error notice and have to

recode TOTAL = TOTAL + 1.0 to fix it. To input or

output you needed to give more than the command:

an extra line called FORMAT was needed, written in

advanced gibberish. Honest.

Many of these problems have been corrected over the

years—you did know that there was more than one

FORTRAN, didn't you?—but the style remains. The

programmers have to adapt to the machine, and inter

active is still an alien concept.

And Now, BASIC. . .

Along came BASIC. It's a loose language: you don't

have to dimension some arrays; strings wander all

over; sometimes you can have FOR and NEXT items

that don't match (bad practice, but it can be done)

. . . and interactive users love it.

What's the problem? Some things are not clearly

defined by BASIC. Let's look at a few of them.

Strings may be the worst thing that a compiler has to

deal with. BASIC doesn't tell the compiler how big

any string is likely to be—ever. INPUT X$ gives no

hint as to the size of string X$. The poor compiler has

a grim choice: allow maximum space for all strings

and waste a lot of memory; or bounce the strings

around as they change. The first alternative costs you

program size; you write this little program that says

DIM A$(I000) and the compiler immediately reports

OUT OF MEMORY since it tries to allocate 255000

bytes for the array. The second alternative costs you

time; no matter what you call it, some sort of garbage

collection will have to take place. And then people

complain because they expect compilers to produce

fast fast code.

At first glance we think that the whole object of com

piling is to get speed. But we don't give the compiler

enough information to work up a really fast program.

It's obvious that FOR J = 1 TO 10 can run faster if we

treat J as an integer. Unfortunately, we're not allowed

to code FOR J% so the compiler will have to figure it

out for itself. And what will it do with FOR J - A TO

B? Until A is computed, we cannot know if it's integer

or not.

It's obvious to us. We wrote the program. But the

dumb compiler can't read our minds; and BASIC

doesn't give enough explicit information to do the

job.

One last example. It's one of the annoying things

about BASIC that we sometimes have to code things

like GET#1,X$ : IF X$="" THEN X$ = CHR$(0)

mostly to cover failings in BASIC itself. If I were

hand-coding into machine language, I could replace

the whole thing with one instruction, because I know

that Machine Language doesn't have the "fault"

that's in BASIC. But a poor compiler can't know

that. It sees the GET instruction and codes it ... and

it must add to the coding to generate the BASIC

"fault" if it wants to be compatible. Then it must pro

ceed to the IF statement and work through the coding

to fix that same fault.

The Choices.

The compiler designer has a choice. He can code for

99% compatibility, tracking everything that BASIC

does quite exactly (including the faults). In doing so,

he'll create a package in which almost anything will

compile successfully. But, the compiled machine lan

guage will be doing most of the things that BASIC

does, and won't be much faster than BASIC.

On the other hand, the designer can ask the user to

make changes to his program before compilation that

will help the process. He may also have things that

compile from BASIC in a non-standard manner. He

may make arbitrary decisions on BASIC structures—

all FOR loop variables will be fixed-point, for exam

ple. And the compiler may question the user during

compilation: How large is string M$ likely to be? Can

J be fixed-point? The user has to work harder, but the

end product runs faster.

Either way, the compiled program is not likely to be

smaller in size than its BASIC source. It's difficult to

code 100 IFJ>5THENPRINT"J IS";J in less than the

19 bytes that BASIC uses. And good compilers add
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extra arithmetic—fixed-point addition, for exam

ple—that takes up overhead space.

Why Compile?

It's your choice. If you have a program that runs for

five hours, you will probably be delighted with a pal

try four-to-one compiler speedup. If you want protec

tion against listing, a compiler will do a good job of

instant confusion.

Don't lose perspective. A program that spends most

of its time waiting for an operator or for a printer

won't speed up much under compilation.

Machine Language Programmers will be happy to

know that they are not yet obsolete. Compilers can do

a useful job. But until they get the brains equivalent

of a human's judgment, they won't replace hand cod

ing.

Machine Language

Auto-Location

When a program like Supermon or Tinymon loads into

its computer and RUN is given, it builds a copy of the

"real" program in high memory. There's a need to do

this: different computers have different memory sizes,

and we want to find the top of memory wherever it is.

More: the computer might already have something else

near the top of memory (such as a wedge program) and

we want the new program to fit neatly below it.

This calls for an auto-location program. The object pro

gram must be packed into high memory. This is often

more than just moving the program, since some things

may need to be changed with the move. If you have a

program that uses only branches—no jumps, no in-

program subroutines, no tables—you may be able to get

away with a simple move operation. But any instruction

that uses an in-program absolute address: jumps, sub

routine calls, and tables—will need to be adjusted.

We need to build a relocatable program module. Some

thing that says, "This byte is normal so we may just

move it; but that pair of bytes is an address and must be

recalculated for the new location."

Ground Rules.

We need a scheme which marks addresses so that the

proper arithmetic may be performed. There's one

requirement as to how you write the program: it may be

summarized as "all addresses must be in one piece". . .

The rule makes sense: it would be difficult to perform

arithmetic on an address whose two bytes were scattered

in different parts of the program. For users with assem

blers, the rule translates to: never use the < or > func

tions for high and low byte.

So if we wanted to place the address of TABLE into

indirect address INDAD, we would avoid coding: LDA

#<TABLE : STA INDAD : LDA #>TABLE^: STA
INDAD+ 1. Instead, we'd define the table address in

memory with TABLAD .WORD TABLE and perform

the above setup with LDA TABLAD : STA INDAD :

LDA TABLAD + 1 : STA INDAD + 1. We've used four

more bytes but gained a major benefit: the two bytes

representing the address of TABLE are now stored

together (at TABLAD) and we can adjust this address

easily when we wish to relocate.

The Method.

The way we build a relocatable module is quite easy.

Any time we see an address that will need relocation, we

place a zero above it. As we repack the program (from

the top down) the zero will signal that a relocatable

address follows. That's all very well, but what do we do

with real zeros? There will be many zeros in the program

itself, and we don't want them to trigger a false reloca

tion calculation. In this case, we change the zero to two

zeros in the relocatable package. The relocation pro

gram will spot (his and change it back to a single zero.

In order to do arithmetic on the addresses, we need to

know where they are pointed in the first place. To relo

cate from $1000 to $4000, for example, we need to add

S3000; but we must know that we are starting from

S1000. I use the following convention: addresses are

written so that the top of the program plus one is

S0000—that is, the last byte of ihe relocatable program

is $FFFF. The program can't really go there, since that's

ROM space, but it makes the arithmetic easy. We can

look at an address in the relocation package as a signed

number: address $FFC0 can be viewed as "64 bytes

from the top of the program." If our real top-of-

program turned out to be S8000, which would be correct

for a 32K machine, we would translate the sequence 20

CO FF 00 to 20 CO 7F . . . note that the zero disappears;

it's the relocation flag. How did we get the new address

S7FC0? By adding the relocation address, $FFC0, to the

top-of-program, $8000.
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Generating the Relocatable Program.

How do we manufacture this package with zeros added

and addresses recalculated, ready for relocation? With

an assembler it's quite easy.

First, we assemble two versions of the program at two

different locations. That's easy enough to do: we just

change the * = statement at the start of our source code.

Then we run a simple compare program which com

pares the two object programs we have assembled, start

ing from the top. Each matching byte is copied into the

relocation area unchanged; if it's a zero, an extra zero is

added. If the bytes don't match, we have a relocatable

address: in this case, we insert the zero plus the recalcu

lated address into the relocation package. It's an easy

job: my "relocate builder" is a BASIC program of

about a dozen lines.

Stopping.

As we work down from the top we need to detect when

we have reached the end of the program: this is true of

both the relocate builder and the relocating program

itself. There are many easy ways of doing it. The pro

gram can test to see if the last address has been reached.

Alternatively, we can put some sort of "flag" into the

coding itself to detect the end. In TINYMON, I use a

value $BF which is never used in the program as a sim

ple detection. A more complete method might be to use

a zero with a value of 1 stored below it. It's up to you:

whatever works is OK.

0400-063F

0640

0642

0644

0646

0648

064A

064C

064E

0650

0652

0654

0656

0658

06 5A

065C

065E

0660

A5

85

A5

85

A5

85

A5

85

A0

A5

DO

C6

C6

Bl

DO

A5

DO

2A

IF

2B

20

34

21

35

22

00

IF

02

20

IF

IF

3C

IF

02

BASIC

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

LDY

LDA

BNE

DEC

DEC

LDA

BNE

LDA

BNE

portion

$2A

$1F

$2B

$20

$34

$21

#35

$22

#$00

SIP
$0658

$20

$1F

($1F) ,Y

$06 9A

$1F

$0664

VIC Note.

In the VIC, we have one more problem to solve. We can

find the top of memory (locations $37 and $38) but our

program might fall into different memory space,

depending on what's plugged in. Use pointers to find

your own program (try $2D and $2E) and everything

should work out nicely.

Summary.

You can pick apart the code of SUPERMON or TINY

MON and see how it's done. You can develop your own

programs. But if you understand the principles of a

relocating program package, you can develop signifi

cantly more useful programs which will adapt to a wider

variety of machine configurations.

Editor's Note

The machine code disassembly to follow is Jim Butter-

field's relocator modified slightly by Dave Hook for use

with his Vicloaderfor PET/CBMs. Dave eliminated the

JMPs and JSRs in Jim's original utility so that the relo

cator can be relocated. For Vicloader, it starts at $0640,

but you can move it anywhere; higher ifyou want more

BASIC underneath it, or lower for larger object pro

grams.

Notice that the relocator starts with the end of the

object program since this will be the first byte to be

packed into high memory. This is conveniently pointed

at by the Start of Variables pointer minus 1, which is set

on completion of the LOAD (provided it is .Saved prop

erly).

;store copy of

;Start of Variables

;pointer (last byte of

;object program + 1).

;store copy of

;Top of Memory

;pointer (MemTop)

;zeroise Y index

;dec pointer to last

;byte of object prog.

;(1st byte to be

;packed)

;get obj. prog, byte

;not 0, goto $069A

;if 0, dec pointer
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0662

0664

0666

0668

066A

066C

066E

0670

0672

0674

0676

0677

0679

067A

067C

067E

067F

0681

06 83

06 85

06 87

0688

06 8A

068B

068C

068E

06 90

0692

0694

0695

0697

0698

06 9A

069C

069E

06A0

06A2

06A4

06A6

06A9

06AA

C6

C6

Bl

F0

85

A5

DO

C6

C6

Bl

18

65

AA

A5

65

48

A5

DO

C6

C6

68

91

8A

48

A5

DO

C6

C6

68

91

18

90

C9

DO

A5

85

A5

85

6C

BF

• •

20

IF

IF

21

23

IF

02

20

IF

IF

21

23

22

34

02

35

34

34

34

02

35

34

34

B6

BF

ED

34

30

35

31

34 00

*

DEC

DEC

LDA

BEQ

STA

LDA

BNE

DEC

DEC

LDA

CLC

ADC

TAX

LDA

ADC

PHA

LDA

BNE

DEC

DEC

PLA

STA

TXA

PHA

LDA

BNE

DEC

DEC

PLA

STA

CLC

BCC

CMP

BNE

LDA

STA

LDA

STA

JMP

520

SIP

($1F) rY
$06 8B

$23

$1F

$0672

$20

SIP

($1F) ,Y

$21

$23

$22

$34

$06 85

$35

$34

($34),Y

$34

$06 92

$35

$34

($34) ,Y

$0650

#$BF

$06 8B

$34

$30

$35

$31

($0034)

;and get next byte

;0? yes, true zero *

;no, relocatable addr

;store high byte in

;$23. dec pointer

;and

;get next byte

;recalculate lo addr

;using MemTop lo

;result in -X

recalculate hi addr

;using MemTop hi

;result on stack

;dec MemTop

;retrieve hi addr

;pack at ($Memtop) ,Y=0

;retrieve lo addr

;* save on stack

;dec MemTop

;retrieve byte

;pack at ($MemTop) ,Y=0

;rather than

;a JMP

;last byte?

;no, goto $06SB *

;yes, set

;Bottom of Strings

;■ MemTop

;po i nt e r

;jmp to program

;end detector of obj prog

;start of object prog
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BITDIDDLING

Getting the Most out of Her
Commodore Computer
In the Bitdiddiling section we try to find people who

use Commodore computers in different and interest

ing ways. Using an 8032 to run a community sex

information center sounded like something tailor-

made for Bitdiddling. However, this story is actually

about a special (and busy) woman.

The woman is Karen Kornhauser, who, among other

things, is Director of training at the Community Sex

Information Center in New York. The center provides

a "hotline" for people who have questions about sex.

Kornhauser started using the computer because "we

had logged every call for ten years, but no one ever

did anything with the information." She is using a

CBM 8032, an 8050 disk drive, and Jinsam software

to put 10 years of information to work.

"I compare all the data and decide which areas to

stress in training" Kornhauser said. Workers at the

center must go through 300 hours of training.

Kornhauser is also using the data to write booklets

for parents about what kids want to know most about

sex.

The computer keeps track of a mailing list of contrib

utors and a list of volunteers that help keep the center

running. Kornhauser is also using Jinsam and

Wordpro to get volunteers to come to meetings. "The

letters look just like telegrams, and we never had so

many people show up for meetings," Kornhauser

said.

Kornhauser uses her computer for several other

things. She is using her computer to keep data for her

doctorate on "how people from different cultures

perceive health education messages." She is going to

Sri Lanka soon for research.

But wait, there's more—she is also using her com

puter and a modem to get computer time on New

York University's mainframe computer. She is

required to do a certain amount of time on the com

puter for a research course. "I live in West Chester

and it's difficult to get computer time but with the

modem it's no problem" she explained.

Kornhauser is the dean of students at the Dodge

Vocational School in New York, where she is using her

computer for classroom management. She has even

toyed with a program that will analyze how the phases

of the moon affect student behavior. It seems that

Kornhauser really knows how to use a computer to its

fullest potential. But that seems only natural from

someone who is living her life to the fullest.

Reprinted from The Transactor

"Here You See Our Entry to the Far East Market.

"I Think a Simple Error Message

Would Suffice."
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"I Said I Needed Another

DISKPack."

Pet Parking

Lon Oehlin in Peoria, Illinois is setting up a system in

Chicago for parking lots using Commodore 8032s.

The system will help cut down on employee theft and

make it easier to enter figures into a large mainframe.

The system will count each car as it comes in and

automatically print a ticket with the time it arrived.

When the car leaves, the fee is calculated by the com

puter and appears on the screen. When the fee is paid

the message "Thank You, Come Again" appears on

the screen and a receipt is printed. The computer even

opens the gate to let the cars leave.

This system will use one 8032 at each gate without a

master control unit. If one of the computers breaks

down, the others will not be affected. To save money

Oehlin is using cassette drives. A large computer

could do all that his system is going to do, and may

even be easier to set up. Oehlin's system though, will

do all the same things at one-fifth the cost. O

—John O'Brien

VIC-20 SOFTWARE

MIS is proud to announce? the release of our latest

program. CHECKBOOK. Your VIC-20 Computer can do

more than just play games. CHECKBOOK changes your

VIC-20 from a game machine to an effective personal

accounting tool

CHECKBOOK is a comprehensive check accounting

software package, which consists of CHECKWRITER,

CHECKREADER, and DATATAPE.

CHECKWRITER is a program which records and files all

your checking account transactions. CHECKWRITER also

automatically balances your checking account, including

service charges, both by month and check. This information

is then automacically stored onto the provided DATATAPE.
CHECKREADER is a search/accumulate/list program,

which can be very useful in analyzing the family budget.

CHECKREADER can search for any specified check or

deposit, or can search for any specified series of checks or

deposits, while automatically accumulating the totals. For
example, you can search for the check written to CASH on

January 12, or you can search and accumulate all the

checks written to CASH during the month of January.

CHECKREADER also has an option for using your VIC

1 51 5 printer to list out the information on hardcopy.

DATATAPE is a high quality data cassette provided to

store your checking account transactions.

CHECKBOOK is available on cassette, with complete

documentation, enclosed in an attractive vinyl binder for

S19.95
MIS produces the finest educational, recreational, and

functional software available for the Commodore VIC-20

Personal Computer. See CHECKBOOK and other MIS
software at your local computer store or order direct from
MIS, phone orders and C.O.D accepted. California

residents add sales tax.

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

CHE
UHt
one

1KB

jl\D

250 Fern Rock Way

Boulder Creek, CA 95006

(408) 338-9546
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PROJECTIONS

REFLECTIONS

I'd like to talk about one of the

most exciting software products I've

seen this year—Petspeed. This new

software entry is a BASIC compil

er designed to provide the maxi

mum possible execution speed for

programs written in Commodore

BASIC. In fact, Petspeed can

increase the speed of BASIC pro

grams by even a factor of 40—No

kidding!

Having used the compiler myself,

I'm impressed with the way it han

dles my favorite utilities and appli

cations. The compilation time is fast

and the results are super. Now, all

those "tricks of the trade" can be

put away for keeps. With Petspeed,

you can easily code for clarity, use a

lot of REMs, and structure the cod

ing so it can be easily changed later

on.

Petspeed compiles a program,

writes it onto disk, and leaves it in

memory for immediate testing.

There are utilities on the system disk

for decoding compiled data, to

locate variables for interfacing to

assembler routines and to aid in

finding "run time" errors that can

occur during testing. The Petspeed

compiler interfaces with our Integer

Basic Compiler product, which

compiles BASIC into native 6502

machine code. The Integer Basic

package is great for speeding up

those special IEEE routines by as

much as 150 times faster. This code

can then be interfaced onto the

whole routine that has been com

piled with Petspeed. The tandem of

Petspeed and Integer Basic prac

tically eliminates the need for cod

ing applications for speed using As

sembler.

Petspeed is a must for the serious

programmer as well as the weekend

"hacker," who simply enjoys fast

coding. Petspeed's retail price is

S300, and the product does not

require any run-time protection

devices for those who wish to sell

compiled routines. With this newest

software addition, the average coder

can be more powerful than any Uni

versal DOS Wedge, leap tall listings

in a single bound, and move faster

than a speeding IRQ vector. So buy,

buy Petspeed, and bye, bye DTL. C*

—Paul Goheen

Software Product Manager
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Get the most out of your Commodore computer with a subscription to

Commodore's user magazines

Fun, Games and Beyond with Commodore

Home Computers

Published quarterly in March, June, September and December, I'OVVLR.1

PLAY is devoted solely to the exciting and raptdly expanding world of

Commodore home computing. It provides valuable information on new

products, applications, games, programming techniques, learning-at-

home, telecommunications and just about anything else Commodore home

computer users need to know to get maximum enjoyment out o! their

home computing experience. Subscription price: SHl.Od'year,

C~ commodore

The Microcomputer Magazine

Widely read by educators, businessmen, students and home computerists,

this bi-monthly publication provides a vehicle lor sharing exclusive product

information on Commodore systems, programming techniques, hardware

interfacing, and applications for the wide range ot Commodore's products.

Each issue contains features ot interest tn anyone that uses, or is thinking

about purchasing Commodore equipment. Get the most out of your micro

computer with Commodore Magazine. Subscription price: $15.(K)/year.

FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY

Name Phone

=p Address

Ef City

~— Computer model:

State Zip

D Address Change. Enter new address above & enclose

present mailing label

□ Renewal subscription

□ New subscription

GET MORE INFORMATION FOR YOUR MONEY

Please sign me up for:

year(s) of POWER/PLAY at $10.00/year

year(s) of COMMODORE at $15.00/year

Canadian and Foreign: POWER/PLAY $15.00/year; COM

MODORE $25.00/year

Enclosed is my check or money order for S

Make check or money order payable to:

COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES, INC.

The Meadows, 487 Devon Park Drive, Wayne, PA 19087





JINSAM
Data Manager selected byNASA, KennedySpace Center

SAVE TIME! SAVE MONEY!

JINSAM saves taxpayers

100's of thousands of $

"Much more powerful than

you can imagine!"

Robert Baker

Kilobaud Microcomputing

JINSAM is an integrated system. It makes it

easy to use your information to its fullest. No more

will hundreds of valuable hours be spent searching

or analyzing needed information nor re-entering

information for various reports.

JINSAM transforms your desk-lop computer

into the "state of the art" data processing machine

with features and accessories found nowhere, even

at 10 times the price. NASA, Kennedy Space

Center selected JINSAM 8.0 and saved approxi

mately S95.OOO over other software/hardware

costs. Riley County, Kansas also seiected JINSAM

8.0 and saved approximately $90,000 over other

software/hardware costs.

JINSAM is designed for you. It is forgiving. It

has help commands for every option, available at

the touch of a button. The amount of information

you store, its structure and/or your hardware can

change but your data won't have to be re-entered.

Recovery utilites are included even for catastrophes,

security passwords are built in for privacy, simple

editing and entry includes auto recall, and deleting

records is easy and the space is reclaimed. JINSAM

includes TWO FREE accessories for reports and

labels. You have unlimited report formats with

summing and lined up decimals and the label printer

prints up to 5 across - any size and even allows

single envelopes or index cards.

JINSAM 1.0 allows fast and easy file handling,

manipulation and report generation for any CBM

computer with CBM 2040 disk drive. It features a

menu for ease, has encrypted passwords. 3 deep

sorts. .5 to 3 second recall.

JINSAM 4.0 for CBM 4000 series adds

JINSORT. user accessible machine sort of 1000

records in 15 seconds; compaction/expansion of

information, automatic list maintainance. unlimited

number of fields, unlimited record length and much

more.

JINSAM 8.0 for CBM 8000 series has all 4.0

features plus unlimited sort, horizontal format, and

search by key or record number.

JINSAM 8.2. NEW FOR "82 expands 8.0

capabilities by adding information search by word,

key or record number and machine language print,

format and manipulation routines.

• CUSTOM DATA FILES

•CUSTOM REPORTS/LABELS

• KEYED RANDOM ACCESS

• FAST/EASY/MENU DRIVEN

• MULTIPLE SEARCH KEYS

• PRIVACY ACCESS CODES

•WILD CARD SEARCH

JINSAM EXECUTIVE version (soon to be

released) is our most powerful professional system

for the CBM 8000 and 9000 scries. Executive will

have 8.2 extended features plus allow multiple

users with in-use lockout protection, executive

command files, automatic math relations, join,

merge or link files, greatly increased record capacity

and machine information search by word, as well

as by key or record number and many, many

more features.

There are currently 7 more interfacing modules -

and more under development, including independent

interfaces between JINSAM and business pack

ages for your G/L. A/R, A/P needs. We announce

the availability of modules and enhancements in

JINSAM's quarterly newsletter.

WORDPROPACK - Intelligent interface for

WordPro 3, 3+. 4,4+. creates lists of information

from JINSAM files. It allows up to 10 conditions

based on each item of information. Produce indi

vidualized letters, report cards, special reports,

checks, invoices, etc.

MULTI-LABEL - Prints multiple labels per

record with up to 2 lines for messages and

consecutive numbering. Produce inventory, caution

labels, bulk mail labels, etc.

MATHPACK - global calculator/editor +. -.

*. /. by another field or constant; null (remove

contents) of a field or replace contents of a field

with any word, number or phrase. Sum multiple

fields in each record or running sum of single field

in all records. Extract information or effect

permanent change. Replace in the same field or

place in a waiting field.

DESCRIPTIVE STATPACK - Determine

MEAN. MEDIAN. MODE. STANDARD

DEVIATION. VARIANCE. RANGE. Generate

HISTOGRAMS from 1 to 25 steps, and produce

Z-SCORE reports.

ADVANCED STATPACK - (You must also

acquire DESCRIPTIVE STATPACK) Generate

one, two or three way CROSSTABS {number of

occurance) CHI SQUARE. LINEAR RE

GRESSION, with graphic representation and

prediction. LINEAR CORRELATION and

SIMPLE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE.

CALCPACK - 2 way interface to VisiCalc or

any user program. It lets you use VisiCalc for

complex manipulation, editing, placing results in

JINSAM for sorting, storing or moving data to

WordPro as well as giving the ability for exchange

with your own applications.

INTERAC - Interface which can read VisiCalc

files, WordPro files and almost any sequential files

to build JINSAM databases automatically. For

example: You could "download" information on

holerith cards to sequential files and INTERAC

would place them into JINSAM files.

All accessories are accessed thru the JINSAM

menu and require security password to gain entrance.

JINSAM gives you FREEDOM OF CHOICE.

Start with JINSAM 1.0 and upgrade hardware

and data at any time. Choose from accessories at

any time. The JINSAM Newsletter brings the

latest updates, user input and uses and keeps an

eye on the future.

JINSAM stands alone by placing "a lot of

potential computing power in one integrated

program package" (Fred Klein. Ferson div. of

Bausch & Lomb). "The JINSAM package is

justification for buying a system no matter what the

hardware, be it Vector or Commodore or whatever

the system" (Larry Colvin, Micro Computer

Systems). It is a "grandfather" in this young field

since the first JINI MICRO database system has

been marketed since 1979. JINSAM EXECUTIVE

will be the third generation in development. All

JINSAM systems are sophisticated and flexible

yet easy to use. JINSAM is saving its users

valuable time and money in government, educational

and research institutions, business and industry

worldwide.

JINSAM is a Commodore approved product.

Sec your local dealer for a demonstration.

JINSAM li ■ trademark al JINI MICRO-SYSTEM*, Inc.

WordPro U a trademark al Pr*feirl*naJ Software, Inc.

VUlCilc li a trademark al Pfnenil Satrwan, lac.

CBM !■ a trademark of CmawbirliirinHi Machine*, Inc.

JINSAM Data Manager

.... Additional Information and nearest dealer

.... Newsletter Subscription (S5 US/S8 Worldwide)

.... JINSAM Demo Disk(S15.plusshipping&tax)

.... User's Guide (S40.00. plus shipping & tax)

Please send to:

Name

Position _

Company

Address .

City. State. Zip.

Phone ( ) .

Computer. Disk

Application „

JINI MICRO-SYSTEMS, Inc.
Box 274-CI • Kingsbridge Station

Riverdale. New York 10463

(212)796-6200

Dealer Inquiry Welcome



'NEVER FORGETS."

MORE THAN JUSTANOTHER PRETTY FACE
Says who? Says ANSI.

Specifically, subcommittee X3B8 of the American

National Standards Institute (ANSI) says so. The fact

is all Elephant™ floppies meet or exceed the specs

required to meet or exceed all their standards.

But just who is "subcommittee X3B8" to issue such

pronouncements?

They're a group of people representing a large,

well-balanced cross section of disciplines—from

academia, government agencies, and the computer

industry. People from places like IBM, Hewlett-Packard,

3M, Lawrence Livermore Labs, The U.S. Department

of Defense, Honeywell and The Association of Com

puter Programmers and Analysts. In short, it's a bunch

of high-caliber nitpickers whose mission, it seems, in

order to make better disks for consumers, is also to

make life miserable for everyone in the disk-making

business.

How? By gathering together periodically (often,

one suspects, under the full moon) to concoct more

and more rules to increase the quality of flexible

disks. Their most recent rule book runs over 20 single-

spaced pages—listing, and insisting upon—hundreds

upon hundreds of standards a disk must meet in

order to be blessed by ANSI. (And thereby be taken

seriously by people who take disks seriously.)

In fact, if you'd like a copy of this formidable docu

ment, for free, just let us know and we'll send you

one. Because once you know what it takes to make

an Elephant for ANSI ...

We think you'll want us to make some Elephants

for you.

ELEPHANT. HEAVY DUTY DISKS.
Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.


